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 The regular meeting of the Clare City Commission was called to order at 6:00 p.m. via 

remote audio public meeting attendance as authorized under Executive Order 2020-154 and in 

person attendance by the Clare City Commission at the Pere Marquette District Library Room 

LLA, 185 East Fourth Street, by Mayor Pat Humphrey who led with the Pledge of Allegiance.   

Present were: Commissioners Bob Bonham, Josh Clark, Pat Humphrey, Carolyn (Gus) Murphy 

and Nick Loomis.  Absent: None.  Also, present: Jeremy Howard, City Manager; Steve Kingsbury, 

City Treasurer, and Diane Lyon, City Clerk. 

 

Rules for Public Comment during the conduct of remote electronic meetings were read to the 

audience by the City Clerk 

 

 2.   CONSENT AGENDA: 

Moved by Commissioner Clark second by Commissioner Murphy to approve the items 

listed with an asterisk (*) (Agenda, Minutes, Communications, Department Reports, 

Professional Development, Board & Committee Appointments, 1st Reading of Ordinances 

2020-004, 005 & 006, and Bills) that are considered to be routine by the City Commission.   

Roll call vote: Yeas: Commissioners Bob Bonham, Josh Clark, Pat Humphrey, Nick 

Loomis, and Carolyn (Gus) Murphy.   Nays: None.  Absent: None.   Motion Carried. 

 

      3.   *APPROVAL OF MINUTES; 

 Approved by Consent Agenda.  

 

 4.   *APPROVAL OF AGENDA; 

 Approved by Consent Agenda.  

 

5.    PUBLIC COMMENT:  None. 

 

      6.    UNFINISHED BUSINESS:  None. 

 

      7.    NEW BUSINESS:  

 

A. FIRST READING OF PROPOSED ZONING ORDINANCE 2020-006, 625 

WEST FIFTH STREET 

Background.   The City of Clare recently learned that the commercial property at 625 

West Fifth Street (formerly a Chemical Bank Branch Building) owned by Mr. Jim 

Paetschow was being used for residential use.  In discussion with Jim, he was informed 

that he either had to cease this improper use or request that the zoning of the property 

be changed to allow residential use.  Jim submitted a zoning change application to the 

Planning Commission which was heard at their September 9th meeting. 

 

The Planning Commission considered the request, and in evaluating the parcel’s 

location and the fact that it is a single property parcel and is an island in and by itself 

surrounded by Township property parcels that are being used for residential purposes, 

supports and validates that the current residential use of the property, albeit zoned 

incorrectly and not identified on the City’s Future Land Use Map as residential (it likely 

should have been) is a clear indication that this is the best use of this property in the 

long term.   

 

The approval authority for all ordinance changes in the City is the City Commission.  

But in matters related to Chapter 52 (Zoning), the City Planning Commission is 

required to provide a formal recommendation to be considered by the City Commission 

in its discussions regarding the proposed ordinance change. The Planning Commission 

held a public hearing on the proposed ordinance/zoning change on September 9, 2020, 

and unanimously recommended approval of the proposed zoning change.   

 

All changes to zoning within the City must be accomplished by ordinance change. All 

ordinance code changes or amendments require the approval of the City Commission, 

and all ordinances require two readings and approval of the City Commission 

subsequent to a public hearing. The required public notice announcing the hearing has 

been published.  Subsequent to the conduct of the hearing, the Commission has the 

option of allowing a First Reading of the proposed Ordinance or denying the conduct 

of a First Reading, thereby rejecting the proposed new ordinance. 

 

The City Commission is asked to conduct the required public hearing and approve or 

deny a First Reading of the proposed ordinance. 
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 Motion by Commissioner Bonham second by Commissioner Murphy to open the 

public hearing. Yeas: Commissioners Bob Bonham, Josh Clark, Pat Humphrey, Nick 

Loomis and Carolyn (Gus) Murphy.  Nays: None.  Absent: None.  Motion Carried. 

 

 Public Comment: None. 

 

 Motion by Commissioner Murphy second by Commissioner Bonham to close the 

public hearing. Yeas: Commissioners Bob Bonham, Josh Clark, Pat Humphrey, Nick 

Loomis and Carolyn (Gus) Murphy.  Nays: None.  Absent: None.  Motion Carried. 

 

B. FIRST READING OF PROPOSED ORDINANCES 2020-004 & 2020-005-

MARIHUANA 

The City of Clare presently permits licensure of all categories of medical marihuana 

businesses (grow, process, transport, certification, and provisioning) allowed by the 

State of Michigan but concurrently prohibits any adult-use recreation marihuana 

businesses within its jurisdictional boundaries.  Both the City Planning Commission 

and the City Commission have been petitioned by the attorneys, owners, and investors 

of the City’s three established and licensed medical marihuana business establishments 

requesting the City amend its present ordinances to allow them to grow and process 

adult-use recreational marihuana in their licensed facilities in Clare for retail sales 

outside the City’s jurisdictional boundaries – thereby allowing them to more 

aggressively compete in Michigan’s adult-use recreation marihuana market and 

provide the potential for significantly increased investment and job creation within the 

City of Clare.  In response to the most recent petition and presentation on this topic to 

the City Commission by the attorneys and investors of these businesses in July 2020, 

the City Commission directed its City Attorney to draft an amendment to the City’s 

current ordinances to facilitate formal discussion and consideration of the requested 

ordinance changes.  Those changes are outlined in the attached Ordinances 2020-004 

and 2020-005.  The first formal step in consideration of the proposed ordinance 

amendments was a public hearing, a formal discussion, and formulation of 

recommendations by the City’s Planning Commission to the City Commission in 

respect to whether the proposed ordinance changes should be adopted.   

 

When the majority of the Michigan electorate decided to allow/legalize adult-use 

recreation marihuana in the state in 2018, the law stipulated that local governmental 

jurisdictions that allowed any category of commercial adult-use recreation marihuana 

business within its jurisdiction were required to “opt in” – thereby requiring the 

issuance of commercial recreation marihuana licenses for all five categories (grow, 

process, certification, transportation, and retail sales)  of  recreational marihuana to 

business entities that qualified for issuance of the respective commercial licenses.   But 

since the law’s inception, the rules have changed wherein a local governmental unit 

now has the prerogative to pick and choose whatever category of adult-use recreational 

marihuana license (if any) it determines should be allowed within its boundaries.  

Consequently, the City can now continue to prohibit the commercial retail sales of 

recreational marihuana within its jurisdiction but can concurrently allow recreational 

marihuana to be commercially grown, processed, certified, and transported in the City 

for sale to commercial recreational marihuana markets outside the City.  And that is in 

essence what the provisions of the proposed ordinance amendments (2020-004 & 2020-

005) allow, if adopted:  continued prohibition of any commercial adult-use marihuana 

retail sales within the City while allowing commercial marihuana growers to apply for 

licenses to commercially grow, process, certify, and transport recreational marihuana 

in Clare still only in the City’s South Industrial Park so long as they sell their product 

to markets outside the jurisdictional boundaries of Clare.  

 

The Clare Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) also considered and discussed 

the proposed ordinances during the course of a meeting held on August 28th.  The IDC 

has consistently and strongly opposed any type of recreational marihuana proposal and 

has adamantly opposed the retail sale of medical marihuana within the boundaries of 

the City’s South Industrial Park.  But in a vote on the two newly proposed ordinances, 

the IDC has, by majority vote, endorsed the adoption of 2020-004 and 2020-005.  The 

IDC concurrently, by unanimous vote, proclaimed its adamant and unified opposition 

to the commercial retail sales of adult-use recreation marihuana within the boundaries 

of Clare.   

 

At the regularly scheduled Planning Commission meeting of September 9th, a public 

hearing was held regarding the two proposed ordinance amendments.  Following 
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discussion among members of the Planning Commission, a majority of Planning 

Commission voted to recommend approval of the proposed changes by adoption of 

Resolution 2020-018PC. 

 

All ordinance code changes or amendments require the approval of the City 

Commission, and all ordinances require two readings and approval of the Commission 

subsequent to a public hearing. The required public notice announcing the hearing has 

been published.  Subsequent to the conduct of the hearing, the Commission has the 

option of allowing a First Reading of the proposed Ordinance or denying the conduct 

of a First Reading, thereby rejecting the proposed new ordinance. 

 

The City Commission is asked to conduct the required public hearing and approve or 

deny a First Reading of the proposed ordinance.     

 

To date, the City has received one letter of objection to the proposed ordinance 

amendments. 

 

City Attorney Jaynie Hoerauf was present via Zoom to provide answers and 

information to the City Commission regarding the ordinance amendments 

 

 Motion by Commissioner Bonham second by Commissioner Murphy to open the 

public hearing. Yeas: Commissioners Bob Bonham, Josh Clark, Pat Humphrey, Nick 

Loomis and Carolyn (Gus) Murphy.  Nays: None.  Absent: None.  Motion Carried. 

 

Public Comment: Tom Kunse, Grant Township resident and business owner within 

Clare’s south industrial park, provided a letter to the City Commission opposing the 

proposed ordinance amendments. 

 

Attorneys Joey Kejbou and Jordan Rasaam, representing medical marihuana businesses 

who have received approval to operate medical marihuana facilities within Clare’s 

south industrial park, spoke in favor of the ordinance amendments. 

 

 Motion by Commissioner Murphy second by Commissioner Bonham to close the 

public hearing. Yeas: Commissioners Bob Bonham, Josh Clark, Pat Humphrey, Nick 

Loomis and Carolyn (Gus) Murphy.  Nays: None.  Absent: None.  Motion Carried. 

 

C.  INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT AGREEMENT-IT RIGHT 

      The City of Clare approximately two decades ago selected IT Right of Bath, Michigan 

as the City's technology support vendor of record.  IT Right has a very integrated 

business relationship with BS&A Software who provides the City with all of our 

municipal specific computer software which includes property assessment and 

taxation, cemetery management, building department (permits and code enforcement) 

as well as all of the financial management programs which are specific to municipal 

government. 

 

IT Right provides 24/7/365 technology service support to the City which is a mission 

critical requirement given the integration of technology in all facets of the City's 

operations including police and fire.  To say that we have been completely satisfied 

with the services provided by IT Right is an understatement, they truly are a partner in 

virtually all aspects of the services that we provide to the community and are an integral 

part of our day-to-day operation. 

 

As the City Commission is aware, on Sunday, July 19, 2020 a lightning strike to the 

Consumers Energy utility pole outside of City Hall caused significant damage to our 

technology and telecommunications equipment even though both were fully protected 

behind isolated and separately grounded electrical services and dedicated commercial 

grade UPS’s.  After my initial assessment and request for assistance technicians from 

both IT Right and Winn Telecom were onsite working nearly 12 hours with myself to 

restore major parts of our network.  Follow-up visits to repair the remainder of the 

technology infrastructure were very quickly completed with all of the service work 

being done without labor costs, all of which were covered by our annual service 

contract with IT Right.  Easily this one unfortunate event could have cost the City well 

over half the cost of our annual service contract. 

 

As mentioned above IT Right is also a business partner with BS&A software which 

streamlines our technology support and thereby reduces to almost a non-existent level 
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the time that we have any interruptions to our technology infrastructure.  The 

technicians of IT Right also work very effectively and closely with Clare and Isabella 

Counties as well as our other technology related vendors (Point-n-Pay for credit and 

debit card processing services; Multi-Service Aviation for fuel sales at the City's 

Airport; Winn Telecomm who provides the City telephone services; and Firehouse 

Software service to name a few).  In all instance’s IT Right is completely respected by 

these companies and has seamlessly worked with and provided excellent service in 

support of the City's operations.      

 

Motion by Commissioner Bonham second by Commissioner Clark to approve the 

agreement by adoption of Resolution 2020-117. Yeas: Commissioners Bob Bonham, 

Josh Clark, Pat Humphrey, Carolyn (Gus) Murphy and Nick Loomis.  Nays: None.  

Absent: None.  Motion Carried. 

 

D.  *BOARD & COMMITTEE REAPPOINTMENT-PLANNING COMMISSION 

(JASON LOWE)  Resolution 2020-118 Approved by Consent Agenda. 

      

8.   TREASURER’S REPORT:  The Treasurer presented his report. 

 

9.   CITY MANAGER’S REPORT 

City Planning Commission Meeting.      The City Planning Commission met on Wednesday, 

September 9th.  Agenda topics included a proposed site plan and special use for converting 

the former Beauty College on Wilcox Parkway into the new Clare Senior Center, the 

request for rezoning 625 West Fifth Street from Commercial to Residential, consideration 

of proposed changes to the City’s existing marihuana ordinances to allow recreational 

marihuana to be grown, processed, certified, and transported in the South Industrial 

District, and continued discussions on two potential ordinance amendments regarding 

Accessory Dwelling Units and the sign ordinance.  It was a long meeting lasting 3 hours, 

but the discussion was very productive and they were able to accomplish a great deal at 

that one meeting. 

 

Downtown Streetscape.  Work was originally scheduled to commence mid-September and 

last for approximately 8 weeks.  However due to some construction delays the start date is 

now scheduled for Monday, September 28th. However, even with the late start date the 

contractor still believes they will meet the substantial completion date stipulated in the 

contract.     

 

Railroad Crossing – Maple Street.    On Wednesday, September 16, several city staff met 

at the Maple Street rail crossing with a representative from MDOT rail.  The crossing there 

had been flagged as a crossing that was eligible for funding to decrease the potential for 

car/train accidents.  After discussion of the options available to the city it was determined 

that the best course of action was to allow MDOT Rail to install signals with flashing lights 

and bells.  There will not be crossing arms at this area.  This will be fully funded by MDOT 

Rail at a cost of approximately $250,000.  The only cost to the city will be a small amount 

per year cost sharing for the upkeep and maintenance done by MDOT Rail on the lights 

and system.  We think this will be a great asset to the city which should help protect our 

residents and at a very minimal cost. 

 

Wastewater Treatment Plant.  Waste Water Treatment Plant Screw Pump Replacement 

bids are due at 10:00 a.m. on Tuesday, September 22, 2020. 

 

Rail Trail Update.  We were recently informed by MDOT that due to the delays caused by 

COVID and the increased workload created by the flooding and devastation to the East of 

us, the Rail Trail project letting and design has been pushed back until sometime next 

summer and construction will not likely begin until 2022.  This is a full year delay on the 

timeline we anticipated.  We will know more when they send us an updated timeline on 

the project. 

 

Verizon Cell Tower.  The city has been working with Verizon on a potential cell tower to 

be placed in Maple Street Park.  I received word recently that they are still working on the 

environmental report as I was contacted to provide additional information on the site.  Once 

we receive more information or next steps, I will share those with you at that time. 

Election Grant.  The State of Michigan in cooperation with the Center for Tech and Civic 

Life recently announced another opportunity for municipalities to apply for a grant to help 

with technology related to elections.  City Clerk Diane Lyon has applied for the grant (no 
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potential numbers were given by the grant provider) and we are now waiting to hear back 

if we were successful. 

 

Halloween.  Once again, we find ourselves in the situation of having to contemplate what 

can be done during a pandemic and under the current Executive Orders for gatherings.  We 

are not optimistic that we will be able to host Halloween celebrations as we normally have 

in the past.  Joy has reached out to other surrounding municipalities and all of them seem 

to be in a wait and see and hope position right now.  We hope to have some direction by 

early October to share with you and with residents regarding events and trick or treating. 

 

Lake Shamrock Dredging.   This project has many moving parts, and we are working 

diligently to get you information in October that will allow you to begin moving the process 

forward.  We are currently working with our Bond Attorney and City Attorney to make 

sure that all of the steps are correctly done to move the process forward.  We received 

additional cost information and are awaiting a few more pieces to be able to bring you 

some solid estimated numbers.  We have found that there are a few more steps that need to 

be completed in order to move forward.  We will bring you information related to setting 

a special assessment district, setting an assessment roll, and issuing bonds to pay for the 

project, as well as the required public notices and hearings for your action. 

 

Addendums.  Center for Tech and Civic Life Grant.  The City Clerk applied for and received 

a $5,000 grant to be used exclusively for the public purpose of planning and 

operationalizing a safe and secure November 2020 election for City. 

 

Seal Coating of Downtown Parking Lots.  D&D Asphalt have started the process of 

sealcoating the downtown parking lots. 

 

10.   *COMMUNICATIONS 

Clare County Mobile Food Distribution:  The Greater Lansing Food Bank will be 

providing free food distribution at the Clare County Fairgrounds on Saturday, October 3, 

2020.  Registration begins at 9am with distribution taking place from 10:30am until noon. 

 

MIDHHS Notice of Aerial EEE Mosquito Spraying Treatment:  The City received Notice 

from the Michigan Department of Health & Human Services of scheduled spraying in 

specifically identified areas within Clare County to combat Eastern Equine Encephalitis. 

 

Early AV Processing:  The State has approved legislation to allow certain cities and 

townships to begin opening absent voter ballot envelopes the day prior to election day.  

This does not apply to the City of Clare. 

 

FOIA Requests:  The most recent FOIA were provided for information. 

 

11.   EXTENDED PUBLIC COMMENT:  None. 

 

 12.   COMMISSION DISCUSSION TOPICS:  Speeding traffic and jake breaking in the city are 

a concern of the Commission.  They desire to increase the enforcement of traffic laws in 

the City.  The Commission would like to receive a monthly police report which includes 

the number of speeding tickets issued.  

 

Commissioner Loomis requested a copy of MML’s annual convention agenda.   

  

    13.   *APPROVAL OF BILLS:   Approved by Consent Agenda.  

 

14.  *PROFESSIONAL & EDUCATIONAL TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES:  Approved by 

Consent Agenda. 

 

     15.  ADJOURNMENT:  Motion by Commissioner Bonham second by Commissioner Murphy 

to adjourn the meeting Roll call vote: Yeas: Commissioners Bob Bonham, Josh Clark, Pat 

Humphrey, Nick Loomis, and Carolyn (Gus) Murphy.   Nays: None.  Absent: None.   

Motion Carried.   Meeting adjourned at 6:44 p.m. 

 

 

 ____________________________                      ______________________________ 

Pat Humphrey, Mayor                                     Diane Lyon, City Clerk  

     



AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO:           Mayor Pat Humphrey & City Commission 

FROM:     Jeremy Howard, City Manager 

DATE:      October 1, 2020 

RE:           Second reading and adoption - Ordinance 2020-006 - Zoning Change          

625 West Fifth Street 

 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Background.   The City of Clare recently learned that the commercial property at 625 West 

Fifth Street (formerly a Chemical Bank Branch Building) owned by Mr. Jim Paetschow 

was being used for residential use.  In discussion with Jim, he was informed that he either 

had to cease this improper use or request that the zoning of the property be changed to 

allow residential use.  Jim submitted a zoning change application to the Planning 

Commission which was heard at their September 9th meeting (copy att’d). 

 

The Planning Commission considered the request, and in evaluating the parcel’s location 

and the fact that it is a single property parcel and is an island in and by itself surrounded 

by Township property parcels that are being used for residential purposes, supports and 

validates that the current residential use of the property, albeit zoned incorrectly and not 

identified on the City’s Future Land Use Map as residential (it likely should have been) is 

a clear indication that this is the best use of this property in the long term.   

 

The approval authority for all ordinance changes in the City is the City Commission.  But 

in matters related to Chapter 52 (Zoning), the City Planning Commission is required to 

provide a formal recommendation to be considered by the City Commission in its 

discussions regarding the proposed ordinance change. The Planning Commission held a 

public hearing on the proposed ordinance/zoning change on September 9, 2020, and 

unanimously recommended approval of the proposed zoning change.   

 

All changes to zoning within the City must be accomplished by ordinance change. All 

ordinance code changes or amendments require the approval of the City Commission, and 

all ordinances require two readings and approval of the City Commission subsequent to a 

public hearing. The required public notice announcing the public hearing that was held at the 

last meeting is attached (copy att’d).   

 

The City Commission was asked at its meeting of September 21st whether it desired to 

adopt the proposed ordinance amendment (copy att’d as Ordinance 2020-006) – and if so 

to commence the process for ordinance adoption. The City Commission directed the First 

Reading of the Ordinance at that meeting. 

 

The Commission is now asked to allow a Second Reading and approve the adoption of the 

proposed Ordinance. 

 



 

Issues & Questions Specified. Should the City Commission allow a Second Reading and 

approve the proposed Ordinance 2020-006? 

  

Alternatives. 

1. Allow a Second Reading and approve the proposed ordinance. 

2. Do not allow a Second Reading, thereby disapproving the ordinance. 

3. Set aside the decision regarding this matter to a later date. 

  

Financial Impact.   Undetermined however it will no longer be taxed as a commercial 

property. 

 

Recommendation.  I recommend the City Commission allow the Second Reading and 

approve Ordinance 2020-006 (copy att’d) by adoption of Resolution 2020-119 (copy att’d).     

  

Attachments.   

1. Request for Change in Zoning & Associated Documents submitted to Planning 

Commission. 

2. Public Notice.  

3. Ordinance 2020-006. 

4. Resolution 2020-119. 
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ORDINANCE NO. 2020 - 006 
 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE CODE OF THE CITY OF CLARE BY 
amending the City Code Ordinance Part II, Code of Ordinances, Chapter 52. 

 
Short Title:  CITY OF CLARE- ORDINANCE AMENDMENT.  An ordinance to 
amend Chapter 52 – Zoning. 

 
 
Ordinance 219 as continued by Chapter 52, of the Clare City Code is 

hereby amended as follows: 
 

Section 1.  The sections of the above-mentioned zoning ordinance and hereafter 
mentioned parcels is hereby repealed. 
 

Section 2.  That the following parcel of property known as Property No. 18-051-
350-003-00, described herein shall be zoned Residential:   

 
 As described on Attached Survey. 
 

 Affirmed to be recommended for rezoning to Residential by the Planning 

Commission of the CITY OF CLARE on September 9, 2020 at a scheduled 

meeting with  ___ commissioners in attendance, ____ voting aye, ____ voting 

nay. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing was duly affirmed and recommended 
by the Planning Commission of the CITY OF CLARE, Michigan, at a regularly 

scheduled meeting on the 5th day of October 2020, that of __________ members 
of the City Commission, ______________ were in attendance and __________ 

voted for the adoption of the Ordinance.  I further certify that the above and 
foregoing ordinance is recorded in Ordinances for the CITY OF CLARE. 
  

 Passed by the City Commission of the CITY OF CLARE on ______________, 
at its regular meeting with ___________ commissioners in attendance, 
_____________ voting aye, ___________ nay.  Adopted by the City Commission of 

the City of Clare this __________ day of __________________, 2020.   
 

 
Signed:  _____________________, Mayor. 
 

*********************** 
 
 I hereby certify that the foregoing was duly adopted by the CITY 

COMMISSION of the CITY OF CLARE, Michigan, at its regular meeting on the 
__________ of ________________, 2020, that of __________ members of the City 
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Commission, ______________ were in attendance and __________ voted for the 
adoption of the Ordinance.  I further certify that the above and foregoing 

ordinance is recorded in Ordinances for the CITY OF CLARE. 
 

Effective Date 
 
This Ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days following date of publication as 

required by law.  All Ordinances or part Ordinances in conflict with any of the 
provisions of this Ordinance are hereby repealed. 
 

_____________________________ 
Diane Lyon, Clerk 

 



 

RESOLUTION  2020-016PC 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDING 

APPROVAL OF ORDINANCE 2020-006, AN ORDINANCE TO CHANGE THE ZONING OF 

PROPERTY IDENTIFIED AS PROPERTY ID #18-051-350-003-00 IN THE CITY OF CLARE, 

MICHIGAN. 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Clare has received a request to change the zoning of property located 

within the City of Clare from Commercial-1 (C-1) to Residential-1 (R-1); and  

 

WHEREAS, said property is uniquely located and currently being used as residential property; 

and  

 

WHEREAS, said property is surrounded by Grant Township property parcels that are being 

used for residential purposes; and 

 

WHEREAS, while the Future Land Use Map identifies the parcel as commercial property, a 

zoning change of the property to residential is a suitable classification for this specific property; and 

 

WHEREAS, Ordinance 2020-006, an ordinance reflecting the change of said property from 

Commercial to Residential, has been submitted to the Planning Commission for consideration; and    

 

  WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission is required to review and provide a 

recommendation(s) to the Clare City Commission regarding to any proposed zoning ordinance changes 

or amendments; and   

 

 WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission has, subsequent to a properly noticed public 

hearing, publicly considered and deliberated said proposed Ordinance 2020-006.  

 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Planning Commission of City of 

Clare hereby recommends that the Clare City Commission approve Ordinance 2020-006.   

 

ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY CONFLICT 

WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE SAME ARE HEREBY 

RESCINDED. 

 

The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner _______and supported by Commissioner 

________. The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call vote: 

 

YEAS:         

 

NAYS:        

        

ABSENT:   

 

Resolution approved for adoption on this 9th day of September, 2020. 

 

 

________________________________ 

Planning Commission Chair 
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ORDINANCE NO. 2020 - 006 
 

AN ORDINANCE TO AMEND THE CODE OF THE CITY OF CLARE BY 
amending the City Code Ordinance Part II, Code of Ordinances, Chapter 52. 

 
Short Title:  CITY OF CLARE- ORDINANCE AMENDMENT.  An ordinance to 
amend Chapter 52 – Zoning. 

 
 
Ordinance 219 as continued by Chapter 52, of the Clare City Code is 

hereby amended as follows: 
 

Section 1.  The sections of the above-mentioned zoning ordinance and hereafter 
mentioned parcels is hereby repealed. 
 

Section 2.  That the following parcel of property known as Property No. 18-051-
350-003-00, described herein shall be zoned Residential:   

 
 As described on Attached Survey. 
 

 Affirmed to be recommended for rezoning to Residential by the Planning 

Commission of the CITY OF CLARE on September 9, 2020 at a scheduled 

meeting with  ___ commissioners in attendance, ____ voting aye, ____ voting 

nay. 

I hereby certify that the foregoing was duly affirmed and recommended 
by the Planning Commission of the CITY OF CLARE, Michigan, at a regularly 

scheduled meeting on the 5th day of October 2020, that of __________ members 
of the City Commission, ______________ were in attendance and __________ 

voted for the adoption of the Ordinance.  I further certify that the above and 
foregoing ordinance is recorded in Ordinances for the CITY OF CLARE. 
  

 Passed by the City Commission of the CITY OF CLARE on ______________, 
at its regular meeting with ___________ commissioners in attendance, 
_____________ voting aye, ___________ nay.  Adopted by the City Commission of 

the City of Clare this __________ day of __________________, 2020.   
 

 
Signed:  _____________________, Mayor. 
 

*********************** 
 
 I hereby certify that the foregoing was duly adopted by the CITY 

COMMISSION of the CITY OF CLARE, Michigan, at its regular meeting on the 
__________ of ________________, 2020, that of __________ members of the City 
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Commission, ______________ were in attendance and __________ voted for the 
adoption of the Ordinance.  I further certify that the above and foregoing 

ordinance is recorded in Ordinances for the CITY OF CLARE. 
 

Effective Date 
 
This Ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days following date of publication as 

required by law.  All Ordinances or part Ordinances in conflict with any of the 
provisions of this Ordinance are hereby repealed. 
 

_____________________________ 
Diane Lyon, Clerk 

 



 

RESOLUTION  2020-119 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY COMMISSION APPROVING ORDINANCE 2020-006, AN 

ORDINANCE TO CHANGE THE ZONING OF PROPERTY IDENTIFIED AS PROPERTY ID #18-051-

350-003-00 IN THE CITY OF CLARE, MICHIGAN. 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Clare has received a request to change the zoning of property located within the 

City of Clare from Commercial-1 (C-1) to Residential-1 (R-1); and  

  

WHEREAS, said property is uniquely located and currently being used as residential property; and  

 

WHEREAS, said property is surrounded by Grant Township property parcels that are being used for 

residential purposes; and 

 

WHEREAS, while the Future Land Use Map identifies the parcel as commercial property, a zoning 

change of the property to residential is a suitable classification for this specific property; and 

 

WHEREAS, Ordinance 2020-006, an ordinance reflecting the change of said property from Commercial 

to Residential, has been submitted to the Planning Commission for consideration; and    

 

  WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission reviewed and provided a recommendation to the Clare City 

Commission regarding acceptance of the proposed zoning ordinance changes or amendments at their September 

9th meeting; and   

 

WHEREAS, the Clare City Commission has reviewed and considered said ordinance amendment and 

has held a requisite public hearing and directed a First Reading of said Ordinance at its regularly scheduled public 

meeting on September 21, 2020; and  

 

WHEREAS, the Clare City Commission received no stated objections at said public hearing; has 

considered the proposed Ordinance and the recommendations of its City Staff and the Planning Commission; and 

has subsequently determined that adoption of Ordinance 2020-006 is in the best interests of the City of Clare and 

all its residents. 

 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Commission of City of Clare hereby 

approves Ordinance 2020-006, being an Ordinance to address changing the zoning of property identified as 

property id #18-051-350-003-00 in the city of Clare, Michigan, and thereby amending the Ordinance Codes of the 

City of Clare to incorporate said Ordinance.      

 

ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY CONFLICT WITH THE 

PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE SAME ARE HEREBY RESCINDED. 

 

The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner ____________ and supported by Commissioner 

______________.  The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call vote: 

 

YEAS:      

 

NAYS:            

  

ABSENT:       

 

Resolution approved for adoption on this 5h day of October, 2020. 

 

_______________________________ 

   Diane Lyon, City Clerk 



AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO:          Mayor Pat Humphrey & City Commission 

FROM:      Jeremy Howard, City Manager 

DATE:       October 1, 2020 

RE:            Second reading and adoption - Ordinance 2020-004 and 2020-05 - Marijuana 

 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Background.   The City of Clare presently permits licensure of all categories of medical 

marihuana businesses (grow, process, transport, certification, and provisioning) allowed by the 

State of Michigan but concurrently prohibits any adult-use recreation marihuana businesses 

within its jurisdictional boundaries.  Both the City Planning Commission and the City 

Commission have been petitioned by the attorneys, owners, and investors of the City’s three 

established and licensed medical marihuana business establishments requesting the City amend 

its present ordinances to allow them to grow and process adult-use recreational marihuana in 

their licensed facilities in Clare for retail sales outside the City’s jurisdictional boundaries – 

thereby allowing them to more aggressively compete in Michigan’s adult-use recreation 

marihuana market and provide the potential for significantly increased investment and job 

creation within the City of Clare.  In response to the most recent petition and presentation on 

this topic to the City Commission by the attorneys and investors of these businesses in July 

2020, the City Commission directed its City Attorney to draft amendments to the City’s current 

ordinances to facilitate formal discussion and consideration of the requested ordinance 

changes.  Those changes are outlined in the attached Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005 

(copies att’d).   

 

When the majority of the Michigan electorate decided to allow/legalize adult-use recreation 

marihuana in the state in 2018, the law stipulated that local governmental jurisdictions that 

allowed any category of commercial adult-use recreation marihuana business within its 

jurisdiction were required to “opt in” – thereby requiring the issuance of commercial recreation 

marihuana licenses for all five categories (grow, process, certification, transportation, and retail 

sales)  of  recreational marihuana to business entities that qualified for issuance of the 

respective commercial licenses.   But since the law’s inception, the rules have changed wherein 

a local governmental unit now has the prerogative to pick and choose whatever category(s) of 

adult-use recreational marihuana license(s) (if any) it determines should be allowed within its 

boundaries.  Consequently, the City can now continue to prohibit the commercial retail sales 

of recreational marihuana within its jurisdiction but can concurrently allow recreational 

marihuana to be commercially grown, processed, certified, and transported in the City for sale 

to commercial recreational marihuana markets outside the City.  And that is in essence what 

the provisions of the proposed ordinance amendments (2020-004 & 2020-005) allow, if 

adopted; the continued prohibition of any commercial adult-use marihuana retail sales within 

the City while allowing commercial marihuana growers to apply for licenses to commercially 

grow, process, certify, and transport recreational marihuana in only in the City’s South 

Industrial Park so long as they sell their recreational products to markets outside the 

jurisdictional boundaries of Clare.  

 



The Clare Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) considered and discussed the proposed 

ordinances during the course of a meeting held on August 28th.  The IDC has consistently and 

strongly opposed any type of recreational marihuana proposal and has adamantly opposed the 

retail sale of medical marihuana within the boundaries of the City’s South Industrial Park.  But 

in a vote on the two newly proposed ordinances, the IDC has, by majority vote, endorsed the 

adoption of 2020-004 and 2020-005.  The IDC concurrently, by unanimous vote, proclaimed 

its adamant and unified opposition to the commercial retail sales of adult-use recreation 

marihuana within the boundaries of Clare.   

 

At the regularly scheduled Planning Commission meeting of September 9th, a public hearing 

was held regarding the two proposed ordinance amendments.  Following discussion among 

members of the Planning Commission, a majority of Planning Commission voted to 

recommend approval of the proposed changes by adoption of Resolution 2020-018PC (copy 

att’d). 

 

All ordinance code changes or amendments require the approval of the City Commission, and 

all ordinances require two readings and approval of the Commission subsequent to a public 

hearing. The required public notice announcing the hearing was published (copy att’d).   

 

The City Commission was asked at its meeting of September 21st to consider the proposed 

ordinance amendments (copy att’d as Ordinance 2020-004 and 2020-005) – and if so to 

commence the process for ordinance adoption. The City Commission directed the First 

Reading of the Ordinance at that meeting. 

 

The Commission is now asked to allow a Second Reading and approve the adoption of the 

proposed Ordinances. 

  

To date, the City has received one letter of objection to the proposed ordinance amendments 

(copy att’d). 

 

Issues & Questions Specified. Should the City Commission allow a Second Reading and 

approve the proposed Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005? 

  

Alternatives. 

1. Allow a Second Reading and approve the proposed ordinance. 

2. Do not allow a Second Reading, thereby disapproving the ordinance. 

3. Set aside the decision regarding this matter to a later date. 

  

Financial Impact.   The actual fiscal impact is presently indeterminable and unproven.  

However, the potential for significant job creation and mega-million-dollar investment is 

substantial, credible, and conceivable, particularly in light of the multi-million-dollar 

investment that has already been made by the medical marihuana business community in Clare 

– the same business community that has petitioned the City for the proposed ordinance 

amendments and has indicated it is prepared to make a greater investment than they’ve already 

made.     

 



ORDINANCE NO. 2020 – 004 

Amending the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Clare  

in relation to Adult Use Marihuana 

 

The City of Clare ordains: 

The Medical Marijuana Definitions set forth in Chapter 52, Article I, 

Section 52-2, of the Clare City Code, are hereby deleted and restated as 

follows:   

Section 52-2 – Definitions. 

Medical m Marijuana definitions: 

(1) Grower means a licensee that is a commercial entity located in this state 

that cultivates, dries, trims, or cures and packages marijuana for sale to 

a processor, marijuana retailer, or provisioning center.  

 

(2) Licensee means a person holding a state operating license. 

 

(3) Marijuana means that term as defined in section 7106 of the public 

health code, 1978 PA 368, MCL 333.7106. 

 

(4) Marijuana facility means a location at which a license holder is licensed 

to operate under this act a commercial marijuana business by the State 

of Michigan. 

 

(5) Marijuana plant means any plant of the species Cannabis sativa L. 

 

(6) Marijuana-infused product means a topical formulation, tincture, 

beverage, edible substance, or similar product containing any usable 

marijuana that is intended for human consumption in a manner other 

than smoke inhalation. Marijuana-infused product shall not be 

considered a food for purposes of the food law, 2000 PA 92, MCL 

289.1101 to 289.8111. 

 

 

(7) Michigan Marihuana Facilities Licensing Act, or MMFLA, means Act 281 

of 2017, being MCL 333.27101, et seq.  

 

(8) Michigan Medical Marijuana Act means the Michigan Medical Marijuana 

Act, 2008 Initiated Law 1, MCL 333.26421 to 333.26430, or MMMA. 



 

(9) Michigan Marihuana Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, or 

MRTMA, means Initiated Law 1 of 2018, being MCL 333.27951, et seq. 

 

 

 

(10) Paraphernalia means any equipment, product, or material of any 

kind that is designed for or used in growing, cultivating, producing, 

manufacture, compounding, converting, storing, processing, preparing, 

transporting, injecting, smoking, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise 

introducing into the human body, marijuana. 

 

(11) Person means an individual, corporation, limited liability company, 

partnership, limited partnership, limited liability partnership, limited 

liability limited partnership, trust, or other legal entity. 

 

(12) Plant means any living organism that produces its own food 

through photosynthesis and has observable root formation or is in 

growth material.  

 

(13) Processor means a licensee that is a commercial entity located in 

this state that purchases marijuana from a grower and that extracts 

resin from the marijuana or creates a marijuana-infused product for sale 

and transfer in packaged form to a provisioning center. 

 

(14) Marijuana Retailer means a provisioning center, a dispensary, a 

licensee that is a commercial entity located in this state that purchases 

marijuana from a grower or processor and sells, supplies, or provides 

marijuana. to registered qualifying patients, directly or through the 

patients' registered primary caregivers. Provisioning center includes any 

commercial property where marijuana is sold at retail to registered 

qualifying patients or registered primary caregivers. A noncommercial 

location used by a primary caregiver to assist a qualifying patient 

connected to the caregiver through the department's marijuana 

registration process in accordance with the Michigan Medical Marijuana 

Act is not a provisioning center for purposes of this Act. 

 

(15) Registered primary caregiver means a primary caregiver who has 

been issued a current registry identification card under the Michigan 

Medical Marijuana Act. 

 



(16) Registered qualifying patient means a qualifying patient who has 

been issued a current registry identification card under the Michigan 

Medical Marijuana Act or a visiting qualifying patient as that term is 

defined in section 3 of the Michigan Medical Marijuana Act, MCL 

333.26423. 

 

(17) Registry identification card means that term as defined in section 3 

of the Michigan Medical Marijuana Act, MCL 333.26423. 

 

(18) Safety compliance facility means a licensee that is a commercial 

entity that receives marijuana from a marijuana facility or registered 

primary caregiver, tests it for contaminates and for tetrahydrocannabinol 

and other cannabinoids, returns the test results, and may return the 

marijuana to the marijuana facility. 

 

(19) Secure transporter means a licensee that is a commercial entity 

located in this state that stores marijuana and transports marijuana 

between marijuana facilities for a fee. 

 

(20) State operating license or, unless the context requires a different 

meaning, license means a license that is issued under this act that 

allows the licensee to operate as one of the following, specified in the 

license: 

 

a. A grower. 

b. A processor. 

c. A secure transporter. 

d. A marihuana retailer, a provisioning center, or dispensary. 

e. A safety compliance facility. 

 

(21) Statewide monitoring system or, unless the context requires a 

different meaning, system means an internet-based, statewide database 

established, implemented, and maintained by the department under the 

marijuana tracking act, that is available to licensees, law enforcement 

agencies, and authorized state departments and agencies on a 24-hour 

basis for all of the following: 

a. Verifying medical marihuana registry identification cards. 

b. Tracking marijuana transfer and transportation by licensees, 

including transferee, date, quantity, and price. 

c. Verifying in commercially reasonable time that a transfer will not 

exceed the limit that the adult, patient or caregiver is authorized to 



receive under the laws of the State of Michigan.  section 4 of the 

Michigan Medical Marijuana Act, MCL 333.26424. 

Chapter 52, Article III, Division 1, Section 52-122, of the Clare City Code 
is hereby repealed. 

 
 

Chapter 52, Article III, Division 6, Section 52-241, of the Clare City Code 
is hereby amended and restated as follows: 
 

Section 52-241 – Purpose; use. 
 
(a) The I industrial district classification is primarily intended for moderate 

to heavy industrial uses with some nuisance characteristics. Residential 
construction is not permitted in the I district. 

 
(b) Only the following principal uses are permitted in the I district: 

 

(1) C-2 district uses, except that no building shall be erected or 
converted for use as a school, hospital, clinic or dwelling, except 
such as are integral to operations in connection with such 
businesses and industries permitted within the I district. 

(2) Communication towers, except as provided in section 52-117. 

(3) Fertilizer manufacture. 

(4) Machinery assembly. 

(5) Machinery manufacture. 

(6) Structural steel fabricating shops. 

(7) Any other similar building or use not listed in this subsection 
(b), provided it is a lawful use. 

 

(c) The following special uses are, when approved, permitted in the 
industrial district. 

 

(1) The special uses licensed and permitted under Public Act 281 of 
2016, being medical marijuana growers, transporters, safety 
compliance facilities, provisioning centers, and processing 
centers are permitted as a special use in accordance with the 
specific requirement set forth elsewhere in this ordinance, in 
particular section 52-351. 

 

(2) The special uses licensed and permitted under the Michigan 
Regulation and Taxation of Marijuana Act, MCL 333.27951, etc…., 
being medical marijuana growers, transporters, safety compliance 



facilities, and processing centers are permitted as a special use in 
accordance with the specific requirement set forth elsewhere in 
this ordinance, in particular section 52-351, but not Adult Use 
Marijuana Retailers permitted pursuant to the Michigan 
Regulation and Taxation of Marijuana Act. 

 
 
Chapter 52, Article III, Division 7, Section 52-271, of the Clare City Code 
is hereby amended and restated as follows: 
 
Section 52-271 – Boundaries; purpose; uses. 
 

(a) The district boundaries for the IP industrial park district shall be as 
identified and stipulated on the adopted zoning map of the city, as 
amended. 

 

(b) The IP district classification is primarily intended for wholesale, 
commercial, light, medium and heavy industrial uses. Residential 
construction is not permitted in the IP district. The term "light industry" 
refers to those manufacturing processes that are attractively built and 
landscaped, and have little negative external influence to impose upon 
surrounding land uses. The terms "medium industry" and "heavy 
industry" refer to those that have progressively more negative external 
effects on surrounding land uses. In addition to the actual 
manufacturing processes, the transportation system, employee and 
service vehicle traffic and the total socio-economic and environmental 
impact of the operation of the plant on surrounding land uses will be 
used to determine whether or not proposed uses are permitted in the IP 
district. 
 

(c) Uses licensed and permitted under Public Act 281 of 2016, the Medical 
Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act, MCL 333.27101, et seq., and the 
Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marijuana Act, MCL 333.27951, et 

seq, and the applicable rules of the State of Michigan being Medical 
Marihuana Growers, Processors, Safety Compliance Facilities, 
Provisioning Centers, and Processing Centers, but not Marijuana 
Retailers permitted pursuant to the Michigan regulation and Taxation of 
Marijuana Act, are permitted as a special use as long as the facility is 
licensed by the State and meets the following requirements: 

 

(1) Uses licensed under the Public Acts noted above are 
permitted only in IP district zoned property located south of 
M-115. No facilities shall be permitted in IP zoned property 
north of M-115. 

 



(2) All marihuana licensed activities shall comply at all times 
with the laws and rules of the State of Michigan, referenced 
elsewhere in this ordinance, as they may be amended from 
time to time. 

 

(3) Cultivation shall be conducted so as not to create dust, 
glare, noise, odors, or light spillage beyond the parcel and 
shall not be visible form an adjoining public way. 

 

(4) A marijuana cultivation facility shall not be located within 
1,000 feet of an R-1 or R-2 residential zoning district or 
within 1,000 feet of any church, state-licensed day care 
facility, public library, public park, preschool, elementary 
school, middle school, high school or public recreation 
facility. 

 

(5) A marijuana cultivation facility shall obtain a zoning 
compliance certificate and if the applicant is not the owner of 
the parcel, such certificate shall include the property owners' 
consent to the use of the parcel as a marijuana cultivation 
facility.  

 

(6) No transfer of marijuana shall occur except marijuana plants 
subject to the Acts. 

 

(7) No marijuana facility shall be located, operated or 
maintained within 500 feet of any other marijuana 
cultivation facility. 

 

(8) Distance limitations shall be measured in a straight line 
from the respective parcel or lot line of both the subject 
marijuana plants pursuant to applicable law. 

 

9)  No person under 18 years will be admitted to the facility 

without his or her parent or legal guardian. 
 

 
Chapter 52, Article V, Section 52-351, of the Clare City Code is hereby 
amended and restated as follows: 

 
 

Section 52-351 - Special use regulations related to marijuana. 
 

Marijuana land uses, because of their unique character and potential impacts 
on the welfare of adjacent properties and the city, require additional specific 



requirements. Such requirements are listed below and shall be the specific 
standards and regulations that must be met in addition to any standards 
imposed elsewhere for approval. 

(1) All marijuana licensed activities shall comply at all times with 
the Medical Marijuana Act, Public Act 281 of 2016, the Medical 
Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act, MCL 333.27101, et seq, and 
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marijuana Act, MCL 
333.27951, et seq, and the applicable rules of the State of 
Michigan, as they may be amended from time to time. 

 

(2) Cultivation shall be conducted so as not to create dust, glare, 
noise, odors, or light spillage beyond the parcel and shall not be 
visible from an adjoining public way. Special use permit 
applications shall address measures contemplated to control all 
dust, glare, noise, odors, or light spillage. In addition, cultivation 
shall be conducted so as not to create discharge to the city 
wastewater treatment system that unduly burdens the city. The 
special use permit application shall address the amount and 
type of discharge that will be entering the city wastewater 
treatment system and subject to review and approval by the city. 

 

(3) A marijuana facility shall not be located within 1,000 feet of an 
R-1 or R-2 residential zoning district or within 1,000 feet of any 
church, state-licensed day care facility, public library, public 
park, preschool, elementary school, middle school, high school 
or public recreation facility. 

 

(4) A marijuana facility shall obtain a zoning compliance certificate 
and if the applicant is not the owner of the parcel, such 
certificate shall include the property owners' consent to the use 
of the parcel as a medical marijuana cultivation facility. 

 

(5) To the extent cultivation occurs outside an enclosed building, 
the special use permit application shall include and address all 
security matters, including security fencing, intrusion alarms to 
the satisfaction of the planning commission and city 
commission. 

 

(6) No marijuana facility may be established, operated or 
maintained within 500 feet of any other medical marijuana 
facility, except as provided below. 

 



(7) Distance limitations shall be measured in a straight line from 
the respective parcel or lot line of both the subject parcels 
and/or parcels zoned R-1 or R-2, or occupied by special uses 
specified in this subsection (b)(8). 

 

(8) No person under 18 years will be admitted to the facility without 
his or her parent or legal guardian. 

 

(9) Insofar as multiple state licensed facilities are permitted to be 
operated under the same roof or in the same facility, this section 
shall be deemed to permit and encourage any combination of 
multiple state licensed marijuana operations at one location, or 
on the same property, or in the same building. For the purposes 
of this section, multiple licensed facilities may operate on one 
zoning parcel. 

 

(10) Uses permitted under Public Act 281 of 2016 the Medical 
Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act, MCL 333.27101, et seq, and 
the Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marijuana Act, MCL 
333.27951, et seq, and the applicable rules of the State of 
Michigan, being marijuana growers, secure transport, safety 
compliance facilities, provisioning centers, and processing 
centers, shall be subject to a separate license and permit from 
the city and  

(a) the fee for the permit shall be as set by the city 
commission from time to time, and   

(b) if at any time the business licensed under this Public 
Act has the state revoke, suspend or the business otherwise 
loses its license, it must immediately shut its doors and the city 
permit will be considered to be null and void, and  

(c) the permits run annually and expire on the anniversary 
date of the issuance. 

 

 
 

 
Passed by the City Commission of the CITY OF CLARE on __________, at its 

regular meeting with _______ commissioners in attendance, ________ voting aye, 
__________ nay.  Adopted by the City Commission of the City of Clare this ______ 
day of _________, 2020. 



Signed: __________________, Chair. 
 
     ******************** 
 
 I hereby certify that the foregoing was duly adopted by the CITY 
COMMISSION of CITY OF CLARE, Michigan, at its regular meeting on the _______ 
of _________, 2020, that of __________ members of the City Commission, 
____________ were in attendance and _______ voted for the adoption of the 
Ordinance.  I further certify that the above and foregoing ordinance is recorded 
in Ordinances for the CITY OF CLARE. 
 
Effective Date 
 
This Ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days following date of publication as 
required by law.   All Ordinances or part Ordinances in conflict with any of the 
provisions of this Ordinance are hereby repealed. 
 
     _______________________________ 

Diane Lyon, Clerk 
 



Recommendation.  I recommend the City Commission allow the Second Reading and approve 

Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005(copy att’d) by adoption of Resolution 2020-120 (copy 

att’d).     

  

Attachments.   

1. Ordinance 2020-004. 

2. Ordinance 2020-005. 

3. Resolution 2020-018PC. 

4. Public Notice. 

5. Letter from Tom Kunse. 

6. Resolution 2020-120 
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ORDINANCE NO. 2020 – 005 

Amending the Zoning Ordinance of the City of Clare  

 

Chapter 27, Article I, is hereby retitled Marijuana, or Marihuana. 

 

Section 27-1, et seq. of the Clare City Code is hereby amended and 

restated as follows: 

 

ARTICLE I. - GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Sec. 27-1. - Purpose and intent. 

(a) Purpose . The purpose of this chapter is to implement the 

provisions of Public Act 281 of 2016, being the Michigan Medical 

Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act, and the Michigan Regulation 

and Taxation of Marihuana Act, MCL 333.27951, et seq. 

(“MRTMA”), so as to protect the public health, safety, and welfare 

of the residents and patients of the city by setting forth the manner 

in which medical marijuana facilities can be operated in the city. 

Further, the purpose of this chapter is to: 

 

(1) Provide for a means of cultivation, processing, and distribution 

of marijuana to patients who qualify to obtain, possess, and use 

marijuana for medical purposes under the Michigan Medical 

Marijuana Act, (MCL 333.26421 et seq.), the Medical Marijuana 

Facilities Licensing Act (MCL 333.27101 et seq.) and the 

Marijuana Tracking Act (MCL 333.27901 et seq.), and the 

Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, MCL 

333.27951, et seq. (“MRTMA”);  

(2) Protect public health and safety through reasonable limitations 

on marijuana commercial entity operations as they relate to 

noise, air and water quality, neighborhood and patient safety, 

security for the facility and its personnel, and other health and 

safety concerns; 

(3) Protect residential neighborhoods by limiting the location and 

the concentration of types of marijuana commercial entities to 

specific areas of the city; 
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(4) Impose fees to defray and recover the cost to the city of the 

administrative and enforcement costs associated with medical 

marijuana facilities; 

(5) Coordinate with laws and regulations that may be enacted by 

the state addressing medical marijuana; and 

(6) To restrict the issuance of medical marijuana facility licenses 

only to individuals and entities that have demonstrated an 

intent and ability to comply with this chapter without 

monitoring by city officials. 

 

(b) Legislative intent . This chapter authorizes the establishment of 

medical marijuana facilities within the City of Clare consistent with 

the provisions of the Michigan Medical Marijuana Facilities Act; 

and the Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, MCL 

333.27951, et seq. (“MRTMA”), subject to the following: 

 

(1) Medical m Marijuana cultivation and processing can have an 

impact on health, safety, and community resources, and this 

chapter is intended to permit medical marijuana cultivation and 

processing where it will have a minimal impact. 

(2) Use, distribution, cultivation, production, possession, and 

transportation of medical marijuana remains illegal under 

federal law and state law, and marijuana remains classified as a 

"controlled substance" by federal law and state law. 

(3) The regulations for medical marijuana commercial entities are 

not adequate at the state level to address the impacts on the 

city of the commercialization of medical marijuana, making it 

appropriate for local regulation of the impact of medical 

marijuana commercial entities on communities. 

(4) Nothing in this chapter is intended to promote or condone the 

production, distribution, or possession of marijuana in violation 

of any application law. 

(5) This chapter is to be construed to protect the public over 

medical marijuana facility interests. Operation of a medical 

marijuana facility is a revocable privilege and not a right in the 

city. There is no property right for an individual or facility to 

engage or obtain a license to engage in medical marijuana as a 

commercial enterprise in the city. 

(6) Because medical marijuana is a heavily regulated industry in 

the city, all licensees are assumed to be fully aware of the law; 

the city shall not therefore be required to issue warnings before 

issuing citations for violations of this chapter. 
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(c) Relationship to federal law . As of the effective date of this chapter 

[****, 2020], marijuana is classified as a schedule 1 controlled 

substance under federal law which makes it unlawful to 

manufacture, distribute, cultivate, produce, possess, dispense or 

transport marijuana. Nothing in this chapter is intended to grant 

immunity from any criminal prosecution under federal law. 

 

(d) Relationship to state law . 

 

(1) Except as otherwise provided by the MMFLA, MRTMA, and this 

chapter, a licensee and its employees and agents who are 

operating within the scope of a valid state-issued operating 

license are not subject to criminal or civil prosecution under 

city ordinances regulating marijuana. 

(2) Except as otherwise provided by the MMFLA, MRTMA, and this 

chapter, a person who owns or leases real property upon which 

a marijuana facility is located and who has no knowledge that 

the licensee is violating or violated the MMFLA, MRTMA, or a 

provision of this chapter, is not subject to criminal or civil 

prosecution under city ordinances regulating marijuana. 

(3) Nothing in this chapter is intended to grant immunity from 

criminal or civil prosecution, penalty or sanction for the 

cultivation, manufacture, possession, use, sale, distribution or 

transport of marijuana in any form that is not in strict 

compliance with the Michigan Medical Marijuana Act, the 

Medical Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act, the Marijuana 

Tracking Act, the Michigan Regulation and Taxation of 

Marihuana Act, MCL 333.27951, et seq. (“MRTMA”), and all 

applicable rules promulgated by the State of Michigan regarding 

medical marijuana. Strict compliance with any applicable state 

law or regulation shall be deemed a requirement for the 

issuance or renewal of any license issued under this chapter, 

and noncompliance with any applicable state law or regulation 

shall be grounds for revocation or nonrenewal of any license 

issued under the terms of this chapter. 

(4) A registered qualifying patient or registered primary caregiver is 

not subject to criminal prosecution or sanctions for purchasing 

marijuana from a provisioning center if the quantity purchased 

is within the limits established under the Michigan Medical 

Marijuana Act. A registered primary caregiver is not subject to 

criminal prosecution or sanctions for any transfer of 2.5 ounces 
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or less of marijuana to a safety compliance facility for 

testing.(5)In the event of any conflict, the terms of this chapter 

are preempted and the controlling authority shall be the 

statutory regulations set forth by the MMFLA or the rules 

adopted by the board to implement, administer or enforce the 

MMFLA. 

(e) City liability and indemnification.  

(1) By accepting a license issued pursuant to this chapter, the 

licensee waives and releases the city, its officers, elected officials 

and employees from any liability for injuries, damages or 

liabilities of any kind that result from any arrest or prosecution 

of medical marijuana facility owners, operators, employees, 

clients or customers for a violation of state or federal laws, rules 

or regulations. 

(2) By accepting a license issued pursuant to this chapter, all 

licensees, agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the 

city, its officers, elected officials, employees, and insurers, 

against all liability, claims or demands arising on account of 

bodily injury, sickness, disease, death, property loss or damage 

or any other loss of any kind, including, but not limited to, any 

claim of diminution of property value by a property owner 

whose property is located in proximity to a licensed operating 

facility, arising out of, claimed to have arisen out of, or in any 

manner connected with the operation of a medical marijuana 

facility or use of a product cultivated, processed, distributed or 

sold that is subject to the license, or any claim based on an 

alleged injury to business or property by reason of a claimed 

violation of the Federal Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt 

Organizations Act (RICO), 18 U.S.C. Section 1964(c).(3)By 

accepting a license issued pursuant to the chapter, a licensee 

agrees to indemnify, defend and hold harmless the city, its 

officers, elected officials, employees, and insurers, against all 

liability, claims, penalties, or demands arising on account of 

any alleged violation of the Federal Controlled Substances Act, 

21 U.S.C. Section 801 et seq. or Article 7 of the Michigan Public 

Health Code, MCL 333.7101 et seq. 

Sec. 27-2. - Definitions. 

[The following words, terms and phrases, when used in this chapter, 

shall have the meanings ascribed to them in this chapter, except where 

the context clearly indicates a different meaning:] 
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Applicant means a person who applies for a state operating license. With 

respect to disclosures in an application, or for purposes of ineligibility for 

a license, the term applicant includes an officer, director, and managerial 

employee of the applicant and a person who holds any direct or indirect 

ownership interest in the applicant. 

 

Board means the medical marijuana licensing board created pursuant to 

part 3 of the MMFLA. 

Cultivate or cultivation means (1) all phases of marijuana growth from 

seed to harvest; and (2) the preparation, packaging, and labeling of 

harvested usable marijuana. 

Department means the Michigan Department of Licensing and Regulatory 

Affairs, or its successor agency. 

Grower means a licensee that is a commercial entity that cultivates, 

dries, trims, or cures and packages marijuana for sale to a processor or 

provisioning center. 

Licensee means a person holding a state operating license. 

Marijuana means that term as defined in section 7106 of the Public 

Health Code, 1978 PA 368, MCL 333.7106. Marijuana may be spelled 

with either “marijuana,” or “marihuana.”  

Marijuana commercial entity means any and all of the following 

marijuana facilities:  

(1)A grower. 

(2)A processor. 

(3)A secure transporter. 

(4)A provisioning center, a dispensary, or a marijuana retailer. 

(5)A safety compliance facility. 

Marijuana facility means a location at which a licensee is licensed to 

operate under the MMFLA, MRTMA, and this chapter. 

Marijuana plant means any plant of the species Cannabis sativa L. 

Marijuana-infused product means a topical formulation, tincture, 

beverage, edible substance, or similar product containing any usable 

marijuana that is intended for human consumption in a manner other 

than smoke inhalation. Marijuana-infused product shall not be 
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considered a food for purposes of the Food Law, 2000 PA 92, MCL 

289.1101 et seq. 

Michigan Medical Marijuana Act or MMMA means 2008 IL 1, MCL 

333.26421 et seq., as may be amended. 

 

Michigan Medical Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act or MMFLA means 

Public Act 281 of 2016, MCL 333.27101 et seq., as may be amended. 

Michigan Marijuana Tracking Act means Public Act 282 of 2016, MCL 

333.27901 et seq., as may be amended. 

Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act, MCL 333.27951, et 

seq. (“MRTMA”), means Initiated Law 1 of 2018. 

Paraphernalia means any equipment, product, or material of any kind 

that is designed for or used in growing, cultivating, producing, 

manufacturing, compounding, converting, storing, processing, preparing, 

transporting, injecting, smoking, ingesting, inhaling, or otherwise 

introducing into the human body, marijuana. 

Person means an individual, corporation, limited liability company, 

partnership, limited partnership, limited liability partnership, limited 

liability limited partnership, trust, or other legal entity. 

Plant means any living organism that produces its own food through 

photosynthesis and has observable root formation or is in growth 

material. 

Processor means a licensee that is a commercial entity that purchases 

marijuana from a grower and that extracts resin from the marijuana or 

creates a marijuana-infused product for sale and transfer in packaged 

form to a provisioning center. 

Marijuana retailer, means a provisioning center, a licensee that is a 

commercial entity that purchases marijuana from a grower or processor 

and sells, supplies, or provides marijuana. to registered qualifying 

patients, directly or through the patients' registered primary caregivers. 

Provisioning center Marijuana retailer, includes any commercial property 

where marijuana is sold at retail to registered qualifying patients or 

registered primary caregivers, or the public. and includes medical 

cannabis dispensaries. A noncommercial location used by a primary 

caregiver to assist a qualifying patient connected to the caregiver through 

the Department's marijuana registration process in accordance with the 
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Michigan Medical Marijuana Act is not a provisioning center Marijuana 

retailer for purposes of this chapter. 

Registered primary caregiver means a primary caregiver who has been 

issued a current registry identification card under the MMMA. 

 

Registered qualifying patient means a qualifying patient who has been 

issued a current registry identification card under the MMMA or a 

visiting qualifying patient as that term is defined in the MMMA. 

Registry identification card means that term as defined in the MMMA. 

Rules means rules promulgated by the department in consultation with 

the board  State of Michigan to implement this Act. 

Safety compliance facility means a licensee that is a commercial entity 

that received marijuana from a marijuana facility or registered primary 

caregiver, tests it for contaminants and for tetrahydrocannabinol and 

other cannabinoids, returns the test results, and may return the 

marijuana to the marijuana facility. 

Secure transporter means a licensee that is a commercial entity that 

stores marijuana and transports marijuana between marijuana facilities 

for a fee. 

State operating license or, unless the context requires a different 

meaning, "license" means a license that is issued under the MMFLA, 

MRTMA, and this chapter that allows the licensee to operate as one of 

the following marijuana commercial entities, as specified in the license: 

(1) A grower. 

(2) A processor. 

(3) A secure transporter. 

(4) A marijuana retailer, including a provisioning center or 

dispensary. 

(5) A safety compliance facility. 

Statewide monitoring system or, unless the context requires a different 

meaning, system means an internet-based, statewide database 

established, implemented, and maintained by the department under the 

Marijuana Tracking Act, that is available to licensees, law enforcement 

agencies, and authorized state departments and agencies on a 24-hour 

basis for all of the following: 
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(1)Verifying registry identification cards. 

(2)Tracking marijuana transfer and transportation by licensees, 

including transferee, date, quantity, and price. 

(3)Verifying in commercially reasonable time that a transfer will not 

exceed the limit that the patient or caregiver is authorized to receive 

under section 4 of the Michigan Medical Marijuana Act, MCL 333.26424, 

MRTMA, or any applicable state law. 

True party of interest means: 

(1) For an individual or sole proprietorship: the proprietor and 

spouse. 

(2) For a partnership and limited liability partnership: all partners 

and their spouses. For a limited partnership and limited liability limited 

partnership: all general and limited partners and their spouses. For a 

limited liability company: all members, managers, and their spouses. 

(3) For a privately held corporation: all corporate officers or 

persons with equivalent titles and their spouses and all stockholders and 

their spouses.  

(4) For a publicly held corporation: all corporate officers or persons 

with equivalent titles and their spouses. 

(5) For a multilevel ownership enterprise: any entity or person that 

receives or has the right to receive a percentage of the gross or net profit 

from the enterprise during any full or partial calendar or fiscal year.  

(6)For a nonprofit corporation: all individuals and entities with 

membership or shareholder rights in accordance with the articles of 

incorporation or the bylaws and their spouses.( 

7)For a trust: the names of the settlors, trustees and beneficiaries. 

However, true party of interest does not mean: 

(1) A person or entity receiving reasonable payment for rent on a fixed 

basis under a bona fide lease or rental obligation, unless the lessor or 

property manager exercises control over or participates in the 

management of the business.   

(2) A person who receives a bonus as an employee if the employee is on a 

fixed wage or salary and the bonus is not more than 25 percent of the 

employee's pre-bonus annual compensation or if the bonus is based on a 
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written incentive or bonus program that is not out of the ordinary for the 

services rendered. 

Usable marijuana means the dried leaves, flowers, plant resin, or extract 

of the marijuana plant, but does not include the seeds, stalks, and roots 

of the plant. 

 

 

Secs. 27-3—27-30. - Reserved. 

ARTICLE II. - LICENSING OF MEDICAL MARIJUANA FACILITIES 

Sec. 27-31. - License and annual fee required. 

(a) No person shall establish or operate a medical marijuana 

commercial entity in the city without first having obtained from the 

city and the state a license for each such facility to be operated. 

License certificates shall be kept current and publicly displayed 

within the facility. Failure to maintain or display a current license 

certificate shall be a violation of this chapter. 

 

(b) A nonrefundable, initial application fee to defray the administrative 

and enforcement costs associated with medical marijuana facilities 

located in the city of not more than $5,000.00 per license, for each 

facility; and an annual nonrefundable license renewal fee per 

licensed facility each year thereafter as set by resolution adopted 

by the city commission. 

 

(c) The annual nonrefundable fee required under this section shall be 

due and payable with the application for a license and upon the 

application for renewal of any such license under this chapter. 

 

(d) The license fee requirement set forth in this chapter shall be in 

addition to, and not in lieu of, any other licensing and permitting 

requirements imposed by any other federal, state or city ordinance, 

including by way of example any applicable zoning or building 

permits. 

 

(e) The issuance of any license pursuant to this chapter does not 

create an exception, defense, or immunity to any person in regard 

to any potential criminal liability the person may have for the 

production, distribution, or possession of marijuana under federal 

law. 
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(f) A separate license shall be required for each premise from which a 

medical marijuana facility is operated.  

 

 

 

Sec. 27-32. - General license application requirements. 

(a) A person seeking a license pursuant to the MMFLA, MRTMA and the 

provisions of this chapter shall submit an application to the city on forms 

provided by the city. At the time of application, each applicant shall pay 

a nonrefundable application fee to defray the costs incurred by the city 

for background investigations and inspection of the proposed premises, 

as well as any other costs associated with the processing of the 

application. In addition, the applicant shall present a suitable form of 

identification. 

(b) The applicant shall also provide the following information, under the 

penalty of perjury, on the city-issued form approved by or acceptable to, 

the city clerk and public safety chief of police. Such information is 

required for the applicant, the proposed manager of the marijuana 

commercial entity, and all persons who are true parties of interest in the 

marijuana commercial entity that is the subject of the application: 

(1) The name, address, date of birth, business address, business 

telephone number, social security number, and, if applicable, 

federal tax identification number; 

(2) If the applicant is a business entity, information regarding the 

entity, including, without limitation, the names and address of the 

entity, its legal status, and proof of registration with, or a 

certificate of good standing from, the State of Michigan, as 

applicable; 

(3) The identity of every person having any ownership interest in 

the applicant with respect to which the license is sought; 

(4) If the applicant is not the owner of the proposed licensed 

premises, a notarized statement from the owner of such property 

authorizing the use of the property for a marijuana facility; 

(5) A copy of any deed reflecting the applicant's ownership of, or 

lease reflecting the right of the applicant to possess, or an option 
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reflecting the applicant's right to purchase or lease, the proposed 

licensed premises; 

(6) A "to scale" diagram of the proposed licensed premises, no 

larger than 11 inches by 17 inches, showing, without limitation, 

building layout, all entryways and exists to the proposed licensed 

premises, loading zones and all areas in which medical marijuana 

will be stored, grown, manufactured or dispensed; 

(7) A comprehensive facility operation plan for the marijuana 

commercial entity which shall contain, at a minimum, the 

following: 

(a.) A security plan indicating how the applicant will comply 

with the requirements of this chapter and any other applicable law, 

rule, or regulation. The security plan shall include details of 

security arrangements and will be protected from disclosure as 

provided under the Michigan Freedom of Information Act, MCL 

15.231 et seq. If the city finds that such documents are subject to 

disclosure, it will attempt to provide at least two business days' 

notice to the applicant prior to such disclosure. 

(b.) For grower and processing facilities, a plan that specifies 

the methods to be used to prevent the growth of harmful mold and 

compliance with limitations on discharge into the wastewater 

system of the city. 

(c.) A lighting plan showing the lighting outside of the 

medical marijuana facility for security purposes and compliance 

with applicable city requirements. 

(d.) A plan for disposal of any medical marijuana or medical 

marijuana-infused product that is not sold to a patient or primary 

caregiver in a manner that protects any portion thereof from being 

possessed or ingested by any person or animal. 

(e.) A plan for ventilation of the medical marijuana facility 

that describes the ventilation systems that will be used to prevent 

any odor of medical marijuana off the premises of the business. 

For medical marijuana facilities that grow medical marijuana 

plants, such plan shall also include all ventilation systems used to 

control the environment for the plants and describe how such 

systems operate with the systems preventing any odor leaving the 

premises. For medical marijuana businesses that produce medical 

marijuana-infused products, such plan shall also include all 
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ventilation systems used to mitigate noxious gases or other fumes 

used or created as part of the production process. 

(f.) A description of all toxic, flammable, or other materials 

regulated by a federal, state, or local authority that would have 

jurisdiction over the business if it was not a marijuana business, 

that will be used or kept at the medical marijuana business, the 

location of such materials, and how such materials will be stored. 

(g.) A statement of the amount of the projected daily average 

and peak electric load anticipated to be used by the business and 

certification from a licensed electrician that the premises are 

equipped to safely accept and utilize the required or anticipated 

electric load for the facility. 

(8) Prior to making a modification to a structure that would require 

a building permit or which would alter or change items required by 

this subsection, the licensee shall submit to the city and have 

approved a completed application for modification of premises in 

the form provided by the city.  

(9) Proof of insurance. A licensee shall at all times maintain in full 

force and effect for the duration of the license, worker's 

compensation insurance as required by state law, and general 

liability insurance with minimum limits of $1,000,000.00 per 

occurrence and a $2,000,000.00 aggregate limit issued from a 

company licensed to do business in Michigan having an AM Best 

rating of at least A-. A licensee shall provide proof of insurance to 

the city clerk in the form of a certificate of insurance evidencing 

the existence of a valid and effective policy which discloses the 

limits of each policy, the name of the insurer, the effective date and 

expiration date of each policy, the policy number, and the names of 

the additional insureds. The policy shall name the City of Clare 

and its officials and employees as additional insureds to the limits 

required by this section. A licensee or its insurance broker shall 

notify the city of any cancellation or reduction in coverage within 

seven days of receipt of insurer's notification to that effect. The 

licensee, permittee, or lessee shall forthwith obtain and submit 

proof of substitute insurance to the city clerk within five business 

days in the event of expiration or cancellation of coverage. 

(10) Whether an applicant has been indicted for, charged with, 

arrested for, or convicted of, pled guilty or nolo contendere to, 

forfeited bail concerning any criminal offense under the laws of any 

jurisdiction, either felony or controlled-substance-related 
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misdemeanor, not including traffic violations, regardless of 

whether the offense has been reversed on appeal or otherwise, 

including the date, the name and location of the court, arresting 

agency, and prosecuting agency, the case caption, the docket 

number, the offense, the disposition, and the location and length of 

incarceration. 

(11) Whether an applicant has ever applied for or has been granted 

any commercial license or certificate issued by a licensing 

authority in Michigan or any other jurisdiction that has been 

denied, restricted, suspended, revoked, or not renewed and a 

statement describing the facts and circumstances concerning the 

application, denial, restriction, suspension, revocation, or 

nonrenewal, including the licensing authority, the date each action 

was taken, and the reason for each action. 

(12) Whether an applicant has filed, or been served with a 

complaint or other notice filed with any public body, regarding the 

delinquency in the payment of, or a dispute over the filings 

concerning the payment of, any tax required under federal, state, 

or local law, including the amount, type of tax, taxing agency, and 

time periods involved.  

(13) A description of the type of marijuana facility and the 

anticipated or actual number of employees.  

(14) An acknowledgement and consent that the city may conduct a 

background investigation, including a criminal history check, and 

that the city will be entitled to full and complete disclosure of all 

financial records of the marijuana commercial entity, including 

records of deposit, withdrawals, balances and loans. 

(15) Any additional information that the city clerk or public safety 

chief reasonably determines to be necessary in connection with the 

investigation and review of the application. 

(c) Consistent with the MMFLA, MRTMA, and the Freedom of Information 

Act, MCL 15.231 et seq., the information provided to the city clerk 

pursuant to this section relative to licensure is exempt from disclosure. 

(d) All marijuana commercial entities shall obtain all other required 

permits of licenses related to the operation of the marijuana commercial 

entity, including, without limitation, any development approvals or 

building permits required by any applicable code or ordinance.(e)If the 

city clerk identifies a deficiency in an application, the applicant shall 
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have five business days to correct the deficiency after notification by the 

city clerk. 

(f) Upon an applicant's completion of the above-provided form and 

furnishing of all required information and documentation, the city clerk 

shall accept the application and assign it an application number by 

facility type. 

(g) Upon receipt of a completed application, the city clerk may circulate 

the application to all affected service areas and departments of the city to 

determine whether the application is in full compliance with all 

applicable laws, rules and regulations. 

Sec. 27-33. - Denial of application. 

(a)The city clerk shall reject any application that does not meet the 

requirements of the Medical Marijuana Facilities Licensing Act MMFLA, 

MRTMA, or this chapter. The city clerk shall reject any application that 

contains any false, misleading or incomplete information. 

(b) An applicant is ineligible to receive a license under this chapter if any 

of the following circumstances exist regarding a true party of interest of 

the applicant: 

(1)Conviction or of release from incarceration for a felony under the 

laws of this state, any other state, or the United States within the past 

ten years or conviction of a controlled substance-related felony within the 

past ten years. 

(2) Within the past five years, conviction of a misdemeanor 

involving a controlled substance, theft, dishonestly or fraud in any state 

or been found responsible for violating a local ordinance in any state 

involving a controlled substance, dishonesty, theft, or fraud that 

substantially corresponds to a misdemeanor in that state. 

(3) The applicant has knowingly submitted an application for a 

license that contains false, misleading or fraudulent information, or who 

has intentionally omitted pertinent information on the application for a 

license. 

(4) Is a member of the board. 

(5) The applicant fails to provide and maintain adequate premises 

liability and casualty insurance for its proposed marijuana facility. 

(6) Holds an elective office of a governmental unit of this state, 

another state, or the federal government; is a member of or employed by 
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a regulatory body of a governmental unit in this state, another state, or 

the federal government; or is employed by a governmental unit of this 

state. This subdivision does not apply to an elected officer of or employee 

of a federally recognized Indian tribe or to an elected precinct delegate. 

(7) The applicant, if an individual, has been a resident of this state 

for less than a continuous two-year period immediately preceding the 

date of filing the application. This requirement does not apply after June 

30, 2018.(8) 

(7) The applicant fails to meet other criteria established by state-

issued rule. 

Sec. 27-34. - Issuance of provisional approval certificate. 

(a) Complete applications for a marijuana facility license determined to 

be in full compliance with the requirements of this chapter shall be 

issued a provisional medical marijuana facility approval certificate in 

accordance with the procedures specified in this section. 

(b) The city clerk shall issue a provisional medical marijuana facility 

approval certificate if the inspection, background checks, and all other 

information available to the city verify that the applicant as a grower, 

processor, safety compliance facility, or secure transporter has submitted 

a full and complete application, has made improvements to the business 

location consistent with the application, complies with applicable zoning 

and location requirements, and is prepared to operate the business as 

set forth in the application, all in compliance with the City Code of 

Ordinances and any other applicable law, rule, or regulation. 

(c) A provisional medical marijuana facility approval certificate means 

only that the applicant has submitted a valid application for a marijuana 

facility license, and is eligible to receive the appropriate marijuana facility 

license from the board State of Michigan. The applicant shall not locate 

or operate a marijuana facility in the city without obtaining a license 

approved by the board and issued by the state. A provisional certificate 

issued by the city on or before December 31, 2018, will expire and be 

void after one year, or will expire and be void after six months for a 

provisional certificate issued on or after January 1, 2019, if such State 

approval is not diligently pursued to completion by the applicant or on 

the date that state approval is denied to the applicant, whichever first 

occurs. 

(d) The conditions of an approval of a medical marijuana business  

facility license shall include, at a minimum, operation of the business 
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facility in compliance with all of the plans and information made part of 

the application. 

Sec. 27-35. - Issuance of city marijuana facility operating license. 

(a) An applicant holding an unexpired provisional certificate issued 

pursuant to this chapter and for which the board State of Michigan has 

granted the appropriate marijuana facility state operating license shall 

provide proof of same to the city clerk. 

(b) Inspection. An inspection of the proposed medical marijuana facility 

by the city shall be required prior to issuance of the city operating 

license. Such inspection shall occur after the premises are ready for 

operation, but prior to the stocking of the business with any medical 

marijuana, and prior to the opening of the business to any patients or 

the public. The inspection is to verify that the business facilities are 

constructed and can be operated in accordance with the application 

submitted and the applicable requirements of the code and any other 

applicable law, rule, or regulation. 

(c) After verification that the business facilities are constructed and can 

be operated in accordance with the application submitted and the 

applicable requirements of the code and any other applicable law, rule, 

or regulation, the city clerk shall issue a city medical marijuana 

operating license whose term shall run concurrent with the state 

operating license for the facility. 

(d) Maintaining a valid marijuana facility license issued by the state is a 

condition for the issuance and maintenance of the city marijuana facility 

operating license issued under this chapter and the continued operation 

of any marijuana facility. 

Sec. 27-36. - License forfeiture. 

In the event that a medical marijuana facility does not commence 

operations within one year of issuance of a city operating license, the 

license shall be deemed forfeited; the business may not commence 

operations and the license is not eligible for renewal. 

Sec. 27-37. - License renewal. 

(a) A city marijuana facility operating license shall run concurrently with 

the state operating marijuana license issued for the facility, unless 

revoked as provided by law.  

(b) A valid marijuana facility license may be renewed on an annual basis 

by a renewal application upon a form provided by the city and payment 
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of the annual license fee. An application to renew a marijuana facility 

license shall be filed at least 30 days prior to the date of its expiration. 

(c) Prior to the issuance of a renewed marijuana facility license by the 

city, the premises shall be inspected to assure that it and its systems are 

in compliance with the requirements of this chapter. 

Sec. 27-38. - Transfer, sale or purchase of license. 

(a) A medical marijuana business license is valid only for the owner 

named thereon, the type of business disclosed on the application for the 

license, and the location for which the license is issued. The licensees of 

a medical marijuana business license are only those persons disclosed in 

the application or subsequently disclosed to the city in accordance with 

this chapter. 

(b) Each operating license is exclusive to the licensee and a licensee or 

any other person must submit an application for licensure with the city 

clerk before a license is transferred, sold, or purchased. The attempted 

transfer, sale, or other conveyance of an interest in a license without 

prior application with the city clerk is grounds for suspension or 

revocation of the license. 

Sec. 27-39. - License as revocable privilege. 

An operating license granted by this chapter is a revocable privilege 

granted by the city and is not a property right. Granting a license does 

not create or vest any right, title, franchise, or other property interest. 

Each license is exclusive to the licensee, and a licensee or any other 

person must apply for and receive the city's approval before a license is 

transferred, sold, or purchased. A licensee or any other person shall not 

lease, pledge, or borrow or loan money against a license. The attempted 

transfer, sale, or other conveyance of an interest in a license without 

prior board approval is grounds for suspension or revocation of the 

license or for other sanction considered appropriate by the city. 

Sec. 27-40. - Nonrenewal, suspension or revocation of license. 

(a )The city may, after notice and hearing, suspend, revoke or refuse to 

renew a license for any of the following reasons: 

(1) The applicant or licensee, or his or her agent, manager or 

employee, has violated, does not meet, or has failed to comply with, 

any of the terms, requirements, conditions or provisions of this 

chapter or with any applicable state or local law or regulation.  
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(2) The applicant or licensee, or his or her agent, manager or 

employee, has failed to comply with any special terms or conditions 

of its license pursuant to an order of the state or local licensing 

authority, including those terms and conditions that were 

established at the time of issuance of the license and those 

imposed as a result of any disciplinary proceedings held 

subsequent to the date of issuance of the license; or(3)The 

marijuana commercial entity has been operated in a manner that 

adversely affects the public health, safety or welfare.(b)Evidence to 

support a finding under this section may include, without 

limitation, a continuing pattern of conduct, a continuing pattern of 

drug-related criminal conduct within the premises of the 

marijuana commercial entity or in the immediate area surrounding 

such business, a continuing pattern of criminal conduct directly 

related to or arising from the operation of the marijuana 

commercial entity, or an ongoing nuisance condition emanating 

from or caused by the marijuana commercial entity. Criminal 

conduct shall be limited to the violation of a state law or regulation 

or city ordinance. 

(c) The zoning board of appeals shall hear and decide questions that arise 

in the administration of this chapter, including appeals of suspension 

and revocations of city operating licenses. The concurring vote of a 

majority of the members of the zoning board of appeals is necessary to 

reverse an order, requirement, decision, or determination of an 

administrative official in the application of this chapter. 

 

Secs. 27-41—27-60. - Reserved. 

ARTICLE III. - SPECIFIC MARIJUANA FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 

Sec. 27-61. - Grower license. 

(a) A grower may not hold more than one class of grower license. 

(b) A grower shall comply with all of the following: 

(1) Until December 31, 2021, have as an active employee an 

individual who has a minimum of two years' experience as a 

registered primary caregiver.  

(2) While holding a license as a grower, not be a registered primary 

caregiver and not employ and individual who is simultaneously a 

registered primary caregiver.  
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(3) Enter all transactions, current inventory, and other information 

into the statewide monitoring system as required in this act, rules, 

and the marijuana tracking act. 

(4) Sell or transfer marijuana seeds or marijuana plants only to 

another grower by means of a secure transporter. 

(5) Sell or transfer marijuana, other than seeds, only to a processor 

or provisioning center by means of a secure transporter. 

(c) No pesticides or insecticides which are prohibited by applicable law 

for fertilization or production of edible produce shall be used on any 

marijuana cultivated, produced, or distributed by a medical marijuana 

business. 

(d)A medical marijuana business shall be ventilated so that the odor of 

marijuana cannot be detected by a person with a normal sense of smell 

at the exterior of the medical marijuana business or at any adjoining use 

or property. 

Sec. 27-62. - Processor license. 

(a) A processor license authorizes the purchase or transfer of marijuana 

only from a grower and sale or transfer of marijuana-infused products or 

marijuana only to a provisioning center. 

(b)A processor shall comply with all of the following: 

(1) Until December 31, 2021, have as an active employee an 

individual who has, a minimum of two years' experience as a 

registered primary caregiver.  

(2) While holding a license as a processor, not be a registered 

primary caregiver and not employ an individual who is 

simultaneously a registered primary caregiver. 

(3) Enter all transactions, current inventory, and other information 

into the statewide monitoring system as required in this act, rules, 

and the marijuana tracking act. 

(4) Transfer marijuana and marijuana-infused products only by 

means of a secure transporter. 

Sec. 27-63. - Secure transporter license. 

(a) A secure transporter license authorizes the storage and transport of 

marijuana, marijuana-infused products and money associated with the 

purchase or sale of marijuana and marijuana-infused products between 
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marijuana facilities at the request of a person with legal custody of the 

marijuana, marijuana-infused products, or money. It does not authorize 

transport to a registered qualifying patient or registered primary 

caregiver who is not a licensee. 

(b) A secure transporter which operates from a marijuana facility located 

within the city shall secure a license from the city. A state-licensed 

secure transporter which does not have a facility located in the city, may, 

without securing a license from the city operate on public streets and 

highways within the city. 

(c) A secure transporter shall comply with all of the following: 

(1) Each driver transporting marijuana, marijuana-infused 

products, or money related to the purchase or sale of marijuana or 

marijuana-infused products must have a chauffeur's license issued 

by the State of Michigan. 

(2) Each employee of a secure transporter who has custody of 

marijuana, marijuana-infused products or money that is related to 

the purchase or sale of marijuana or marijuana-infused products 

shall not have been convicted of or released from incarceration for 

a felony under the laws of this state, any other state, or the United 

States within the past five years or have been convicted of a 

misdemeanor involving a controlled substance within the past five 

years. 

(3) Each vehicle shall be operated with a two-person crew with at 

least one individual remaining with the vehicle at all times during 

the transportation of marijuana or marijuana-infused products. 

(4) A route plan and manifest shall be entered into the statewide 

monitoring system, and a copy shall be carried in the transporting 

vehicle and presented to a law enforcement officer upon request. 

(5) The marijuana and marijuana-infused products shall be 

transported in one or more sealed containers and shall not be 

accessible while in transit. 

(6) A secure transporting vehicle shall not bear markings or other 

indication that it is carrying marijuana or a marijuana-infused 

product. 

(7) A secure transporter is subject to administrative inspection by a 

law enforcement officer at any point during the transportation of 
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marijuana or marijuana-infused products to determine compliance 

with this Act. 

(8) A secure transporter shall enter all transactions, current 

inventory, and other information into the statewide monitoring 

system as required in this Act, rules, and the Marijuana Tracking 

Act. 

(9) When determining and reporting the route to take, a secure 

transporter shall select the most direct route that provides 

efficiency and safety. 

Sec. 27-64. - Provisioning center Marijuana retailer license. 

(a) Not more than two licensed provisioning centers as defined by the 

MMMA, are authorized consistent with the terms set forth herein: 

(1) To purchase or transfer marijuana only from a grower; 

(2) To purchase or transfer marijuana and marijuana-infused 

products from a processor; and 

(3) Sell or transfer marijuana and marijuana-infused products only 

to registered qualifying patients and registered primary caregivers. 

(b) No Marijuana retailers, or dispensaries as defined by MRTMA are 

authorized to operate within the City of Clare. 

(c) All transfers of marijuana and marijuana-infused products to a 

provisioning center from a separate marijuana facility shall be by means 

of a secure transporter. 

(d) A provisioning center license authorizes the provisioning center to 

transfer marijuana to or from a safety compliance facility for testing by 

means of a secure transporter. 

(e) An applicant for a medical marijuana provisioning center shall have 

been a Michigan resident for at least two years. 

(e) A provisioning center shall comply with all of the following: 

(1) Sell or transfer marijuana to a registered qualifying patient or 

registered primary caregiver only after it has been tested and bears 

the label required for retail sale. 

(2) Enter all transactions, current inventory, and other information 

into the statewide monitoring system as required in this act, rules, 

and the marijuana tracking act. 
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(3) Before selling or transferring marijuana or marijuana-infused 

products to a registered qualifying patient or to a registered 

primary caregiver on behalf of a registered qualifying patient, 

inquire of the statewide monitoring system to determine whether 

the patient and, if applicable, the caregiver holds a valid, current, 

unexpired, and unrevoked registry identification card and that the 

sale or transfer will not exceed the daily purchasing limit 

established by the board.  

(4) Not allow the sale, consumption, or use of alcohol or tobacco 

products on the premises. 

(5) Not allow a physician to conduct a medical examination or 

issue a medical certification document on the premises for the 

purpose of obtaining a registry identification card. 

(f) No marijuana plants shall be located in a provisioning center. 

Sec. 27-65. - Safety compliance facility license. 

(a) A licensed safety compliance facility is authorized to: 

(1) Receive marijuana from, test marijuana for, and return marijuana to 

a marijuana facility; and  

(2) Receive from, test for, and return 2.5 ounces or less of marijuana to a 

registered primary caregiver. 

(b) A safety compliance facility must be accredited by an entity approved 

by the board by one year after the date the license is issued or have 

previously provided drug testing services to this state or this state's court 

system and be a vendor in good standing in regard to those services. The 

board may grant a variance from this requirement upon a finding that 

the variance is necessary to protect and preserve the public health, 

safety, or welfare. 

(c) An applicant and each investor with any interest in a safety 

compliance facility cannot have an interest in a grower, secure 

transporter, processor, or provisioning center. 

(d) A safety compliance facility shall comply with all of the following: 

(1) Perform tests to certify that marijuana is reasonably free of 

chemical residues such as fungicides and insecticides. 

(2) Use validated test methods to determine tetrahydrocannabinol, 

tetrahydrocannabinol acid, cannabidiol, and cannabidiol acid 

levels. 
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(3) Perform tests that determine whether marijuana complies with 

the standards the board establishes for microbial and mycotoxin 

contents. 

(4) Perform other tests necessary to determine compliance with any 

other good manufacturing practices as prescribed in rules.(5)Enter 

all transactions, current inventory, and other information into the 

statewide monitoring system as required in this act, rules, and the 

marijuana tracing act. 

(6) Have a secured laboratory space that cannot be accessed by the 

general public. 

(7) Retain and employ at least one staff member with a relevant 

advanced degree in a medical or laboratory science. 

Secs. 27-66—27-90. - Reserved. 

ARTICLE IV. - GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 

Sec. 27-91. - Compliance with rules; inspections. 

(a )A licensee shall strictly comply with the rules and emergency rules 

that may from time to time be promulgated by the department State of 

Michigan. 

(b) A licensee shall adopt and use the statewide monitoring system of 

inventory control and tracking authorized by the Marijuana Tracking Act 

so as to provide the capability for the licensee to comply with the state 

requirements applicable to the type of license held by the licensee. 

(c) A marijuana facility and all articles of property in the facility are 

subject to inspection, search and examination at any time by a member 

of the Clare Department of Public Safety or the Department of State 

Police. 

(d) Any failure by a licensee to comply with department rules or the 

provisions of this chapter is a violation of this chapter and any infraction 

or violation, however slight, is sufficient grounds for suspension and 

revocation of licensure under this chapter. 

 

Sec. 27-92. - Signage and advertising. 

All signage and advertising for a medical marijuana facility shall comply 

with all applicable provisions of this Code and the City Zoning Code. In 

addition, it shall be unlawful for any licensee to: 
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(1 )Use signage or advertising with the word marijuana , marijuana 

or cannabis or any other word, phrase or symbol commonly 

understood to refer to marijuana unless such word, phrase or 

symbol is immediately preceded by the word "medical" in type and 

font that is at least as readily discernible as all other words, 

phrases or symbols;  

(2)Use advertising material that is misleading, deceptive or false or 

that, as evidenced by the content of the advertising material or by 

the medium or the manner in which the advertising materials is 

disseminated, is designed to appeal to minors.   

3)Advertise in a manner that is inconsistent with the medicinal use 

of medical marijuana or use advertisements that promote medical 

marijuana for recreational or any use other than for medicinal 

purposes. 

Sec. 27-93. - Warning signs. 

There shall be posted in a conspicuous location in each facility a legible 

sign containing the content of this section warning that: 

(1) The possession, use or distribution of marijuana is a violation 

of federal law; 

(2) It is illegal under state law to drive a motor vehicle or to operate 

machinery when under the influence of, or impaired by, marijuana; 

and 

(3) No one under the age of 18 years is permitted on the premises. 

Sec. 27-94. - Security requirements. 

(a) Security measures at all licensed premises shall comply with the 

requirements of all applicable rules and regulations promulgated by the 

department. 

(b) A description of the security plan shall be submitted with the 

application for a city operating license. The security system, shall be 

maintained in good working order and provide 24 hours per day 

coverage. A separate security system is required for each facility.  

(c) The security plan must include, at a minimum, the following security 

measures: 
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(1)Cameras . The medical marijuana business shall install and use 

security cameras to monitor and record all areas of the premises 

(except in restrooms) where persons may gain or attempt to gain 

access to marijuana or cash maintained by the medical marijuana 

business entity. Cameras shall record operations of the business to 

the off-site location, as well as all potential areas of ingress or 

egress to the business with sufficient detail to identify facial 

features and clothing. Recordings from security cameras shall be 

maintained for a minimum of 45 days in a secure offsite location in 

the city or through a service over a network that provides on-

demand access, commonly referred to as a "cloud". The offsite 

location shall be included in the security plan submitted to the city 

and provided to the department of public safety upon request, and 

updated within 72 hours of any change of such location. 

(2) Use of safe for storage. The medical marijuana business shall 

install and use a safe for storage of any processed marijuana and 

cash on the premises when a business is closed to the public. The 

safe shall be incorporated into the building structure or securely 

attached thereto. For medical marijuana-infused products that 

must be kept refrigerated or frozen, the business may lock the 

refrigerated container or freezer in a manner authorized by the city 

in place of use of a safe so long as the container is affixed to the 

building structure.  

(3) Alarm system. The medical marijuana business shall install 

and use an alarm system that is monitored by a company that is 

staffed 24 hours a day, seven days a week. The security plan 

submitted to the city shall identify the company monitoring the 

alarm, including contact information, and updated within 72 hours 

of any change of monitoring company. 

Sec. 27-95. - Visibility of activities; control of emissions. 

(a) All activities of marijuana commercial entities, including, without 

limitation, the cultivating, growing, processing, displaying, 

manufacturing, selling, and storage of marijuana and marijuana-infused 

products shall be conducted indoors and out of public view. 

(b) No medical marijuana or paraphernalia shall be displayed or kept in a 

business so as to be visible from outside the licensed premises. 

(c) Sufficient measures and means of preventing smoke, odors, debris, 

dust, fluids and other substances from exiting a marijuana commercial 

entity must be provided at all times. In the event that any odors, debris, 
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dust, fluids or other substances exit a marijuana commercial entity, the 

owner of the subject premises and the licensee shall be jointly and 

severally liable for such conditions and shall be responsible for 

immediate, full clean-up and correction of such condition. The licensee 

shall properly dispose of all such materials, items and other substances 

in a safe, sanitary and secure manner and in accordance with all 

applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations. 

Sec. 27-96. - Marijuana cultivation. 

(a) Cultivation, generally: 

(1) No marijuana cultivation shall be conducted openly or publicly. 

(2) Marijuana cultivation shall comply with all applicable 

requirements of the laws and regulations of the city and the state. 

(3) Marijuana cultivation shall not occur in detached outbuildings. 

(4) All marijuana cultivation shall take place in a locked and 

enclosed space. 

(b) All marijuana products kept on premises where marijuana plants are 

grown shall be stored in a locked and enclosed space. 

(c) The use of any lighting for indoor marijuana cultivation shall be 

limited to light-emitting diodes (LEDs), compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs) 

or other fluorescent lighting. All high-intensity discharge (HID) lighting, 

including, but not limited to, mercury vapor lamps, metal-halide (MH) 

lamps, ceramic MH lamps, sodium-vapor lamps, high-pressure sodium 

(HPS) lamps and xenon short-arc lamps, is prohibited. 

(d) No marijuana cultivation activity shall result in the emission of any 

gas, vapors, odors, smoke, dust, heat or glare that is noticeable at or 

beyond the property line of the dwelling at which the cultivation occurs. 

Sufficient measures and means of preventing the escape of such 

substances from a dwelling must be provided at all times. In the event 

that any gas, vapors, odors, smoke, dust, heat or glare or other 

substances exit a dwelling, the owner of the subject premises shall be 

liable for such conditions and shall be responsible for immediate, full 

clean-up and correction of such condition. The owner shall properly 

dispose of all such materials, items and other substances in a safe, 

sanitary and secure manner and in accordance with all applicable 

federal, state and local laws and regulations. In the event there is a 

lessee of the subject premises, the owner and the lessee shall be jointly 

and severally liable for such conditions. 
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Sec. 27-97. - Odor control. 

(a) No person, tenant, occupant, or property owner shall permit the 

emission of marijuana odor from any source to result in detectable odors 

that leave the premises upon which they originated and interfere with the 

reasonable and comfortable use and enjoyment of another's property. 

(b) Whether or not a marijuana odor emission interferes with the 

reasonable and comfortable use and enjoyment of a property shall be 

measured against the objective standards of a reasonable person of 

normal sensitivity. 

(c) A grower or a processor shall install and maintain in operable 

condition a system which precludes the emission of marijuana odor from 

the premises. 

Sec. 27-98. - Separation of licensed premises. 

A grower facility and processor facility are separate medical marijuana 

commercial entities requiring separate licenses and separate premises, 

although consistent with the zoning ordinance may occupy one zoning 

parcel. In addition to all other application requirements for separate 

premises, each business shall: 

(1) Have separate operations, ventilation, security, and fire 

suppression systems, and separate access from a public area.  

(2) Be divided within a building from floor to roof. Unless higher 

performance is required by applicable law, there must be a 

minimum of a one-hour fire separation between a medical 

marijuana business and any adjacent business. 

 

Sec. 27-99. - Prohibited acts. 

(a) It shall be unlawful for any licensee to permit the consumption of 

alcohol beverages on the licensed premises. 

(b) It shall be unlawful for any licensee holding a provisioning center 

license, or for any agent, manager or employee thereof, to: 

(1) Sell, give, dispense or otherwise distribute medical marijuana or 

medical marijuana paraphernalia from any outdoor location; 

(2) Sell, give, dispense or otherwise distribute to any patient or 

primary caregiver who is not a licensee more usable form of 

medical marijuana (including the useable marijuana equivalent of 
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medical marijuana-infused products) within any seven-day period 

of time than they are allowed by the MMMA to possess. 

(c) It shall be unlawful for retail marijuana establishments to distribute 

marijuana or marijuana-infused products to a consumer free of charge. 

(d) It shall be unlawful for any licensee to permit the consumption of 

retail marijuana or retail marijuana products on the licensed premises. 

(e) It shall be unlawful for any licensee to sell marijuana or marijuana 

products at a licensed provisioning center at any time other than 

between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 p.m. daily. 

Sec. 27-100. - Reports of crime. 

Reports of all criminal activities or attempts of violation of any law at the 

medical marijuana facility or related thereto shall be reported to Clare 

Police Department Department of Public Safety within 12 hours of 

occurrence, or its discovery, whichever is sooner. 

 

Sec. 27-101. - Inspection of licensed premises. 

(a) During all business hours and other times when the premises are 

occupied by the licensee or an employee or agent of the licensee, all 

licensed premises shall be subject to examination and inspection by 

department of public safety and all other city departments for the 

purpose of investigating and determining compliance with the provisions 

of this chapter and any other applicable state and local laws or 

regulations. 

(b) Consent to inspection. Application for a medical marijuana business 

license or operation of a medical marijuana business, or leasing property 

to a medical marijuana business, constitutes consent by the applicant, 

and all owners, managers and employees of the business, and the owner 

of the property to permit the city manager to conduct routine 

examinations and inspections of the medical marijuana business to 

ensure compliance with this chapter or any other applicable law, rule or 

regulation. For purposes of this chapter, examinations and inspections of 

medical marijuana businesses and recordings from security cameras in 

such businesses are part of the routine policy of enforcement of this 

chapter for the purpose of protecting the public safety, individuals 

operating and using the services of the medical marijuana business, and 

the adjoining properties and neighborhood. 
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(c) Application for a medical marijuana business license constitutes 

consent to the examination and inspection of the business as a public 

premise without a search warrant, and consent to seizure of any 

surveillance records, camera recordings, reports, or other materials 

required as a condition of a medical marijuana license without a search 

warrant. 

(d) A licensee, or an employee or agent of the licensee, shall not threaten, 

hinder or obstruct a law enforcement officer or a city inspector or 

investigator in the course of making an examination or inspection of the 

licensed premises and shall not refuse, fail, or neglect to cooperate with a 

law enforcement officer, inspector, or investigator in the performance of 

his or her duties to enforce this chapter, the MMFLA, MRTMA, or 

applicable state administrative rules. 

Sec. 27-102. - Financial statements. 

Within 30 days after the end of the state fiscal year, each licensee shall 

transmit to the city financial statements of the licensee's total operations. 

The financial statements shall be reviewed by a certified public 

accountant licensed in this state. The financial statements shall be in a 

manner and form prescribed by the board. 

 

Sec. 27-103. - Additional requirements. 

(a) No medical marijuana business may use metals, butane, propane, or 

other flammable product, or produce flammable vapors, to process 

marijuana unless the process used and the premises are verified as safe 

and in compliance with all applicable codes by a qualified industrial 

hygienist. 

(b) The city shall require the business to obtain verification from a 

qualified industrial hygienist that the manner in which the business is 

producing medical marijuana complies with all applicable laws and does 

not produce noxious or dangerous gases or odors or otherwise create a 

danger to any person or entity in or near the businesses. 

 

Sec. 27-104. - Other laws remain applicable. 

To the extent the state adopts in the future any additional or stricter law 

or regulation governing the sale or distribution of medical marijuana, the 

additional or stricter regulation shall control the establishment or 

operation of any marijuana commercial entity in the city. Compliance 
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with any applicable state law or regulation shall be deemed an additional 

requirement for issuance or denial of any license under this article, and 

noncompliance with any applicable state law or regulation shall be 

grounds for revocation or suspension of any license issued hereunder. 

 

Sec. 27-105. - Grant of administrative authority. 

The city clerk is granted the power and duty to fully and effectively 

implement and administer the license application process and issuance 

of provisional approval certificates and operating licenses issued by the 

city under this chapter. The city clerk, after consultation with other city 

departments, shall promulgate such rules as necessary to implement 

and administer this chapter. 

Sec. 27-106. - Violations and penalties. 

In addition to the possible denial, suspension, revocation or nonrenewal 

of a license under the provisions of this chapter, any person, including, 

but not limited to, any licensee, manager or employee of a marijuana 

commercial entity, or any customer of such business, who violates any of 

the provisions of this article, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor punishable 

in accordance with section 1-7 of this Code unless a different penalty is 

provided herein. 

 

Sec. 27-107. - Repealer. 

All former ordinances or parts of ordinances conflicting or inconsistent 

with the provisions of this chapter are repealed. 

 

Sec. 27-108. - Severability. 

If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, phrase or portion of this 

chapter is for any reason held invalid or unconstitutional by any court of 

competent jurisdiction, said portion shall be deemed a separate, distinct 

and independent provision and such holding shall not affect the validity 

and enforceability of the remaining portions of this chapter. 

 

Passed by the City Commission of the CITY OF CLARE on __________, at 

its regular meeting with _______ commissioners in attendance, ________ 
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voting aye, __________ nay.  Adopted by the City Commission of the City 

of Clare this ______ day of _________, 2020. 

Signed: __________________, Mayor. 

 Patrick Humphrey 

     ******************** 

 

 I hereby certify that the foregoing was duly adopted by the CITY 

COMMISSION of CITY OF CLARE, Michigan, at its regular meeting on the 

_______ of _________, 2020, that of __________ members of the City 

Commission, ____________ were in attendance and _______ voted for the 

adoption of the Ordinance.  I further certify that the above and foregoing 

ordinance is recorded in Ordinances for the CITY OF CLARE. 

 

Effective Date 

This Ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days following date of 

publication as required by law.   All Ordinances or part Ordinances in 

conflict with any of the provisions of this Ordinance are hereby repealed. 

 

     _______________________________ 

Diane Lyon, Clerk 

 



RESOLUTION  2020-018PC 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY PLANNING COMMISSION RECOMMENDING 

THAT THE CLARE CITY COMMISSION ADOPT ORDINANCES 2020-004 AND 2020-005. 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Clare presently permits licensure of all categories of medical 

marihuana businesses (grow, process, transport, certification, and provisioning) allowed by the State 

of Michigan but concurrently prohibits any adult-use recreation marihuana businesses within its 

jurisdictional boundaries; and  

 

WHEREAS,  the City Planning Commission and the City Commission have been petitioned 

by the attorneys, owners, and investors of the City’s three established and licensed medical marihuana 

business establishments requesting the City amend its present ordinances to allow them to grow and 

process adult-use recreational marihuana in their licensed facilities in Clare for retail sales outside the 

City’s jurisdictional boundaries – thereby allowing them to more aggressively compete in Michigan’s 

commercial adult-use recreation marihuana market and provide the potential for significantly 

increased investment and job creation within the City of Clare; and   

 

WHEREAS,  in response to the most recent petition and presentation on this topic to the Clare 

City Commission by the attorneys and investors of these businesses in July 2020, the City 

Commission directed its City Attorney to draft an amendment to the City’s current ordinances to 

facilitate formal discussion and consideration of the requested ordinance changes, said changes  

outlined in the proposed Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005; and   

 

WHEREAS, the first formal step in consideration of the proposed ordinances is a public 

hearing, a formal discussion, and formulation of recommendations by the City’s Planning 

Commission to the City Commission in respect to whether the proposed ordinance changes should be 

adopted the Clare City Commission; and  

 

WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission has held a properly noticed public hearing 

regarding said proposed Ordinances and has subsequently discussed and considered said Ordinances; 

and   

 

WHEREAS,  during its discussions and deliberations, the City Planning Commission was 

informed that the Clare Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) considered and discussed the 

proposed ordinances during the course of a recent meeting held on August 28th, and while the IDC  

has consistently and strongly opposed any type of recreational marihuana proposal and has adamantly 

opposed the retail sale of medical marihuana within the boundaries of the City’s South Industrial 

Park, the IDC has, by majority vote (not unanimous), endorsed the adoption of 2020-004 and 2020-

005, said information being duly considered by the City Planning Commission; and  

 

WHEREAS, during its deliberations and discussions in formulating its recommendation 

related to the adoption of Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005, the Planning Commission was 

informed as to the potential job creation and financial investment that could potentially result should 

said Ordinances be adopted, said information also being duly considered by the City Planning 

Commission in formulating its recommendation.    
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 NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Planning Commission of the 

City of Clare hereby recommends that the Clare City Commission adopt Ordinances 2020-004 and 

2020-005, said ordinances considered to be in the best fiscal interests of the City of Clare and its 

residents.    

 

ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY CONFLICT 

WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE SAME ARE HEREBY 

RESCINDED. 

 

The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner ____________ and supported by 

Commissioner ______________.  The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call 

vote: 

 

YEAS:           

         

NAYS:                  

     

ABSENT:      

 

Resolution approved for adoption on this 9th day of September 2020. 

 

 

_________________________________ 

          Jason Lowe, Chairman 







RESOLUTION  2020-120 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY COMMISSION APPROVING ORDINANCES 

2020-004 AND 2020-005 TO AMEND THE PROVISIONS OF THE CURRENT MARIHUANA 

ORDINANCES ADOPTED BY THE CITY OF CLARE, MICHIGAN. 

 

WHEREAS, the City of Clare presently permits licensure of all categories of medical 

marihuana businesses (grow, process, transport, certification, and provisioning) allowed by the State 

of Michigan but concurrently prohibits any adult-use recreational marihuana businesses within its 

jurisdictional boundaries; and  

 

WHEREAS,  the City Planning Commission and the City Commission have been petitioned 

by the attorneys, owners, and investors of the City’s three established and licensed medical marihuana 

businesses, requesting the City amend its present ordinances to allow them to grow and process adult-

use recreational marihuana in their licensed facilities in Clare for retail sales outside the City’s 

jurisdictional boundaries – thereby allowing them to more aggressively compete in Michigan’s 

commercial adult-use recreation marihuana market and provide the potential for significantly 

increased investment and job creation within the City of Clare; and   

 

WHEREAS,  in response to the most recent petition and presentation on this topic to the Clare 

City Commission by the attorneys and investors of these businesses in July 2020, the City 

Commission directed its City Attorney to draft an amendment to the City’s current ordinances to 

facilitate formal discussion and consideration of the requested ordinance changes, said changes  

outlined in the proposed Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005; and   

 

WHEREAS,  the Clare Industrial Development Corporation (IDC) considered and discussed 

the proposed ordinances during the course of a meeting held on August 28th, and while the IDC  has 

consistently and strongly opposed any type of recreational marihuana proposal and has adamantly 

opposed the retail sale of medical marihuana within the boundaries of the City’s South Industrial 

Park, the IDC has, by majority vote, endorsed the adoption of 2020-004 and 2020-005; and  

 

WHEREAS, the first formal step in consideration of the proposed ordinances was a public 

hearing, formal discussion, and formulation of recommendations by the City’s Planning Commission 

to the City Commission in respect to whether the proposed ordinance changes should be adopted the 

Clare City Commission; and  

 

WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission has held a properly noticed public hearing on 

September 9, 2020, regarding said proposed Ordinances and has subsequently discussed and 

considered said Ordinances; and   

 

WHEREAS, during its deliberations and discussions in formulating its recommendation 

related to the adoption of Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005, the Planning Commission was 

informed as to the potential job creation and financial investment that could potentially result should 

said Ordinances be adopted, said information also being duly considered by the City Planning 

Commission in formulating its recommendation; and    

 

WHEREAS, the City Planning Commission of the City of Clare has consistently opposed 

any type of recreational marihuana proposal and has adamantly opposed the retail sale of medical 

marihuana within the boundaries of the City’s South Industrial Park, the Planning Commission has, 
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by majority vote, endorsed the adoption of 2020-004 and 2020-005, and recommends that the Clare 

City Commission adopt Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005, said ordinances considered to be in the 

best fiscal interests of the City of Clare and its residents; and 

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission has reviewed and considered said ordinance amendments 

and held a requisite public hearing and directed a First Reading of said Ordinances at its regularly 

scheduled public meeting on September 21, 2020; and  

 

WHEREAS, the Clare City Commission has reviewed said recommendations made by the 

City’s Industrial Development Corporation and the City’s Planning Commission; and  

 

WHEREAS, the City Commission has considered the recommendations of the City Attorney 

and City staff, and has determined that adoption of Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005, and has 

determined that said Ordinances are in the best interests of the city residents and business community 

of the City of Clare. 

  

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Commission of City of Clare 

hereby adopts Ordinances 2020-004 and 2020-005, thereby incorporating provisions within the City’s 

zoning ordinance codes in respect to Michigan Regulation and Taxation of Marihuana Act Initiated 

Law 1 of 2018.   

 

ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY CONFLICT 

WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE SAME ARE HEREBY 

RESCINDED. 

 

The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner ____________ and supported by 

Commissioner ______________.  The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call 

vote: 

 

YEAS:           

         

NAYS:                  

     

ABSENT:      

 

Resolution approved for adoption on this 5h day of October, 2020. 

 

 

_________________________________ 

          Diane Lyon, City Clerk 



AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO:          Mayor Pat Humphrey & City Commission 

FROM:      Jeremy Howard, City Manager 

DATE:       October 1, 2020 

RE:            Approve Bid and Award Contract – Waste Water Treatment Plant Screw Pump  

 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Background.   Gourdie-Fraser Associates recently solicited bids on behalf of the City for 

replacement of the City’s failing screw pump, a major component of the waste water 

treatment plant. The pump was constructed in 1989 and after 30+ years is quickly nearing 

its end of useful working life and is badly in need of replacement.  As reflected in the GFA 

memo (copy att’d), four bids were received, the low bid being submitted by Fisher 

Contracting.  After review and reference checking GFA is recommending the approval of 

the bid from Fisher Contracting in the amount of $378,125 which includes the alternate 

automatic lubrication system which will help ensure the longevity of the pump.  The City 

Commission is asked to approve the bids and award the contract for this work to Fisher 

Contracting.   

 

Issues & Questions.  Should the City Commission approve the bids and award the 

contractual work to Fisher Contracting? 

  

Alternatives. 

1. Approve the bids, award the contractual work. 

2. Approve the bids with modifications, stipulations, or amendments. 

3. Do not approve the bids, thereby terminating the screw pump replacement project.   

  

Financial Impact.  This project was not slated until next year in the Capital Improvement 

Plan, but the current state of the screw pump necessitated that we move the project up to 

this year. Because the bids did come in higher than projected, there may be a possibility 

that a couple capital improvement projects scheduled for this year may have to be moved to 

next year. With that said, the Waste Water fund does have enough funds ($378,125) 

currently available to cover the cost of the screw pump replacement.   

 

Recommendation.  I recommend approval of the bids and award of the contractual work to 

Fisher Corporation by adoption of attached Resolution 2020-121 (copy att’d) 

 

Attachments. 

1. GFA Letter of Recommendation. 

2. Resolution 2020-121. 

 





RESOLUTION  2020-121 

 
A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY COMMISSION APPROVING THE BIDS AND 

AWARDING THE CONTRACTUAL WORK FOR PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF 

NEW SCREW PUMP AT THE CITY’S WASTE WATER TREATMENT PLANT. 

 

WHEREAS, the aging screw pump (in excess of 30 years old) at the City’s Waste Water 
Treatment Plant is failing; and  

 
WHEREAS, said pump is absolutely critical to the operability of said waste water plant and 

must be replaced; and   
 
WHEREAS, Gourdie-Fraser Associates, on behalf of the City of Clare, has solicited bids for 

the purchase and installation of said screw pump; and  
 
WHEREAS, four bids were received, the low bid being submitted by Fisher Contracting for 

$378,125; and  
 
WHEREAS, Gourdie-Fraser Associates and city staff have reviewed said bids and have 

recommended that the City accept the bids and award the work to Fisher Contracting; and  
 
WHEREAS, the City Commission has reviewed the bids and said recommendations of 

Gourdie-Fraser and city staff and has deemed said recommendations to be sound, prudent, and in the 
best interests of the City of Clare.  
 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT, the Clare City Commission hereby approves 
said bids and awards the contractual work to purchase and install a new screw pump at the City’s Waste 
Water Treatment Plant to Fisher Contracting for a cost not to exceed $378,125.    

 
ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY CONFLICT 

WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE SAME ARE HEREBY 

RESCINDED. 

 
The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner ____________ and supported by Commissioner 

______________.  The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call vote: 

 

YEAS:           

         

NAYS:                  

     

ABSENT:      

 
Resolution approved for adoption on this 5h day of October, 2020. 
 
 
_________________________________ 
          Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
 



 

 

AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO:           Mayor Pat Humphrey & City Commission 

FROM:     Jeremy Howard, City Manager 

DATE:      October 1, 2020 

RE:           2020 Trick or Treat Hours 

 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Background.    Historically, the City Commission has set the date and time for Halloween 

Trick or Treat within the City.  Generally, these hours are set for 6-8pm on October 31st – 

which falls on Saturday this year.  Once again, we find ourselves in a situation in relation 

to COVID where we are having to make adjustments to our usual norms. 

 

We have been waiting and watching the decisions made by surrounding communities 

regarding trick or treat hours and activities.  Many of these communities are setting their 

regular trick or treat hours as in past years.  Halloween and trick or treating isn’t 

something that really can be “cancelled”.  We are encouraging families and citizens to 

continue to follow guidelines set forth by the local health departments, the CDC, and the 

State of Michigan, in order to keep everyone as safe as possible while still allowing kids 

and families to enjoy the fun of Halloween.  The Parks and Recreation Department will 

be announcing information regarding the cancellation of some of the city sponsored 

events, but we are hopeful that we will be able to conduct a few events in which we are 

able to follow the mandated public health guidelines and maintain social distancing. 

 

We ask the City Commission to set the trick or treat hours for Clare for 6-8pm, on 

Saturday, October 31st.     

 

Issues & Questions Specified.    Should the City Commission set the Trick or Treat date 

and hours within the City? 

 

Alternatives.   

1. Set the date and time for Saturday, October 31st at 6:00-8:00 p.m. 

2. Set the date and time for a date and time other than October 31st @ 6:00-8:00pm. 

3. Defer/delay/postpone decision regarding the date/time to a future scheduled 

Commission meeting. 

 

Financial Impact.    None. 

 

Recommendations.  I recommend that the City Commission set the City’s Halloween 

trick or treat hours for Saturday, October 31st from 6:00-8:00 pm by adoption of 

Resolution 2020-122 (copy att’d). 

  

Attachments.  

Resolution 2020-122 



 

RESOLUTION  2020-122 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY COMMISSION SETTING THE 2020 

HALLOWEEN TRICK OR TREAT HOURS FOR THE CITY OF CLARE. 

 

WHEREAS, the Clare City Commission has historically established general 

guidelines for Halloween trick-or-treating by setting the date and time for Halloween trick-

or-treat activities to ensure the public health and safety of the residents of the City of Clare; 

and  

 

WHEREAS, the City of Clare has no legal authority to “cancel” Halloween or 

restrict the free movement of its residents; and  

 

WHEREAS, the City of Clare encourages all individuals involved in trick-or-treat 

activities to adhere to current public health directives and recommendations from the CDC, 

local health department officials, and the State of Michigan; and 

 

 WHEREAS, the City of Clare further encourages all individuals involved in 

Halloween activities to follow the Halloween safety guidelines provided by various 

consumer protection groups and law enforcement agencies;  

 

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT the City Commission of the City 

of Clare hereby sets the 2020 Halloween trick or treat hours for Saturday, October 31st 

between the hours of six p.m. to eight p.m. 

  

ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY 

CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE 

SAME ARE HEREBY RESCINDED. 

 

The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner _____ and supported by 

Commissioner _______.  The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call 

vote: 

 

YEAS:       

 

NAYS:        

     

ABSENT:     

 

Resolution approved for adoption on this 5th day of October 2020. 

 

 

________________________________ 

        Diane Lyon, City Clerk 

 

 



AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO:          Mayor Pat Humphrey & City Commission 
FROM:      Jeremy Howard, City Manager 
DATE:       October 1, 2020 
RE:             Notice of Intent to Issue Bonds 
                      Lake Shamrock Dredging/Dam Spillway 
                      Equipment purchase – Fire (Air Packs and Fire Engine) and DPW (Vacuum Truck) 
 
For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 
________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Background.   Over the last several months city staff has been working on putting together a 
bond proposal to pay for several large projects.  Two of these are equipment related.  One is in the 
Department of Public Works and the other is in the Fire Department.  The third one is in relation 
to the Lake Shamrock Dredging/Dam Spillway project. 
 
The City’s current Vacuum truck is a 1992 model and has reached its end of useful life.  As you 
may recall, this was discussed at the last budget meeting and the truck was slated for replacement 
during the current fiscal year (Resolution 2020-123).   
 
The City’s current fire engine is a 2000 model. With the early payoff of the ladder truck, as 
previously approved by the Commission, we are able to continue with budgeted plans to purchase 
a new fire engine in FY2020/21.  The Fire Departments air packs were purchased approximately 
13 years ago and the company that made them is no longer manufacturing air packs.  At this time, 
we are still able to purchase repair parts but it is becoming increasingly difficult to obtain those 
parts.  Air packs are required to be recertified following all repairs as well as on an annual basis 
which becomes increasingly challenging as the current air packs age.  The purchase of the air 
packs is being accelerated from the projected FY2021-22 budget so that we can include their 
purchase in the sale of bonds along with the fire engine (Resolution 2020-123). 
 
Included in the City Managers report attached to this packet, there are many steps and quite a few 
decision points that need to be decided by the City Commission in relation to the Lake Shamrock 
Dredging/Dam Spillway project.  At this time, the only action that needs to take place is to 
approve the resolution noticing the city’s intent to sell bonds to pay for the project.  There are two 
different proposed resolutions for this project.  One would be to sell bonds for just the dredging 
project (Resolution 124A) and the other would be to sell bonds for the dredging project including 
the Dam Spillway project (Resolution 124B). The Commission will need to designate which of 
the two options they are comfortable with and adopt that resolution.   
 
The City has solicited the services of its Bond Counsel, Miller Canfield, to prepare and complete 
all necessary actions to sell the bonds.  Our bonding attorney has completed the required first step 
in the bond sales process – the required resolutions (copies att’d) noticing the City’s intent to sell 
the bonds for the projects.  The City Commission is asked to adopt the proposed resolutions. 
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Issues & Questions Specified.  Should the City Commission approve the Notice of Intent 
Resolutions to sell bonds to finance the above projects? 
  
Alternatives. 

1. Approve the Notice of Intent Resolutions. 
2. Do not approve the Notice of Intent Resolutions. 
3. Set aside decision regarding this matter to a later date. 

  
Financial Impact.  Proceeds from the bond sales will be used to pay for the costs associated with 
the projects.   
 
The vacuum truck is being proposed at a not to exceed cost of $400,000 and was an anticipated 
purchase as explained in previous budget discussions.  The mobile equipment fund will then make 
payments on the bonds over the course of the life of the bonds. The Fire Engine (NTE $600,000) 
and air packs (approximately $150,000) bonds will be funded with budgeted money from our Fire 
fund and Township Fire Service contracts and those funds will be used to make the bond 
payments over the life of the bonds.  
 
As the commission proceeds through the Special Assessment process for the Lake Shamrock 
Dredging/Dam Spillway project (NTE $1,050,000 or NTE $1,300,000) the funds from that 
special assessment (in whatever apportionment is decided by the Commission) will be used to 
defray the cost and payments for the project over the course of the life of the bonds. 
 
Recommendation.  I recommend that the City Commission adopt Resolution 2020-123 and 
either Resolution 2020-124A or Resolution 2020-124B (copies att’d), thereby noticing its intent 
to issue bonds needed to fund the proposed equipment and projects as stated. 
 
Attachments. 

1. Resolution 2020-123. 
2. Resolution 2020-124A. 
3. Resolution 2020-124B. 

 



 

 
 

 

 

RESOLUTION 2020-123 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF INTENT 
TO ISSUE LIMITED TAX GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS 

(PUBLIC SAFETY AND PUBLIC WORKS EQUIPMENT) 
___________________________________ 

CITY OF CLARE 
Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan 

___________________________________ 
 

Minutes of a regular meeting of the City Commission of the City of Clare, Counties of 
Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan, conducted via teleconference in conformity with Executive 
Order No. 2020-154 on the 5th day of October, 2020, at 6:00 p.m., prevailing Eastern Time. 

PRESENT: Commissioners_______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSENT: Commissioners_______________________________________________ 

The following preamble and resolution were offered by Commissioner ______________ 
and supported by Commissioner ______________. 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan (the 

“City”), intends to issue and sell limited tax general obligation bonds pursuant to Act 34, Public 
Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended (“Act 34”), in one or more series, in the aggregate principal 
amount of not to exceed One Million One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,150,000) (the 
“Bonds”), for the purpose of paying all or part of the costs of (i) acquiring a new fire engine, air 
packs and other firefighting equipment and (ii) acquiring a new vacuum truck (collectively, the 
“Project”); and 

 
WHEREAS, a notice of intent to issue the Bonds must be published before the issuance of 

the Bonds in order to comply with the requirements of Section 517 of Act 34; and 
 

WHEREAS, the City intends at this time to state its intention to be reimbursed from 
proceeds of the Bonds for any expenditures undertaken by the City for the Project prior to the 
issuance of the Bonds. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

1. The City Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to publish a notice of intent to 
issue the Bonds in The Clare County Review, a newspaper of general circulation in the City.  The 
notice of intent shall be published as a display advertisement not less than one-quarter (1/4) page 
in size in substantially the form attached to this resolution as Exhibit A. 
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2. The City Commission hereby determines that the form of notice of intent to issue 
the Bonds attached hereto as Exhibit A and the manner of publication directed is the method best 
calculated to give notice to the City’s electors of the City’s intent to issue the Bonds, the maximum 
amount of the Bonds to be issued, the purpose of the Bonds, the source of payment of the Bonds 
and the right of referendum relating thereto. 

 
3. The City makes the following declarations for the purpose of complying with the 

reimbursement rules of Treas. Reg. § 1.150-2 pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended: 

(a) As of the date hereof, the City reasonably expects to reimburse itself with 
the proceeds of the Bonds for costs of the Project that were or will be paid 
subsequent to sixty (60) days prior to the date hereof. 

(b) The maximum principal amount of Bonds expected to be issued for the 
Project is $1,150,000. 

(c) The expenditures described above are “capital expenditures” as defined in 
Treasury Regulation § 1.150-1(b), which are any costs of a type that are 
properly chargeable to a capital account (or would be so chargeable with a 
proper election or with the application of the definition of placed in service 
under Treas. Reg. § 1.150-2(c)) under general Federal income tax principles 
(as determined at the time the expenditure is paid). 

4. All resolutions and parts of resolutions insofar as they conflict with the provisions 
of this resolution be and the same hereby are rescinded. 

AYES: Commissioners         

            

NAYS: Commissioners          

 
RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED. 
        
 Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

NOTICE TO ELECTORS OF THE CITY OF CLARE 
OF INTENT TO ISSUE BONDS 

AND THE RIGHT OF REFERENDUM RELATING THERETO 
(PUBLIC SAFETY AND PUBLIC WORKS EQUIPMENT) 

 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of 

Michigan (the “City”), intends to issue and sell limited tax general obligation bonds pursuant to 
Act 34, Public Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended, in one or more series, in the aggregate 
principal amount of not to exceed One Million One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,150,000) 
(the “Bonds”), for the purpose of paying all or part of the costs of (i) acquiring a new fire engine, 
air packs and other firefighting equipment and (ii) acquiring a new vacuum truck. 

 
SOURCE OF PAYMENT OF BONDS 

The principal of and interest on the Bonds shall be payable from the general funds of the 
City lawfully available for such purpose, including property taxes levied within applicable 
constitutional, statutory and charter tax rate limitations.   

BOND DETAILS 

Each series of the Bonds will be payable in annual installments not to exceed fifteen (15) 
in number, and will bear interest at the rate or rates to be determined at public or private sale, but 
in no event to exceed six percent (6.00%) per annum on the balance of the Bonds from time to 
time remaining unpaid. 

RIGHT OF REFERENDUM 

THE BONDS WILL BE ISSUED WITHOUT A VOTE OF THE ELECTORS OF THE 
CITY UNLESS A PETITION REQUESTING AN ELECTION ON THE QUESTION OF 
ISSUING THE BONDS, SIGNED BY NOT LESS THAN 10% OF THE REGISTERED 
ELECTORS OF THE CITY, IS FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK WITHIN FORTY-
FIVE (45) DAYS AFTER PUBLICATION OF THIS NOTICE.  IF SUCH A PETITION IS 
FILED, THE BONDS MAY NOT BE ISSUED UNLESS APPROVED BY A MAJORITY VOTE 
OF THE ELECTORS OF THE CITY VOTING ON THE QUESTION OF THEIR ISSUANCE. 
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THIS NOTICE is given pursuant to the requirements of Section 517 of Act 34, Public Acts 
of Michigan, 2001, as amended. 

 Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
 City of Clare 
       202 W. Fifth Street 
       Clare, MI 48617



 

 

 
 

 

 

CERTIFICATION 
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing constitutes a true and complete copy of a resolution 

adopted by the City Commission of the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of 
Michigan, at a regular meeting held on October 5, 2020, and that said meeting was conducted and 
public notice of said meeting was given pursuant to and in full compliance with the Open Meetings 

Act, being Act 267, Public Acts of Michigan, 1976, as amended, as temporarily modified by 
Executive Order No. 2020-154, and that the minutes of said meeting were kept and will be or have 
been made available as required by said Act. 
 

        
Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
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Lake Shamrock Project – Excludes Spillway Alternative 

 

 
 

 

 

RESOLUTION 2020-124A 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF INTENT 
TO ISSUE LIMITED TAX GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS 

(LAKE SHAMROCK PROJECT) 
___________________________________ 

CITY OF CLARE 
Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan 

___________________________________ 
 

Minutes of a regular meeting of the City Commission of the City of Clare, Counties of 
Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan, conducted via teleconference in conformity with Executive 
Order No. 2020-154 on the 5th day of October, 2020, at 6:00 p.m., prevailing Eastern Time. 

PRESENT: Commissioners_______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSENT: Commissioners_______________________________________________ 

The following preamble and resolution were offered by Commissioner ______________ 
and supported by Commissioner ______________. 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan (the 

“City”), intends to issue and sell limited tax general obligation bonds pursuant to Act 34, Public 
Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended (“Act 34”), in one or more series, in the aggregate principal 
amount of not to exceed One Million Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,050,000) (the “Bonds”), for the 
purpose of paying all or part of the costs of dredging the entirety of Lake Shamrock, including 
inlets and channels, and acquiring necessary dredging equipment therefor, together with all related 
improvements, equipment, appurtenances and attachments (collectively, the “Project”); and 

 
WHEREAS, a notice of intent to issue the Bonds must be published before the issuance of 

the Bonds in order to comply with the requirements of Section 517 of Act 34; and 
 

WHEREAS, the City intends at this time to state its intention to be reimbursed from 
proceeds of the Bonds for any expenditures undertaken by the City for the Project prior to the 
issuance of the Bonds. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

1. The City Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to publish a notice of intent to 
issue the Bonds in The Clare County Review, a newspaper of general circulation in the City.  The 
notice of intent shall be published as a display advertisement not less than one-quarter (1/4) page 
in size in substantially the form attached to this resolution as Exhibit A. 
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2. The City Commission hereby determines that the form of notice of intent to issue 
the Bonds attached hereto as Exhibit A and the manner of publication directed is the method best 
calculated to give notice to the City’s electors of the City’s intent to issue the Bonds, the maximum 
amount of the Bonds to be issued, the purpose of the Bonds, the source of payment of the Bonds 
and the right of referendum relating thereto. 

 
3. The City makes the following declarations for the purpose of complying with the 

reimbursement rules of Treas. Reg. § 1.150-2 pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended: 

(a) As of the date hereof, the City reasonably expects to reimburse itself with 
the proceeds of the Bonds for costs of the Project that were or will be paid 
subsequent to sixty (60) days prior to the date hereof. 

(b) The maximum principal amount of Bonds expected to be issued for the 
Project is $1,050,000. 

(c) The expenditures described above are “capital expenditures” as defined in 
Treasury Regulation § 1.150-1(b), which are any costs of a type that are 
properly chargeable to a capital account (or would be so chargeable with a 
proper election or with the application of the definition of placed in service 
under Treas. Reg. § 1.150-2(c)) under general Federal income tax principles 
(as determined at the time the expenditure is paid). 

4. All resolutions and parts of resolutions insofar as they conflict with the provisions 
of this resolution be and the same hereby are rescinded. 

AYES: Commissioners         

            

NAYS: Commissioners          

 
RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED. 
        
 Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

NOTICE TO ELECTORS OF THE CITY OF CLARE 
OF INTENT TO ISSUE BONDS 

AND THE RIGHT OF REFERENDUM RELATING THERETO 
(LAKE SHAMROCK PROJECT) 

 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of 

Michigan (the “City”), intends to issue and sell limited tax general obligation bonds pursuant to 
Act 34, Public Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended, in one or more series, in the aggregate 
principal amount of not to exceed One Million Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,050,000) (the “Bonds”), 
for the purpose of paying all or part of the costs of dredging the entirety of Lake Shamrock, 
including inlets and channels, and acquiring necessary dredging equipment therefor, together with 
all related improvements, equipment, appurtenances and attachments. 

 
SOURCE OF PAYMENT OF BONDS 

The principal of and interest on the Bonds shall be payable from the general funds of the 
City lawfully available for such purpose, including property taxes levied within applicable 
constitutional, statutory and charter tax rate limitations.  The City presently expects that a portion 
of the principal of and interest on the Bonds will be paid from the collection of special assessments 
in a certain special assessment district in the City. 

BOND DETAILS 

Each series of the Bonds will be payable in annual installments not to exceed twenty (20) 
in number, and will bear interest at the rate or rates to be determined at public or private sale, but 
in no event to exceed six percent (6.00%) per annum on the balance of the Bonds from time to 
time remaining unpaid. 

RIGHT OF REFERENDUM 

THE BONDS WILL BE ISSUED WITHOUT A VOTE OF THE ELECTORS OF THE 
CITY UNLESS A PETITION REQUESTING AN ELECTION ON THE QUESTION OF 
ISSUING THE BONDS, SIGNED BY NOT LESS THAN 10% OF THE REGISTERED 
ELECTORS OF THE CITY, IS FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK WITHIN FORTY-
FIVE (45) DAYS AFTER PUBLICATION OF THIS NOTICE.  IF SUCH A PETITION IS 
FILED, THE BONDS MAY NOT BE ISSUED UNLESS APPROVED BY A MAJORITY VOTE 
OF THE ELECTORS OF THE CITY VOTING ON THE QUESTION OF THEIR ISSUANCE. 
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THIS NOTICE is given pursuant to the requirements of Section 517 of Act 34, Public Acts 
of Michigan, 2001, as amended. 

 Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
 City of Clare 
       202 W. Fifth Street 
       Clare, MI 48617



 

 

 
 

 

 

CERTIFICATION 
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing constitutes a true and complete copy of a resolution 

adopted by the City Commission of the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of 
Michigan, at a regular meeting held on October 5, 2020, and that said meeting was conducted and 
public notice of said meeting was given pursuant to and in full compliance with the Open Meetings 

Act, being Act 267, Public Acts of Michigan, 1976, as amended, as temporarily modified by 
Executive Order No. 2020-154, and that the minutes of said meeting were kept and will be or have 
been made available as required by said Act. 
 

        
Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
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Lake Shamrock Project – Includes Spillway Alternative 

 

 
 

 

 

RESOLUTION 2020-124B 
 

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING PUBLICATION OF NOTICE OF INTENT 
TO ISSUE LIMITED TAX GENERAL OBLIGATION BONDS 

(LAKE SHAMROCK PROJECT) 
___________________________________ 

CITY OF CLARE 
Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan 

___________________________________ 
 

Minutes of a regular meeting of the City Commission of the City of Clare, Counties of 
Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan, conducted via teleconference in conformity with Executive 
Order No. 2020-154 on the 5th day of October, 2020, at 6:00 p.m., prevailing Eastern Time. 

PRESENT: Commissioners_______________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

ABSENT: Commissioners_______________________________________________ 

The following preamble and resolution were offered by Commissioner ______________ 
and supported by Commissioner ______________. 

 
WHEREAS, the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of Michigan (the 

“City”), intends to issue and sell limited tax general obligation bonds pursuant to Act 34, Public 
Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended (“Act 34”), in one or more series, in the aggregate principal 
amount of not to exceed One Million Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,300,000) (the 
“Bonds”), for the purpose of paying all or part of the costs of dredging the entirety of Lake 
Shamrock, including inlets and channels, acquiring necessary dredging equipment therefor, and 
excavating and constructing an additional spillway, together with all related improvements, 
equipment, appurtenances and attachments (collectively, the “Project”); and 

 
WHEREAS, a notice of intent to issue the Bonds must be published before the issuance of 

the Bonds in order to comply with the requirements of Section 517 of Act 34; and 
 

WHEREAS, the City intends at this time to state its intention to be reimbursed from 
proceeds of the Bonds for any expenditures undertaken by the City for the Project prior to the 
issuance of the Bonds. 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED THAT: 

1. The City Clerk is hereby authorized and directed to publish a notice of intent to 
issue the Bonds in The Clare County Review, a newspaper of general circulation in the City.  The 
notice of intent shall be published as a display advertisement not less than one-quarter (1/4) page 
in size in substantially the form attached to this resolution as Exhibit A.  
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2. The City Commission hereby determines that the form of notice of intent to issue 

the Bonds attached hereto as Exhibit A and the manner of publication directed is the method best 
calculated to give notice to the City’s electors of the City’s intent to issue the Bonds, the maximum 
amount of the Bonds to be issued, the purpose of the Bonds, the source of payment of the Bonds 
and the right of referendum relating thereto. 

 
3. The City makes the following declarations for the purpose of complying with the 

reimbursement rules of Treas. Reg. § 1.150-2 pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended: 

(a) As of the date hereof, the City reasonably expects to reimburse itself with 
the proceeds of the Bonds for costs of the Project that were or will be paid 
subsequent to sixty (60) days prior to the date hereof. 

(b) The maximum principal amount of Bonds expected to be issued for the 
Project is $1,300,000. 

(c) The expenditures described above are “capital expenditures” as defined in 
Treasury Regulation § 1.150-1(b), which are any costs of a type that are 
properly chargeable to a capital account (or would be so chargeable with a 
proper election or with the application of the definition of placed in service 
under Treas. Reg. § 1.150-2(c)) under general Federal income tax principles 
(as determined at the time the expenditure is paid). 

4. All resolutions and parts of resolutions insofar as they conflict with the provisions 
of this resolution be and the same hereby are rescinded. 

AYES: Commissioners         

            

NAYS: Commissioners          

 
RESOLUTION DECLARED ADOPTED. 
        
 Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
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EXHIBIT A 
 

NOTICE TO ELECTORS OF THE CITY OF CLARE 
OF INTENT TO ISSUE BONDS 

AND THE RIGHT OF REFERENDUM RELATING THERETO 
(LAKE SHAMROCK PROJECT) 

 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of 

Michigan (the “City”), intends to issue and sell limited tax general obligation bonds pursuant to 
Act 34, Public Acts of Michigan, 2001, as amended, in one or more series, in the aggregate 
principal amount of not to exceed One Million Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($1,300,000) (the 
“Bonds”), for the purpose of paying all or part of the costs of dredging the entirety of Lake 
Shamrock, including inlets and channels, acquiring necessary dredging equipment therefor, and 
excavating and constructing an additional spillway, together with all related improvements, 
equipment, appurtenances and attachments. 

 
SOURCE OF PAYMENT OF BONDS 

The principal of and interest on the Bonds shall be payable from the general funds of the 
City lawfully available for such purpose, including property taxes levied within applicable 
constitutional, statutory and charter tax rate limitations.  The City presently expects that a portion 
of the principal of and interest on the Bonds will be paid from the collection of special assessments 
in a certain special assessment district in the City. 

BOND DETAILS 

Each series of the Bonds will be payable in annual installments not to exceed twenty (20) 
in number, and will bear interest at the rate or rates to be determined at public or private sale, but 
in no event to exceed six percent (6.00%) per annum on the balance of the Bonds from time to 
time remaining unpaid. 

RIGHT OF REFERENDUM 

THE BONDS WILL BE ISSUED WITHOUT A VOTE OF THE ELECTORS OF THE 
CITY UNLESS A PETITION REQUESTING AN ELECTION ON THE QUESTION OF 
ISSUING THE BONDS, SIGNED BY NOT LESS THAN 10% OF THE REGISTERED 
ELECTORS OF THE CITY, IS FILED WITH THE CITY CLERK WITHIN FORTY-
FIVE (45) DAYS AFTER PUBLICATION OF THIS NOTICE.  IF SUCH A PETITION IS 
FILED, THE BONDS MAY NOT BE ISSUED UNLESS APPROVED BY A MAJORITY VOTE 
OF THE ELECTORS OF THE CITY VOTING ON THE QUESTION OF THEIR ISSUANCE. 
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THIS NOTICE is given pursuant to the requirements of Section 517 of Act 34, Public Acts 
of Michigan, 2001, as amended. 

 Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
 City of Clare 
       202 W. Fifth Street 
       Clare, MI 48617



 

 

 
 

 

 

CERTIFICATION 
 
I hereby certify that the foregoing constitutes a true and complete copy of a resolution 

adopted by the City Commission of the City of Clare, Counties of Clare and Isabella, State of 
Michigan, at a regular meeting held on October 5, 2020, and that said meeting was conducted and 
public notice of said meeting was given pursuant to and in full compliance with the Open Meetings 

Act, being Act 267, Public Acts of Michigan, 1976, as amended, as temporarily modified by 
Executive Order No. 2020-154, and that the minutes of said meeting were kept and will be or have 
been made available as required by said Act. 
 

        
Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
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AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO:           Mayor Pat Humphrey & City Commissioners 

FROM:     Jeremy Howard, City Manager 

DATE:      October 1, 2020 

RE:           *Board & Committee Appointments – Parks & Recreation Advisory Board  

(Mr. Pete Spitzley)  

 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

 

 

*Note:  This is a Consent Agenda item and is considered as routine by the City 

Commission.  As such, this matter shall be automatically enacted by one motion with all 

other Consent Agenda items unless a Commissioner or citizen requests this item be 

individually discussed, in which event it shall be removed from the Consent Agenda and 

considered and acted upon in its designated sequence on the approved Clare City 

Commission agenda of October 5, 2020. 

 

 

Background.   The appointed term of Parks and Recreation Advisory Board (PRAB) member 

Pete Spitzley expired September 17, 2020.  Pete has agreed to serve another term at the will of 

the Mayor and upon endorsement by the City Commission.  The Mayor has agreed to reappoint 

Mr. Spitzley to serve another term as a voting member of the PRAB; the City Commission is 

asked to consider endorsing this reappointment. 

  

Issues & Questions Specified.  Should the City Commission endorse the reappointment of Mr. 

Spitzley to serve as a member of the Clare Parks & Recreation Advisory Board? 

  

Alternatives.   

1. Endorse the reappointment. 

2. Do not endorse the reappointment, thereby requiring the Mayor to select another 

qualified individual to serve in this position.   

3. Defer/delay decision of this matter to a subsequently scheduled City Commission 

meeting. 

  

Financial Impact.   There is no direct financial impact to the City.    

 

Recommendation.  I recommend that the City Commission endorse the reappointment of Mr. 

Spitzley by adoption of Resolution 2020-125 (copy att’d). 

 

Attachments.   

1. Resolution 2020-125.  



 

RESOLUTION  2020-125 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY COMMISSION REAPPOINTING MR. 

PETE SPITZLEY TO SERVE AS A MEMBER OF THE CITY OF CLARE PARKS & 

RECREATION ADVISORY BOARD. 

 

WHEREAS, the appointed term of Mr. Pete Spitzley as a voting member of the Clare 

Parks & Recreation Advisory Board will soon expire; and 

 

WHEREAS, the Mayor of Clare has reappointed Pete Spitzley to serve another three-

year term; and  

 

WHEREAS, said appointment requires the endorsement of the Clare City 

Commission; and   
 

 WHEREAS, the City Commission concurs with the Mayor’s decision to 

reappointment Pete Spitzley to said Advisory Board. 
  

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the City Commission of the City of 

Clare hereby endorses the Mayor’s reappointment of Mr. Pete Spitzley to serve as a voting 

member of the City of Clare Parks & Recreation Advisory Board, said appointment being 

effective October 5, 2020 and terminating on 4th day of October 2023. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that said appointment is voluntary and without 

compensation and that Mr. Pete Spitzley may resign said appointment by providing the City 

Commission written notice of his intentions to do so. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that said appointment is an at-will appointment of 

the City Commission and can be revoked, terminated, or rescinded by the City Commission at 

its discretion without stated cause and without prior notice.  

 

ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY 

CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE 

SAME ARE HEREBY RESCINDED. 

 

The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner ______ and supported by 

Commissioner ________.  The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call 

vote: 

 

YEAS:  

 

NAYS:          

    

ABSENT:     

     

Resolution approved for adoption on this 5th day of October 2020. 

 

 

__________________________________ 

Diane Lyon, City Clerk 



AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO:               Mayor Pat Humphrey & City Commissioners 

FROM:         Jeremy Howard, City Manager 

DATE:          October 1, 2020 

Regarding: *Board & Committee Appointment – Planning Commission 

(Commissioners Acton, Carmoney, & Cozat) 
 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

 

 

*Note:  This is a Consent Agenda item and is considered as routine by the City 

Commission.  As such, this matter shall be automatically enacted by one motion with 

all other Consent Agenda items unless a Commissioner or citizen requests this item 

be individually discussed, in which event it shall be removed from the Consent 

Agenda and considered and acted upon in its designated sequence on the approved 

Clare City Commission agenda of October 5, 2020. 

 

 

Background.    The terms of City Planning Commissioners Darren Acton, Glenda 

Carmoney, and Angie Cozat expired October 1, 2020.  All three individuals have agreed 

to continue serving City in this capacity for an additional three-year term; Mayor 

Humphrey recommends that these individuals be appointed to serve another term.   

 

The City Commission is asked to consider approving the recommended appointments. 

 

Issues & Questions.  Should the City Commission approve the proposed appointments? 

  

Alternatives. 

1. Endorse the reappointment. 

2. Do not endorse the reappointment, thereby requiring the Mayor to select another 

qualified individual to serve in this position.   

3. Defer/delay decision of this matter to a subsequently scheduled City Commission 

meeting. 

  

Financial Impact.  Not applicable. 

 

Recommendation.  I recommend that the City Commission approve the appointments by 

adoption of attached Resolution 2020-126 (copy attached). 

 

Attachment. Resolution 2020-126 

 



 

RESOLUTION  2020-126 

 

A RESOLUTION OF THE CLARE CITY COMMISSION RENEWING THE 

APPOINTMENTS OF COMMISSIONERS DARREN ACTON, GLENDA 

CARMONEY, AND ANGIE COZAT AS VOTING MEMBERS OF THE CITY OF 

CLARE PLANNING COMMISSION. 

 

WHEREAS, the appointed terms of Planning Commissioners Darren Acton, Glenda 

Carmoney, and Angie Cozat as members of the City of Clare Planning Commission expired 

on October 1, 2020; and 

 

WHEREAS, said Commissioners have agreed to serve another term as members of 

said Commission at the will of the Mayor of Clare and the Clare City Commission; and  

 

WHEREAS, the Mayor of Clare has recommended renewal of said appointments.  

  

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the City Commission of the City of 

Clare hereby renews the appointments of Planning Commissioners Darren Acton, Glenda 

Carmoney, and Angie Cozat as members of the City of Clare Planning Commission said 

appointment is effective the 5th day of October 2020 and terminates on the 4th day of October 

2023. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that said appointments are voluntary and without 

compensation and that said appointees may resign said appointment by providing the Mayor 

of Clare written notice of their intention to do so. 

 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that said appointments is an at-will appointment of 

the Mayor of the City of Clare and can be revoked, terminated or rescinded by the Mayor at 

his/her discretion with or without stated cause or prejudice and without prior notice.  

 

ALL RESOLUTIONS AND PARTS OF RESOLUTIONS INSOFAR AS THEY 

CONFLICT WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS RESOLUTION BE AND THE 

SAME ARE HEREBY RESCINDED. 

 

The Resolution was introduced by Commissioner _____ and supported by 

Commissioner ______.  The Resolution declared adopted by the following roll call vote: 

 

YEAS:      

          

NAYS:        

         

ABSENT:       

 

 

Resolution approved for adoption on this 5th day of October 2020. 

 

 

_______________________________ 

Diane Lyon, City Clerk 



To:  Mayor Pat Humphrey and the Clare City Commission 

From:  Steven J. Kingsbury, MBA, CPFA, MiCPT 

  Treasurer, Finance and Technology Director 

Date:  October 1, 2020 

Reference: Treasurer’s Report for October 5, 2020 

 

 

 

Act 51 Road Funding Increased Distributions:  Included for the City Commission's 

reference you will find the monthly/annual history of the Act 51 funding received by the City 

of Clare from the State for both major and local streets through August 2020.  Within these 

reports (graphs and spreadsheets) the percentage increase/decrease from the same prior 

period is included along with the increased amount of funding received month-to-month, 

fiscal year-to-date and fiscal year to fiscal year. 

 

Annual External Audit:  Our annual external audit is scheduled to being on Monday, 

October 19, 2020 with the fieldwork being completed by Friday, October 30, 2020. 
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7,170$   12,794$  26,916$  52,709$  4,790$   
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July August September October November December January February March April May June TOTAL

FY2013/14 15,780.18   13,225.92 12,923.12 12,330.25 12,035.83   12,385.29  12,857.74 16,294.21  12,543.79 12,997.53  12,617.62 13,650.28 159,641.76  

FY2014/15 15,672.64   13,348.55 13,513.67 12,708.21 11,739.83   12,724.00  13,298.21 17,735.85  13,955.84 14,784.17  12,306.16 15,024.33 166,811.46  

-0.7% 0.9% 4.6% 3.1% -2.5% 2.7% 3.4% 8.8% 11.3% 13.7% -2.5% 10.1% 4.5%

FY2015/16 17,523.85   15,106.77 14,495.36 14,855.56 13,497.75   13,368.58  13,646.81 17,876.09  15,112.87 14,585.10  14,223.56 15,312.67 179,604.97  

11.8% 13.2% 7.3% 16.9% 15.0% 5.1% 2.6% 0.8% 8.3% -1.3% 15.6% 1.9% 7.7%

FY2016/17 16,239.53   15,153.32 14,604.26 13,460.51 15,378.07   15,309.70  18,331.68 19,906.24  19,245.12 18,943.64  19,936.16 20,012.99 206,521.22  

-7.3% 0.3% 0.8% -9.4% 13.9% 14.5% 34.3% 11.4% 27.3% 29.9% 40.2% 30.7% 15.0%

FY2017/18 23,101.50   19,835.62 20,621.98 19,881.25 17,441.31   18,544.18  21,068.59 34,634.74  
1

21,807.03 19,960.12  21,950.48 20,382.96 259,229.76  

42.3% 30.9% 41.2% 47.7% 13.4% 21.1% 14.9% 74.0% 13.3% 5.4% 10.1% 1.8% 25.5%

FY2018/19 25,664.13   20,830.50 19,543.01 24,596.50 19,272.53   
3

15,464.22  
3

23,380.95 
3

23,806.30  
1, 2, 3

24,557.19 
3

20,950.54  
3, 4

23,574.17 
3

22,380.03 
3

264,020.07  

11.1% 5.0% -5.2% 23.7% 10.5% -16.6% 11.0% -31.3% 12.6% 5.0% 7.4% 9.8% 1.8%

FY2019/20 27,410.42   
3

22,433.24 
3

23,824.48 23,199.35 20,960.94   25,075.08  24,774.61 28,882.62  22,259.61 18,518.08  16,086.58 22,410.40 275,835.41  

6.8% 7.7% 21.9% -5.7% 8.8% 62.1% 6.0% 21.3% -9.4% -11.6% -31.8% 0.1%

FY2020/21 29,970.30   26,962.69 56,932.99    

9.3% 20.2%

FY2019/20 to 2020/21 Increase/(Decrease):

2,559.88     4,529.45   

7,089.33     Cumulative 

CITY OF CLARE

ACT 51 DISTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED

MAJOR STREETS

Monthly =
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CITY OF CLARE

ACT 51 DISTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED

MAJOR STREETS

Footnotes:

1 -

2 -

3 - Also within the February 28th communication MDOT informed all local road agencies that:

4 - On March 29, 2019 MDOT informed all Counties, Cities and Villages that the Michigan Treasury of an additional correction to the 2018 revenue disbursements which will

result in another correction (decrease) of Act 51 revenues distributed in April 2019.

To correct the 2018 overpayment MDOT is recovering it over ten disbursement months from November 2018 through August 2019.  For the City of Clare this correction included 

$5,101.77 for the major street fund and $2,167.70 for the local street fund or a total of $7,269.47.  This results in a $726.95 reduction per month for the ten months ($510.18 for major 

streets and $216.77 for local streets).

The February 2018 Act 51 Receipts include $11,777.27 in a one-time lump sum disbursement from the State of Michigan in accordance with Public Act 82 of 2018.  

Excluding the PA 82 disbursement the February 2018 ACT 51 funding was up $2,951.23 or 14.8% from the same period in 2017.

"During 2018 a Department of State revenue report provided to MDOT was changed, without MDOT's knowledge, which caused an overstatement of the 

monthly revenues to be distributed to STF, Counties, Cities and Villages."

On February 28, 2019 MDOT informed all Counties, Cities and Villages that the December 2018 Act 51 disbursements were overstated and that a one-time correction (reduction) was 

included within the February 2019 disbursements.  The amount of this correction for the City of Clare was $4,175.35 for major streets and $1,772.61 for local streets or a total of 

Page 3 of 6
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July August September October November December January February March April May June TOTAL

FY2013/14 7,002.90    5,869.28   5,734.93   5,471.83    5,349.13   5,505.56   5,715.57   7,243.17     5,576.02   5,777.71    5,608.83   6,067.88   70,922.81    

FY2014/15 6,965.20    5,932.33   6,005.72   5,647.41    5,217.07   5,654.49   5,647.68   7,532.22     5,927.08   6,278.72    5,226.33   6,380.71   72,414.96    

-0.5% 1.1% 4.7% 3.2% -2.5% 2.7% -1.2% 4.0% 6.3% 8.7% -6.8% 5.2% 2.1%

FY2015/16 7,446.01    6,418.93   6,159.13   6,312.19    5,735.25   5,680.33   5,798.55   7,595.57     6,421.92   6,197.66    6,044.03   6,506.51   76,316.08    

6.9% 8.2% 2.6% 11.8% 9.9% 0.5% 2.7% 0.8% 8.3% -1.3% 15.6% 2.0% 5.4%

FY2016/17 6,901.90    6,440.31   6,206.95   5,720.85    6,535.85   6,506.91   7,791.31   8,460.53     8,179.54   8,051.41    8,473.24   8,505.90   87,774.70    

-7.3% 0.3% 0.8% -9.4% 14.0% 14.6% 34.4% 11.4% 27.4% 29.9% 40.2% 30.7% 15.0%

FY2017/18 9,821.03    8,432.62   8,766.92   8,452.02    7,415.15   7,884.04   8,953.86   23,709.05   
1

9,267.15   8,482.28    9,327.14   8,661.07   119,172.33  

42.3% 30.9% 41.2% 47.7% 13.5% 21.2% 14.9% 180.2% 13.3% 5.4% 10.1% 1.8% 35.8%

FY2018/19 10,904.84  8,850.87   8,303.82   10,451.04  8,188.90   
2

6,570.64   
2

9,926.63   
2

10,107.23   
1, 2, 3

10,426.03 
2

8,894.78    
3, 4

10,008.67 
2

9,501.88   
2

112,135.33  

11.0% 5.0% -5.3% 23.7% 10.4% -16.7% 10.9% -57.4% 12.5% 4.9% 7.3% 9.7% -5.9%

FY2019/20 11,637.10  
2

9,524.04   
2

10,114.72 9,849.32    8,899.01   10,645.67 10,518.10 12,262.50   9,450.56   7,862.21    6,829.87   9,514.78   117,107.88  

6.7% 7.6% 21.8% -5.8% 8.7% 62.0% 6.0% 21.3% -9.4% -11.6% -31.8% 0.1%

FY2020/21 12,723.72  11,446.43 24,170.15    

9.3% 20.2%

FY2019/20 to 2020/21 Increase/(Decrease):

Monthly = 1,086.62    1,922.39   

Cumulative = 3,009.01    

CITY OF CLARE

ACT 51 DISTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED

LOCAL STREETS
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CITY OF CLARE

ACT 51 DISTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED

LOCAL STREETS

Footnotes:

1 -

2 -

3 - Also within the February 28th communication MDOT informed all local road agencies that:

4 - On March 29, 2019 MDOT informed all Counties, Cities and Villages that the Michigan Treasury of an additional correction to the 2018 revenue disbursements which will

result in another correction (decrease) of Act 51 revenues distributed in April 2019.

"During 2018 a Department of State revenue report provided to MDOT was changed, without MDOT's knowledge, which caused an overstatement of the 

monthly revenues to be distributed to STF, Counties, Cities and Villages."

To correct the 2018 overpayment MDOT is recovering it over ten disbursement months from November 2018 through August 2019.  For the City of Clare this correction included 

$5,101.77 for the major street fund and $2,167.70 for the local street fund or a total of $7,269.47.  This results in a $726.95 reduction per month for the ten months ($510.18 for 

major streets and $216.77 for local streets).

The February 2018 Act 51 Receipts include $13,994.94 in a one-time lump sum disbursement from the State of Michigan in accordance with Public Act 82 of 2018.  

Excluding the PA 82 disbursement the February 2018 ACT 51 funding was up $2,951.23 or 14.8% from the same period in 2017.

On February 28, 2019 MDOT informed all Counties, Cities and Villages that the December 2018 Act 51 disbursements were overstated and that a one-time correction (reduction) was included 

within the February 2019 disbursements.  The amount of this correction for the City of Clare was $4,175.35 for major streets and $1,772.61 for local streets or a total of $5,947.96.
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 1 

 AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO: Mayor Pat Humphrey & Clare City Commission  

FROM:   Jeremy Howard, City Manager 

DATE: October 1, 2020 

RE: City Manager's Report  
 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Downtown Streetscape.  Work was originally scheduled to commence mid-September and last for 

approximately 8 weeks.  However, due to some construction and weather delays the start date ended 

up being September 29th.  We are still hopeful that even with the later start date the contractor will 

meet the substantial completion date stipulated in the contract.     

 

Grants.  We were notified of four different grant receipts to the City of Clare recently totaling 

$121,345.10.  One of the grants was from the State of Michigan in cooperation with the Center for 

Tech and Civic Life and we were awarded a $5,000 grant to help with technology and supplies related 

to elections.  We also received three CARES Act related grants for frontline workers and other COVID 

related costs.  One was for $51,000 for First Responders Hazard Pay Premiums that allowed us give 

one-time bonuses to our Police and Fire employees for the work they did and are still doing related to 

the pandemic.  The second one was for $55,601 for First Responder Pay and Benefits funding to help 

offset the additional time that was spend during the initial spike of the pandemic. The third one was 

for the Airport in the amount of $9,744.10 for use on COVID related expenses at the airport. 

 

MERS Conference.   The conference occurred the week of September 21st and though it was much 

different this year than normal because it was completely virtual, it still contained some very good 

information.  I and the other primary and alternate delegates were able to attend many of the sessions 

and for the most part they were problem free and contained good information.  The voting delegates 

were able to take part in the business meeting and vote on Thursday of the conference.  MERS does 

hope to be back to normal in person conferences next year. 

 

Traffic Enforcement.   After a discussion at the last meeting, the commission asked me to check with 

the Police Chief on a couple issues related to speeding and ticketing in the city.  The commission also 

requested that we move the speed trailer to a location that could potentially help deter some speeding 

as well.  I spoke with Police and DPW a couple days after the meeting and we were able to get the 

speed trailer moved to a location in front of the Police station as you are heading East on 5th Street 

toward McEwan.  It has been operational since then and we hope that it may slow traffic down by 

making them aware of their speed as they approach downtown. 

 

You also asked me to get some statistics on traffic stops and number of tickets issued from the Police 

department.  I spoke with Chief Gregory and he was able to provide me with information from the last 

couple weeks.  It shows the number of Traffic Patrols, Traffic Stops, and the number of tickets written 

for the time frame 9-16-20 through 9-30-20. 

 

I also asked the Chief to try and add some additional presence and enforcement around the downtown 

area and key, busy intersections.  If you have any other questions or would like additional information, 

please let me know. 



 2 

New Executive Order related to gatherings/meetings.   Below is the text from the newest Executive 

order issued by the Governor in relation to indoor and outdoor gatherings.  I think this is good news 

in so much as that the numbers for Michigan and for the City and Clare County continue to be stable 

enough to relax some restrictions.  Hopefully this will continue to help our local businesses and will 

allow us to be able to more easily facilitate City events and meetings. 

 

“Beginning October 9, 2020, most non-residential indoor venues can host social gatherings and 

organized events so long as they maintain fewer than 20 people per 1,000 square feet and require facial 

coverings. Performance venues and stadiums, similarly, will be permitted to operate at 20% seating 

capacity. Such gatherings and events must be no larger than 500 people in the largest indoor venues, 

in order to reduce the risk of a “superspreader” event. Outdoor gathering and event restrictions will 

also be relaxed, so long as they maintain fewer than 30 people per 1,000 square feet, or 30% seating 

capacity, up to 1,000 people in the largest outdoor spaces.” 

 

Lake Shamrock.   At your meeting October 5, 2020, you received information regarding moving 

forward with the bond requirements for the lake dredging/dam spillway project.  We have been 

working extensively with our bond attorney and with our city attorney to continue to move this very 

intricate process forward.  Over the next several meetings you will continue to receive information 

related to the lake, the dam, the dredging process, and the many steps involved in the special 

assessment process which requires setting a special assessment district, setting the splits of the 

assessment, setting the special assessment roll, public hearings, etc.   

 

Attached to this report are a number of different documents.  They are being given to you now so you 

can review them and begin to formulate your thoughts around them.  We will be bringing you more 

information and recommendations at upcoming meetings related to the documents and we will be 

asking you to make decisions on some of the specifics related to things like the split for the special 

assessment and including the dam spillway work in the project, among other things.  Please feel free 

to reach out to me if you have questions on any of the documents or need more or different information. 

 

Lead/Galvanized Waterline replacements - Funding.   A week or so ago I sent you an email with some 

exciting news out of Lansing.  The City of Clare received 2.5 million dollars as lined out in the recently 

passed State of Michigan budget to help with our repair/replacement of our lead and galvanized water 

service lines.  Our inventory of the entire city is near complete and the replacement of these lines was 

going to be a liability cost that would have been with the city for the next 20 to 25 years.  The receipt 

of these funds will allow us to much quicker be able to get this work complete in order to ensure that 

our city residents have safe and healthy water for many, many years to come. 

 

I would like to thank Representative Jason Wentworth and his staff for his work on securing this 

funding for the City of Clare and its residents.  It truly will make a difference for the City. 

 

Attachments:  

Police Department Statistics - 9-16-20 through 9-30-20. 

Lake Shamrock Dredging Cost Itemization and Totals - 9-30-20. 

Lake Shamrock Dam Spill Way and Renovation OPCC - Updated September 2020. 

Lake Shamrock Dredging Cost Sharing Options. 

Lake Shamrock Parcels and Lake Front Footage - Property Ownership as of 9-4-2020. 

Lake Shamrock Dredging Project 20 Year Bond Amortization. 

Lake Shamrock Dredging and Dam Spillway Project 20 Year Bond Amortization. 





Itemized

Equipment Costs

2018 Volvo EC140EL 106,160.00        

2 - 12' x 48' x 4' Sectional Floating Barge Units 62,700.00          

40 Yard Dumpster 12,112.00          

Portable Fuel Tank for the Excavator 1,000.00            

Unload Site Maintenance and other Costs 30,000.00          

Garmin GPS with Transponder 700.00               

Equipment Cost Totals 212,672.00        

Fuel and Maintenance Costs 84,500.00          

Equipment and Liability Insurance Costs 7,500.00            

Personnel Costs (6 Months/Year for 5 Years)

Excavator Operator 192,372.20        

Personnel Cost Totals 192,372.20        

Hauling/Disposal Costs

Admin Fee and Site Preparation 15,000.00          

127,000 Cubic Yards at $3.00/Yard 381,000.00        

Disposal Site Costs 396,000.00        

10% Contingency 89,000.00          

Total Five-Year Dredging Costs 982,044.20        

Engineering and Administration Costs 50,000.00          

20 Year Bond Total

Bonding and Legal Costs 14,000.00          Interest at 4.5% Cost

Total Dredging Costs 1,046,044.20     562,272.70        1,608,316.90     

Dam Spillway Addition 242,920.00        

Total Dredging and Spillway Costs 1,288,964.20     692,847.76        1,981,811.96     

CITY OF CLARE

LAKE SHAMROCK DREDGING COSTS





Cost Sharing

Percentages Total Cost Total Cost Annual Total Cost Total Cost/Lot Lot/Annual

50-50 1,608,316.90  804,158.45     40,207.92       804,158.45     8,041.58          402.08       

60-40 1,608,316.90  964,990.14     48,249.51       643,326.76     6,433.27          321.66       

70-30 1,608,316.90  1,125,821.83  56,291.09       482,495.07     4,824.95          241.25       

40-60 1,608,316.90  643,326.76     32,166.34       964,990.14     9,649.90          482.50       

30-70 1,608,316.90  482,495.07     24,124.75       1,125,821.83  11,258.22        562.91       

Cost Sharing

Percentages Total Cost Total Cost Annual Total Cost Total Cost/Lot Lot/Annual

50-50 1,981,811.96  990,905.98     49,545.30       990,905.98     9,909.06          495.45       

60-40 1,981,811.96  1,189,087.17  59,454.36       792,724.78     7,927.25          396.36       

70-30 1,981,811.96  1,387,268.37  69,363.42       594,543.59     5,945.44          297.27       

40-60 1,981,811.96  792,724.78     39,636.24       1,189,087.17  11,890.87        594.54       

30-70 1,981,811.96  594,543.59     29,727.18       1,387,268.37  13,872.68        693.63       

Lake Shamrock Dredging and Dam Spillway Project

City Lake Property

CITY OF CLARE

LAKE SHAMROCK IMPROVEMENT PROJECT

COMPARISON AND COST ALLOCATION

Lake PropertyCity

Lake Shamrock Dredging Project



CITY OF CLARE

LAKE SHAMROCK

PROPERTY FRONT FOOTAGE

Parcel Number Parcel Address

Lake

Frontage

Percentage

of Total Property Owner

1 051-026-300-08 110 WITBECK DR 166.70 1.17% TERPENING REBECCA A ET AL

2 051-026-300-09 140 WITBECK DR 99.80 0.70% OARD ROBERT D, CONNIE & KRISTINE K

3 051-026-300-10 170 WITBECK DR 90.60 0.63% SPACHMAN DONALD E & SHELLY L

4 051-026-300-11 190 WITBECK DR 92.80 0.65% BOLLE MARK

5 051-026-300-12 250 WITBECK DR 91.70 0.64% KETCHUM JEREMIAH J & ELISA C

6 051-026-300-13 270 WITBECK DR 95.90 0.67% TYLER KATHRYN A

7 051-026-301-02 145 WILCOX PARKWAY 348.00 2.43% VFW POST 5738

8 051-026-401-01 800 WITBECK DR 323.30 2.26% HIBL KENNETH A & GANT SHERYL S

9 051-026-401-02 850 WITBECK DR 339.00 2.37% COLLOM MARILYN J

10 051-026-402-01 740 WITBECK DR 227.00 1.59% PRENTICE KATHERINE M

11 051-280-084-02 1430 ARLENE ST 147.00 1.03% WOODS TYLER

12 051-280-085-00 701 FOREST AVE 100.00 0.70% WALTER JAMES P II & THERESA R

13 051-280-086-00 715 FOREST AVE 100.00 0.70% LUNDEEN WILLIAM T & CECELIA E

14 051-280-086-50 705 FOREST AVE 100.00 0.70% CAREY RICHARD V & VICKIE

15 051-520-001-00 661 WILCOX PARKWAY 104.00 0.73% GIBBS MICHELLE L

16 051-520-002-00 651 WILCOX PARKWAY 101.00 0.71% KISTLER JAMES D &ANDREA

17 051-520-003-00 641 WILCOX PARKWAY 101.00 0.71% CORELL DAVID

18 051-520-004-00 631 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.40 0.70% ERSKIN WILLIAM W & ARDIS JOAN TRUST

19 051-520-005-00 621 WILCOX PARKWAY 101.10 0.71% MILLER BOBBY DEAN & THERESA FAY

20 051-520-006-00 611 WILCOX PARKWAY 104.70 0.73% DEBOER FREDRICK N & ARLYN E TRUST

21 051-520-007-00 601 WILCOX PARKWAY 102.80 0.72% HIME ADAM G & KAYLA S

22 051-520-008-00 541 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.70 0.70% KEPPNER KURT J & LEEANN

23 051-520-009-00 531 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.30 0.70% HANNAHS MARK C & MARYANNE E

24 051-520-010-00 521 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.30 0.70% PAETSCHOW CAROL

25 051-520-011-00 511 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.30 0.70% COKER SARAH J

26 051-520-012-00 501 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.30 0.70% MILLER BILLY J & DONNA M

27 051-520-013-00 425 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.00 0.70% HORWOOD KIMBERLY M TRUST

28 051-520-014-00 421 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.00 0.70% BEACOM ROBERT H TRUST

29 051-520-015-00 417 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.00 0.70% DEMASI VINCENT & ELAINE

30 051-520-016-00 411 WILCOX PARKWAY 100.00 0.70% ROE RICHARD E & MARY J

31 051-520-017-00 407 WILCOX PARKWAY 80.00 0.56% ELTZROTH MARTIN J & KELLEY

32 051-520-018-00 403 WILCOX PARKWAY 92.40 0.65% GALLAGHER GERALDINE TRUST

33 051-520-019-00 399 SHAMROCK CT 80.00 0.56% OWENS EUGENE J & PATRICIA A

34 051-520-020-00 397 SHAMROCK CT 100.40 0.70% CONNER NICOLE & HEBER SUSAN

35 & 36 051-520-021-10 395 SHAMROCK CT 291.20 2.04% TOWNSEND ROBERT LOWELL & LORI ANN

37 051-540-035-00 300 WITBECK DR 302.00 2.11% AUDRETSCH JOHN F & LYNNE ROSEMARY

38 & 39 051-540-036-10 WITBECK DR 200.40 1.40% BOLLE FRANCES

Parcel

Count
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CITY OF CLARE

LAKE SHAMROCK

PROPERTY FRONT FOOTAGE

Parcel Number Parcel Address

Lake

Frontage

Percentage

of Total Property Owner

Parcel

Count

40 051-540-038-00 318 WITBECK DR 80.00 0.56% SHILLING JOSHUA & KRISTINE

41 051-540-039-00 WITBECK DR 77.70 0.54% BICKNELL DORIS

42 051-540-040-00 WITBECK DR 80.00 0.56% BICKNELL DORIS

43 051-540-041-00 WITBECK DR 86.40 0.60% KRANTZ KENT N & BARBARA A

44 051-540-042-00 WITBECK DR 100.00 0.70% KRANTZ KENT & BARBARA

45 051-540-043-00 WITBECK DR 100.00 0.70% KRANTZ KENT & BARBARA

46 051-540-044-00 380 WITBECK DR 100.00 0.70% REEVES TONIA M

47 051-540-045-00 400 WITBECK DR 90.00 0.63% VITALE JOSEPH N & CAROL A

48 051-540-048-00 430 WITBECK DR 100.50 0.70% NEUBECKER RONALD G

49 051-540-049-00 430 WITBECK DR VAC 100.50 0.70% NEUBECKER RONALD & BARBARA

50 051-540-050-00 WITBECK DR VAC 100.00 0.70% ZEILINGER MIKE & JENNIFER

51 051-540-051-00 460 WITBECK DR 102.10 0.71% GOODWIN ASHLEY M & ANGELA

52 051-540-052-00 470 WITBECK DR 102.10 0.71% ROSTEK BARBARA ANN & JENNA

53 051-540-053-20 480 WITBECK DR 101.10 0.71% WYMAN LAWRENCE & MARCIA A

54 051-540-054-10 490 WITBECK DR 100.00 0.70% SHANAHAN JANICE

55 & 56 051-540-055-20 510 WITBECK DR 241.60 1.69% GARRIS KAREN E

57 051-540-057-10 520 WITBECK DR 68.30 0.48% FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOC

58 & 59 051-560-058-01 540 WITBECK DR 267.80 1.87% COLVILLE JAMES E & CAROL J

60 051-560-060-02 550 WITBECK DR 113.20 0.79% KRIESCHE DENNIS & KAREN

61 051-560-061-01 560 WITBECK DR 103.20 0.72% RYZYK JASON

62 051-560-062-00 570 WITBECK DR 103.20 0.72% HAWLEY BRADLEY S & LISA M

63 051-560-063-00 586 WITBECK DR 103.20 0.72% VANORDEN KELLY & OSIER JENNIFER

64 051-560-064-00 WITBECK DR 100.50 0.70% OSIER JENNIFER & VANORDEN KELLY

65 051-560-065-00 600 WITBECK DR 100.50 0.70% CAMERON DUANE K & JUDY

66 051-560-066-00 WITBECK DR 100.20 0.70% EASTERLING CHRIS & KAREN

67 051-560-067-00 620 WITBECK DR 100.20 0.70% CARR MADISION

68 & 69 051-560-068-10 630 WITBECK DR 213.00 1.49% GROSS JOHN & JULIE

70 051-580-070-00 641 POINT DR 124.40 0.87% LEWIS DAVID & KALIE

71 051-580-071-00 689 POINT DR 114.00 0.80% EDINBOROUGH JOSHUA J & BRIGETTE D

72 051-580-072-00 685 POINT DR 112.00 0.78% ZERULL PHILIP R

73 051-580-073-00 681 POINT DR 114.00 0.80% ZUBY ALBERT A JR & SANDRA D

74 051-580-074-00 675 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% MARTIN DANA J & MALCOLM M

75 051-580-075-00 673 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% CURTIS DARWIN ALLEN

76 051-580-076-00 655 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% ZELEZNIK MARIAN

77 051-580-077-00 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% ZELEZNIK JOHN J & TIM M

78 051-580-078-00 575 POINT DR 126.10 0.88% HELMING DOUGLAS & LORISSA

79 051-580-079-20 551 POINT DR 115.00 0.80% SEEFELD DANIEL MARK
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CITY OF CLARE

LAKE SHAMROCK

PROPERTY FRONT FOOTAGE

Parcel Number Parcel Address

Lake

Frontage
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of Total Property Owner

Parcel

Count

80 051-580-080-10 POINT DR 115.00 0.80% FITZPATRICK, GAYLE

81 051-580-081-00 531 POINT DR 122.60 0.86% STUTZMAN AARON N & BURMAN SHAYLA E

82 051-580-082-00 521 POINT DR 112.50 0.79% O'BOYLE KURT & LISA JEAN

83 051-580-083-00 511 POINT DR 170.00 1.19% RUDY JAMES E JR & CHRISTINE

84 051-580-084-00 501 POINT DR 273.30 1.91% KOLBE KIM & RUTH

85 051-580-085-00 491 POINT DR 311.70 2.18% ZIEHM DONOVAN J

86 051-580-086-00 526 POINT DR 167.70 1.17% MCMILLAN JAMES N & ANNA L

87 & 88 051-580-087-10 530 POINT DR 234.00 1.64% LEYDER DALE & SUE

89 051-580-089-00 550 POINT DR 105.40 0.74% MACHUTA MATT & DENISE

90 051-580-090-00 568 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% THARP ORVAN & WILMA

91 051-580-091-00 576 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% DAVID RICKY LEE

92 051-580-092-00 POINT DR 108.00 0.76% TRAINOR JAMES M

93 051-580-093-00 POINT DR 120.20 0.84% TRAINOR JAMES M

94 051-580-094-00 670 POINT DR 122.20 0.85% NUCKLES DELMORE F & BONNA

95 051-580-095-00 674 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% PARKNOWITZ NORMAN & MARLENE

96 051-580-096-00 678 POINT DR 100.40 0.70% LEATHERS MARILYN K

97 051-580-097-00 684 POINT DR 100.00 0.70% LEUENBERGER JAMES & LINDA

98 051-580-098-00 POINT DR 127.00 0.89% SANOR LAWRENCE ESTATE OF

Total Frontage Owned by Individuals 82.61%

015-035-200-03 4815 E WASHINGTON RD 215.79 MYERS JAMES D TRUST

051-026-402-04 DAM 345.00 CITY OF CLARE

99 & 100 051-540-046-10 WITBECK DR 200.00 CITY OF CLARE - TWO LOTS

051-026-301-03 1532 N MCEWAN ST 275.00 CITY OF CLARE - WATER BOOSTER

051-026-301-04 225 WILCOX PARKWAY 940.00 CITY OF CLARE - SHAMROCK PARK

015-035-200-04 BOAT LAUNCH 511.79 CITY OF CLARE

Total Frontage Owned by the City of Clare 17.39%

100.00%

051-026-301-05 BARNES ISLAND 427.00 CITY OF CLARE

TOTAL FRONTAGE

11,815.90

2,487.58

14,303.48
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Loan amount 1,046,044.20$   Scheduled payment 80,415.84$                     

Annual interest rate 4.50 % Scheduled number of payments 20

Loan period in years 20 Actual number of payments 20

Number of payments per year 1 Total early payments -$                                

Start date of loan 1/1/2021 Total interest 562,272.70$                   

Optional extra payments

Lender name:

Pmt. 

No.
Payment Date Beginning Balance

Scheduled 

Payment
Extra Payment Total Payment Principal Interest Ending Balance Cumulative Interest

1 1/1/2022 1,046,044.20$                80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        33,343.86$        47,071.99$        1,012,700.34$                47,071.99$                     
2 1/1/2023 1,012,700.34$                80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        34,844.33$        45,571.52$        977,856.01$                   92,643.50$                     
3 1/1/2024 977,856.01$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        36,412.32$        44,003.52$        941,443.69$                   136,647.03$                   

4 1/1/2025 941,443.69$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        38,050.88$        42,364.97$        903,392.81$                   179,011.99$                   

5 1/1/2026 903,392.81$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        39,763.17$        40,652.68$        863,629.64$                   219,664.67$                   

6 1/1/2027 863,629.64$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        41,552.51$        38,863.33$        822,077.13$                   258,528.00$                   

7 1/1/2028 822,077.13$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        43,422.37$        36,993.47$        778,654.76$                   295,521.47$                   

8 1/1/2029 778,654.76$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        45,376.38$        35,039.46$        733,278.38$                   330,560.94$                   

9 1/1/2030 733,278.38$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        47,418.32$        32,997.53$        685,860.06$                   363,558.46$                   

10 1/1/2031 685,860.06$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        49,552.14$        30,863.70$        636,307.92$                   394,422.17$                   

11 1/1/2032 636,307.92$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        51,781.99$        28,633.86$        584,525.93$                   423,056.02$                   

12 1/1/2033 584,525.93$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        54,112.18$        26,303.67$        530,413.75$                   449,359.69$                   

13 1/1/2034 530,413.75$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        56,547.23$        23,868.62$        473,866.52$                   473,228.31$                   

14 1/1/2035 473,866.52$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        59,091.85$        21,323.99$        414,774.67$                   494,552.30$                   

15 1/1/2036 414,774.67$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        61,750.98$        18,664.86$        353,023.69$                   513,217.16$                   

16 1/1/2037 353,023.69$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        64,529.78$        15,886.07$        288,493.91$                   529,103.23$                   

17 1/1/2038 288,493.91$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        67,433.62$        12,982.23$        221,060.29$                   542,085.45$                   

18 1/1/2039 221,060.29$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        70,468.13$        9,947.71$          150,592.16$                   552,033.17$                   

19 1/1/2040 150,592.16$                   80,415.84$        -$                  80,415.84$        73,639.20$        6,776.65$          76,952.96$                     558,809.81$                   

20 1/1/2041 76,952.96$                     80,415.84$        -$                  76,952.96$        73,490.08$        3,462.88$          -$                                562,272.70$                   

Enter values Loan summary

Lake Shamrock Dredging Project



Loan amount 1,288,964.20$   Scheduled payment 99,090.60$                     

Annual interest rate 4.50 % Scheduled number of payments 20

Loan period in years 20 Actual number of payments 20

Number of payments per year 1 Total early payments -$                                

Start date of loan 1/1/2021 Total interest 692,847.76$                   

Optional extra payments

Lender name:

Pmt. 

No.
Payment Date Beginning Balance

Scheduled 

Payment
Extra Payment Total Payment Principal Interest Ending Balance Cumulative Interest

1 1/1/2022 1,288,964.20$                99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        41,087.21$        58,003.39$        1,247,876.99$                58,003.39$                     
2 1/1/2023 1,247,876.99$                99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        42,936.13$        56,154.46$        1,204,940.86$                114,157.85$                   
3 1/1/2024 1,204,940.86$                99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        44,868.26$        54,222.34$        1,160,072.60$                168,380.19$                   

4 1/1/2025 1,160,072.60$                99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        46,887.33$        52,203.27$        1,113,185.27$                220,583.46$                   

5 1/1/2026 1,113,185.27$                99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        48,997.26$        50,093.34$        1,064,188.01$                270,676.80$                   

6 1/1/2027 1,064,188.01$                99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        51,202.14$        47,888.46$        1,012,985.87$                318,565.26$                   

7 1/1/2028 1,012,985.87$                99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        53,506.23$        45,584.36$        959,479.64$                   364,149.62$                   

8 1/1/2029 959,479.64$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        55,914.01$        43,176.58$        903,565.62$                   407,326.20$                   

9 1/1/2030 903,565.62$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        58,430.14$        40,660.45$        845,135.48$                   447,986.66$                   

10 1/1/2031 845,135.48$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        61,059.50$        38,031.10$        784,075.97$                   486,017.75$                   

11 1/1/2032 784,075.97$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        63,807.18$        35,283.42$        720,268.80$                   521,301.17$                   

12 1/1/2033 720,268.80$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        66,678.50$        32,412.10$        653,590.29$                   553,713.27$                   

13 1/1/2034 653,590.29$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        69,679.03$        29,411.56$        583,911.26$                   583,124.83$                   

14 1/1/2035 583,911.26$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        72,814.59$        26,276.01$        511,096.67$                   609,400.84$                   

15 1/1/2036 511,096.67$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        76,091.25$        22,999.35$        435,005.42$                   632,400.19$                   

16 1/1/2037 435,005.42$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        79,515.35$        19,575.24$        355,490.07$                   651,975.43$                   

17 1/1/2038 355,490.07$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        83,093.54$        15,997.05$        272,396.52$                   667,972.49$                   

18 1/1/2039 272,396.52$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        86,832.75$        12,257.84$        185,563.77$                   680,230.33$                   

19 1/1/2040 185,563.77$                   99,090.60$        -$                  99,090.60$        90,740.23$        8,350.37$          94,823.54$                     688,580.70$                   

20 1/1/2041 94,823.54$                     99,090.60$        -$                  94,823.54$        90,556.48$        4,267.06$          -$                                692,847.76$                   

Enter values Loan summary

Lake Shamrock Dredging and Dam Spillway Project



AGENDA REPORT 

 

TO: Mayor Pat Humphrey & Clare City Commissioners 

FROM: Diane Lyon, City Clerk 

DATE: October 1, 2020  

RE: *Communications 

 

For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

 

*Note:  This is a Consent Agenda item and is considered as routine by the City Commission.  

As such, this matter shall be automatically enacted by one motion with all other Consent 

Agenda items unless a Commissioner or citizen requests this item be individually discussed, 

in which event it shall be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered and acted upon 

in its designated sequence on the approved Clare City Commission agenda of October 5, 

2020. 

 

Executive Order 2020-183:  Governor Whitmer has signed EO 2020-183 increasing the limits on 

mass gathers from 10 people to 20 people.  Additionally, theaters, bowling alleys and other 

activity venues have been authorized to reopen (see attached notice). 

 

Vehicle Registration/License Extension Expired:  The Secretary of State’s Office has announced 

that the grace period for the renewal of driver’s licenses, State I.D.’s and vehicle registrations 

expired as of September 30 (notice attached). 

 

Notice to Party Chairs & Election Inspector Roster:  The Clare & Isabella County Democrat & 

Republican party chairs were provided a roster of Election Inspectors who are slated to work the 

November 3 Election (see attached notice & list). 

 

FOIA Requests:  The most recent FOIA requests are attached for information. 

 

Attachments.  As noted above. 
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Diane Lyon

From: Michigan Executive Office of the Governor <mieog@govsubscriptions.michigan.gov>

Sent: Friday, September 25, 2020 4:02 PM

To: Diane Lyon

Subject: RELEASE: Governor Whitmer Reopens Movie Theaters, Strengthens Mask Requirements 

in Schools 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  
September 25, 2020  
Media Contact: Press@Michigan.gov  
  

Governor Whitmer Reopens Movie Theaters, Strengthens Mask Requirements 
in Schools  

Governor’s order increases limits on mass gatherings for regions in phase 4 of the 
MI Safe Start Plan  

  
LANSING, Mich. -- Today, Governor Gretchen Whitmer signed Executive Orders 2020-183, which 
amends the MI Safe Start order to reopen movie theaters and performance venues and 2020-
185, which requires face coverings for students in grades K-5.  
  
“Michigan took some of the most aggressive action against COVID-19 in the country, and as a 
result, the health of our families and our economy are faring better than our neighbors in other 
states. As a result, we are now able to reopen movie theaters and performance venues with strict 
safety measures in place. I know these business owners have made incredible sacrifices during 
this crisis to protect our families and frontline workers, and my administration will continue working 
to help them get back on their feet,” said Governor Whitmer. “We are not out of the woods yet, 
and we will continue to monitor the effects of these incremental changes. Right now, the federal 
government and all 50 states have been under some form of state of emergency. We must stay 
the course and continue fighting this virus on behalf of our families, frontline workers, and our 
small businesses.”  
  
Beginning October 9, a number of previously closed businesses are slated to reopen statewide, 
including indoor theaters, cinemas, performance venues, arcades, bingo halls, bowling centers, 
indoor climbing facilities, trampoline parks, and more.  
  
Under Executive Order 2020-183, instead of being limited to 10 people, non-residential indoor 
gatherings and events now must limit attendance to 20 people per 1,000 square feet or 20 percent 
of fixed seating capacity, with a maximum of 500 people in Michigan’s largest venues. Non-
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residential indoor venues must require a face covering. Instead of being limited to 100 people, 
non-residential outdoor gatherings and events now must limit attendance to 30 people per 1,000 
square feet or 30 percent of fixed seating capacity, with a maximum of 1,000 people. Regions 6 
and 8 are subject to the same rules covered in the revised MI Safe Start order, except non-
residential indoor venues may allow up to 25 people per 1,000 square feet or 25 percent of fixed 
seating capacity, with a maximum of 500 people in the regions’ largest venues.  
  
Executive Order 2020-185 requires all students in grades kindergarten and up in regions 1-5 and 7 
to wear a face covering in classrooms. Prior orders had recommended, but not required, a face 
covering for grades kindergarten through five.   
  
“With the 2020-2021 flu season approaching, we are in a precarious moment in our fight against 
COVID-19,” said Chief Medical Executive and MDHHS Chief Deputy for 
Health Dr. Joneigh Khaldun. “This new mask requirement is so important to protect students and 
educators, and to keep our schools open. This year, it’s more important than ever that 
Michiganders across the state get their flu vaccine as soon as possible, mask up, and maintain at 
least six feet of physical distancing. Let’s all be smart and stay safe.”  
  
“We applaud the governor’s strong leadership during this time and appreciate the guidance she 
has provided,” said JD Loeks, President of Studio C, Parent Company of Celebration Cinema. 
“Nothing is more important to us than the safety of our employees, patrons, and their families. We 
are eager to reopen our doors with strict safety measures in place and look forward to working 
closely with the governor and her team as we continue to fight this virus.”  
  
“One of the many unfortunate side effects of the COVID-19 pandemic is that bereaved families 
across Michigan have not had the opportunity attend the rituals, services, and ceremonies that 
allow them to pay their respects and process their grief over the loss of a loved one,” 
said Phil Douma, Executive Director of the Michigan Funeral Directors Association.  “Increasing 
the number of people able to attend a funeral is the right thing to do, and grieving families across 
our state can now more properly mourn their losses and honor those they love."  
  
The governor today also signed Executive Order 2020-184, which updates the governor’s previous 
order on workplace safeguards to reflect the changes in the MI Safe Start Order.  
  
To view the governor’s orders, click the links below:  

 EO 2020-183 Emerg order - MI Safe Start.pdf 
 EO 2020-184 Emerg order - Worker Safeguards.pdf 
 EO 2020-185 Emerg order - Education order amendment.pdf 

  
###  
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Diane Lyon

From: Michigan Secretary of State <MISOS@govsubscriptions.michigan.gov>
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 10:12 AM
To: Diane Lyon
Subject: NEWS RELEASE: Drivers risk tickets after license, vehicle registration extension expires 

Sept. 30

 

 

  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Sept. 24, 2020 
Contact: Tracy Wimmer 
(517) 281-1876 
  
 

  

Drivers risk tickets after license, vehicle registration extension expires Sept. 
30 

Michiganders have less than a week to renew their expired driver’s licenses, state identification 
cards and vehicle registrations before they will be assessed late fees and risk a ticket from police. 
All such credentials with expirations after March 1 were extended by the state Legislature through 
Sept. 30, and no additional extension is expected. 
  
For driver’s licenses and IDs required to be renewed in person, such as those requiring a new 
photo, Secretary of State offices have been offering special appointments since Aug. 24, and they 
continue to be available through Sept. 30. Those that don’t require an in-person renewal must be 
renewed online or by mail. 
  
The quickest way to renew vehicle registrations is at one of the more than 120 self-service stations 
located across the state. The average transaction time is two minutes, and customers walk away 
with their tabs in hand. Vehicle registrations also can be renewed online and by mail. Branch visits 
are not required for registration renewals. 
  
“I strongly encourage all Michiganders with expiring licenses, IDs or vehicle registrations to act now 
and avoid late fees or possible tickets,” said Secretary of State Jocelyn Benson. “We have done 
everything we can to support Michiganders during this uncertain time and want to make sure they 
renew before the expiration extension ends.” 
  
To schedule an appointment, conduct a transaction online or find a self-service station, visit 
Michigan.gov/SOS. 
  

# # # 
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Diane Lyon

From: Diane Lyon
Sent: Thursday, September 24, 2020 10:43 AM
To: 'Stephanie Terpening'; 'mikeheitman@gmail.com'; 'burgerjet@ispmgt.com'; 

'Isabellarepublicans@gmail.com'
Cc: 'Lori Martin'; 'mlux@isabellacounty.org'; Jeremy Howard; Sarah Schumacher; Jennifer 

Kinberg
Subject: City of Clare Election Inspector Roster
Attachments: 11.03.2020 Election Inspector Roster.pdf

Good morning,  
 
Attached is a copy of the Election Commission approved Election Inspector Roster for the City of Clare, November 3, 
2020, General Election. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Diane Lyon 
Clare City Clerk 
202 W. Fifth St. 
Clare, MI 48617 
 
Phone: (989) 386-7541 x106 
Fax: (989) 386-4508 
Email:  dlyon@cityofclare.org 
 



City of Clare, Michigan 

Election Inspector Roster 

November 3, 2020 General Election 

To be held in Meeting Room LLA 

Pere Marquette District Library 

185 E. Fourth Street, Clare MI 48617 

 

 

       

      Kathy Snooks-Democrat (Vice Chair)    

 Dennis Guerriero-Democrat     

 Connie McGregor-Democrat     

      Karen Hathon-Democrat      

 Cinthia Hinson-Democrat      

 Sarah Schumacher- Deputy Clerk, Democrat              

          

 Jennifer Kinberg-Chairperson, Democrat               

          

 

       

 Carol Santini – Republican     

 Emma Davison – Republican     

 Emalee Crowder – Republican     

 

 Nicholas Wyman – Republican     

 Tina Pritchard-Republican     

Cathleen Radzialowski – Republican    

 Julie Walker – Republican     

 Diane Lyon – City Clerk, Republican     

            

  

 

  

 Dixie Adams-Democrat       (989) 588-6264 

    Nancy Myers – Republican      (989) 339-0921  
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Diane Lyon

From: Nick Martin <nmartin@ramboll.com>

Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2020 7:13 AM

To: Brian Gregory; Diane Lyon

Subject: FOIA Request: 8 Consumers Energy Parkway, Clare MI

Attachments: Undeliverable: FOIA - 8 Consumers Energy Parkway 

Hello, 

 

I am requesting the records listed below from the Assessor and the Fire Department for the property located at: 8 

Consumers Energy Parkway, Clare, MI 48617.  Please note that I attempted to submit this request to the FOIA email 

address listed on your site (foia@cityofclare.org.) but the message was returned to me saying that the email address could 

only be used by “authenticated senders”. Hoping you can forward this to the necessary staff. 
 

Assessor records: Property record card and any property sales information records 

 

Fire Department records: Chemical inventories, fire response call information, storage tank info, any chemical release 

reports. 

 

Record Format: Digital, if possible.  

 

Requester info: 

Nick Martin 

Ramboll US Corporation 

3600 Green Court 

Suite 750 

Ann Arbor, MI 48105 

 

Phone: 734-794-0198 

 

Thank you – and please let me know if you have any questions!  

 

 

Nick Martin 

M.S. Geology 

Senior Consultant 

1692726 - Ohio-Mich-Indy 

  

D +1 734 794 0198 

M +1 616 295 8360 

nmartin@ramboll.com 

_________________________________ 

Ramboll 

3600 Green Court 
Suite 750 
Ann Arbor, MI 48105 
USA 

https://ramboll.com 
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Diane Lyon

From: Michigan@OpenTheBooks.com
Sent: Monday, September 21, 2020 1:23 PM
To: Diane Lyon
Subject: New FOIA - City of Clare submitted on 09/21/2020

09/21/2020 
 
Diane Lyon, 
 
Pursuant to the FOIA, this is a request for an electronic copy of all payment transactions for fiscal year 2019. This could 
be considered one of the following reports: Vendor Payment Checkbook Report, Checkbook Register, Expenditure Data, 
Transactional Detail Payments, Online Checkbook, or Disbursements. Here is an online example from the City of Detroit, 
Michigan (https://data.detroitmi.gov/datasets/open-checkbook-payments/data). We would accept any existing report 
which contains a minimum of the Payee Name, Amount and Date of each transaction. 
 
The principal purpose of this is to make this information more accessible to the public and to disseminate information 
regarding the health, safety, and welfare of the general public. This request is not for personal or commercial benefit 
and we are exercising the general rights of the public. For this reason we are requesting a waiver of fees. 
 
If there is a fee for this data, please obtain my approval in writing prior to proceeding with this request. All documents 
can be e-mailed to Michigan@OpenTheBooks.com. We would prefer a file format of csv or xlsx. 
 
If any records or portions of records are withheld, please provide the exemption and the name of the individual 
responsible for the decision. 
 
Thank you for your prompt consideration of my request. If you have any questions, or if I can be of any assistance, 
please e-mail me at Michigan@OpenTheBooks.com. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Rachel Vogel 
American Transparency 
P.O. Box 970999 
Boca Raton, FL 33497-0999  
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Diane Lyon

From: Jim Chapman

Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 4:15 PM

To: Diane Lyon

Subject: FW: Regarding 406 1/2 E 4th St Clare, MI 48617

 

 

From: Torry Hannaford <torrydavis5@gmail.com>  

Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 3:52 PM 

To: Jim Chapman <JChapman@cityofclare.org> 

Subject: Regarding 406 1/2 E 4th St Clare, MI 48617 

 

Hi James, 

 

I am requesting for the Freedom of Information Act for address: 406 1/2 E 4th 
Street Clare, Mi 48617 regarding the September 3, 2020 fire and fire 
investigation; all reports preliminary and final as well as electronic, paper, 
photos, and videos.   
 

I would prefer if you would send this to me electronically but if you are unable to let me know 

when I will be able to pick them up.  
 

Have a wonderful day!  

TORRY HANNAFORD 
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Diane Lyon

From: Ken Deloian <kdeloian@smartprocure.com>
Sent: Monday, September 28, 2020 8:45 PM
To: Diane Lyon
Subject: SmartProcure FOIA Request to Clare City For PO/Vendor       Information

Dear Diane Lyon,  

SmartProcure is submitting a FOIA request to the Clare City for any and all purchasing 
records from 06/30/2020 (mm/dd/yyyy) to current. The request is limited to readily available 
records without physically copying, scanning or printing paper documents. Any editable 
electronic document is acceptable.  

The specific information requested from your record keeping system is:  

 1. Purchase order number. If purchase orders are not used a comparable substitute 
is acceptable, i.e., invoice, encumbrance, or check number  

 2. Purchase date 
 3. Line item details (Detailed description of the purchase) 
 4. Line item quantity 
 5. Line item price 
 6. Vendor ID number, name, address, contact person and their email address  

If you would like to let me know what type of financial software you use, I may have report 
samples that help to determine how, or if, you are able to respond.  

Please email or click on the button below to upload the information. There is no file size 
limitation:  

Click Here To Upload  

 

If this request was misrouted, please forward to the correct contact person and reply to this 
communication with the appropriate contact information.  

If you have any questions, please feel free to respond to this email or I can be reached at the 
phone number below in my signature.  

Regards,  

Ken Deloian  
Data Acquisition Specialist  

To help protect you r priv acy, Microsoft Office prevented automatic download of this picture from the  
In ternet.

  

Direct: 561-609-6943  
Email: kdeloian@smartprocure.com  

 
 

  

 



The City of Clare is an Equal Opportunity Provider and Employer 
 

FOIA Granted in Part 09/13/17   

 

 
 
 
 

September 30, 2020 
 
Ken Deloian 
Data Acquisition Specialist 
SmartProcure 
100 S. Military Trl., Ste 13 #4968 
Deerfield Beach FL 33441 
 
561-609-6943 
kdeloian@smartprocure.com 
 
RE: Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”) Request Response  
  
Your request for public record(s) under the Michigan Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 
dated September 28, 2020, and received September 30, 2020 for the following records is 
acknowledged and your request is hereby Granted for the following information:   any and all 
purchasing records from 06/30/2020 through current (09/30/2020). 
 
The City of Clare’s FOIA Procedures and Guidelines and Summary are available for review on 
our website at www.cityofclare.org.   
 
If your FOIA request has been denied in whole or in part, you may do one of the following at your 
option:  
 
(1) Commence an action in the circuit court to compel disclosure of the public records or 

information within 180 days after the governmental unit’s final determination to deny your 
request. If the circuit court orders disclosure of all or a portion of the public record or 
information, you have the right to receive reasonable attorney’s fees, costs, and disbursements.  
If the circuit court determines that the governmental unit arbitrarily and capriciously denied 
your request, you also have the right to receive punitive damages in the amount of $500.00.  
Please see MCL 12.231 et seq. for further information on the Freedom of Information Act. 

(2) Submit to the City Manager a written appeal that specifically states the word “appeal” and 
identifies the reason(s) for reversal of the denial.  Your appeal should be sent to City of Clare 
– City Manager, 202 West Fifth Street, Clare, MI 48617-1490. 

 
A copy of this request will be kept on file for no less than one (1) year.  
 

Diane Lyon, City Clerk  
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Diane Lyon

Subject: FW: FOIA Form Submission from Cityofclare.org

 
 

From: noreply@server.mailjol.net <noreply@server.mailjol.net>  
Sent: Thursday, October 1, 2020 3:44 PM 
To: administration <administration@cityofclare.org> 
Subject: FOIA Form Submission from Cityofclare.org 
 

Form Results  

Name  Chris Johnson  

DateofBirth  02/28/1990  

Address  

Phone   

Email  

DateTimeofIncident  09:23:00  

CPDCompNumber  16-000379  

TypeofIncident  Assault, I'm the victim  

IncidentLocation  Brookwood Apartments  

RecordsRequested  
In addition to all documented records and details of this incident, I also would like to 

request the footage recorded on the officer's bodycam that the report implies is 
available.  

InspectOrCopy  Inspection  

TrueCopy  on  

Submit  Submit  

 



CLARE HARDWARE 406447 ALL-PURP CAULK; NUTS, BOLTS, FASTENERS - SIGNS 8.3310/06/2020

Date: 10/01/20

Page: 1

PAYABLES REPORT FOR COMMISSIONERS

EXP CHECK RUN DATES 10/06/2020 - 10/19/2020BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED OPEN BANK CODE: CONSO

VENDOR INVOICE # DESCRIPTION Check RunPosting Date AMOUNT

ACCU-AIR HEATING-COOLING INC10517 SERVICE CALL HEATER UNIT - WWTP 343.2110/06/2020 10/06/2020

ACE HARDWARE 89105 SEAL TAPE; 8PK C BATTERIES - WWTP 20.6810/06/2020 10/06/2020

ALLSTATE SIGN COMPANY 12973 SKATE & BIKE PARK RULES SIGN (EMERALD ISLE REC COMPLEX) - PARKS328.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

ALRO STEEL CORP AIP7328CE 5 24FT 1-1/2 SQ X 14 GA TUBING - POLICE DEPT 156.1910/06/2020 10/06/2020

ALRO STEEL CORP AIK7142CE 1/4X8 A-36 HR STEEL (8 IN); 14 GA A1011 CSB (14X16IN) - WTP 84.5810/06/2020 10/06/2020

AMERICAN RAMP COMPANY 6914 PRO SERIES & LUMBERJACK RAMPS - EMERALD ISLE COMPLEX 25,888.0510/06/2020 10/06/2020

APPLIED IMAGING 1609302 COPIERS CONTRACT CHARGES - CITY HALL 2,858.0110/06/2020 10/06/2020

ASCAP 500581826 09202020LICENSE FEES (10/1/20-09/30/21); LIC FEE ADJ: CPI (DR) - PARKS367.5010/06/2020 10/06/2020

AWOL - ALWAYS WORKING ON LAWNSSEP2020-JANITORIALJANITORIAL SERVICES - SEPTEMBER 2020 2,433.3310/06/2020 10/06/2020

BOB'S TIRE STORE 26754 RE-ADJUST TOE IN & CENTER WHEEL - WWTP #4 48.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

BOLLE, RICHARD DEPOSIT OVERPAID FINUB REFUND: KYLE GRAY 405 N. RAINBOW DR 67.0410/06/2020 10/06/2020

BRIANA LANGLOIS 09282020-PKREF REFUND SHAMROCK SM PAVILION FEE 09/20/2020 25.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

C & O SPORTSWEAR LLC 33093 24 #5001F FLEX FIT BLACK CAPS-SIZE L/XL - POLICE DEPT 356.4010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 257412 IZT BELT - PARKS #22 45.5110/06/2020 10/06/2020

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 257865 REWIND STARTER - PARKS WEED WHIP 1009 37.9910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 258071 STIHL ULTRA 2 GAL MIX (6PK) - PARKS 20.4910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 258060 STIHL ULTRA 2.5 GAL MIX (6PK) - DPW 23.9910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CENTRAL ASPHALT PAVING CO INC22909 6.09 TONS HMA TOP MIX - DPW STREETS 365.4010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CENTRAL ASPHALT PAVING CO INC22901 11.15 TONS HMA TOP MIX - DPW STREETS 669.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CENTRAL ASPHALT PAVING CO INC22873 6.07 TONS HMA TOP MIX - DPW STREETS 364.2010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CHAD MICHELS 10012020-WBCM REIMBURSEMENT: WORK BOOTS 9/29/20 149.9510/06/2020 10/06/2020

CHARTER COMMUNICATIONS 0058568091620 CABLE SERVICES - PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING 133.8210/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY INC100530933778 7 MID-WEST NUTS AND BOLTS - DPW #20 3.2910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY INC100530934043 .035 10LB SPOOL - DPW SHOP 45.3110/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY INC100530935336 AIR FILTER - FD #1845 68.6110/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY INC100530935321 CLEANING WIPES; MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANER - DPW 10.4810/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY INC100530934714 26 LIGHT BULBS - DPW SHOP INVENTORY 20.8410/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTJUL13-31,2020 CODE ENFORCEMENT SERVICES: 07/13/20 - 07/31/20 750.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTAUGUST 2020 CODE ENFORCEMENT SERVICES: AUGUST 2020 1,500.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTSEPTEMBER 2020 CODE ENFORCEMENT SERVICES: SEPTEMBER 2020 1,500.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENTOCTOBER 2020 CODE ENFORCEMENT SERVICES: OCTOBER 2020 1,500.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE COUNTY SHERIFF DEPT09222020 CLARE CITY UNITS MODEMS 09/14/20-10/13/20 190.0510/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE COUNTY TREASURER 09232020 TRAILER PARK FEES - 1-1-20 TO 9-22-20 532.5010/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE COUNTY TREASURER 09302020 PILOT PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES (07/01/19-06/30/20) 2,887.2610/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE GLADWIN RESD 09302020 PILOT PAYMENT IN LIEU TAXES (07/01/19-06/30/20) 1,436.4910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE HARDWARE 406918 4PK 9VOLT BATTERIES - FIRE DEPT 10.4910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE HARDWARE 406198 RECIPICATING SAW BLADE SET; MINI HOOK - DPW 41.4810/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE HARDWARE 406379 NUTS, BOLTS, FASTENERS - DPW 10.3210/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE HARDWARE 406423 100' 18GA GALV WIRE - PARKS 10.9810/06/2020 10/06/2020

10/06/2020
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Page: 2

PAYABLES REPORT FOR COMMISSIONERS

EXP CHECK RUN DATES 10/06/2020 - 10/19/2020BOTH JOURNALIZED AND UNJOURNALIZED OPEN BANK CODE: CONSO

VENDOR INVOICE # DESCRIPTION Check RunPosting Date AMOUNTCLARE HARDWARE 406447 ALL-PURP CAULK; NUTS, BOLTS, FASTENERS - SIGNS 8.3310/06/2020

CLARE HARDWARE 406662 PREMIUM BAR & CHAIN (1GAL) - DPW 12.9910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE HARDWARE 406668 WND & DR FM SEALANT - CITY HALL 5.9910/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE PRINT & PULP 94271 PETTIT PARK ENVELOPES 32.7510/06/2020 10/06/2020

CLARE PUBLIC SCHOOLS 09302020 PILOT PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES (07/01/19-06/30/20) 1,371.0210/06/2020 10/06/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 202786290857 303 PINECREST ST (08/14/20-09/15/20) 50.0210/16/2020 10/16/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 202252364676 813 INDUSTRIAL DR (08/20/20-09/21/20) 28.8510/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 202252364680 405 MAPLE ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 329.2110/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 202252364683 510 N. MCEWAN ST (0820/20-09/21/20) 55.1810/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 202964264851 507 S MCEWAN ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 32.2910/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 202519328682 10242 S CLARE AVE (08/20/20-09/21/20) 43.2810/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 203854210918 820 CEDAR ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 34.4010/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204210179864 610 W WHEATON AVE #1 (08/20/20-09/21/20) 36.6610/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 202499174964 820 SCHOOLCREST AVE (08/20/20-09/21/20) 68.9510/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204299174965 604 SCHOOLCREST AVE (08/20/20-09/21/20) 32.5610/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204299174966 500 SCHOOLCREST AVE (08/20/20/-09/21/20) 28.8510/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204566148232 231 WILCOX PKWY (08/20/20-09/21/20) 44.6010/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204566148233 221 WILCOX PKWY (08/20/20-09/21/20) 32.1510/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 206167908941 1603 N MCEWAN ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 78.8810/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 206167908942 1525 N MCEWAN ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 216.4010/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 206167908943 305 W STATE ST (08/20/20/09/21/20) 29.6410/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 203587237165 202 W FIFTH ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 443.5810/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 203587237166 207 W 5TH ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 1,268.1910/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 203587237167 601 W 5TH ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 29.3910/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 201273500141 500 BEECH ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 28.0610/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 206879580451 203 W 4TH ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 178.9410/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204299174963 700 SCHOOLCREST AVE (08/20/20-09/21/20) 31.3610/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204210179750 1532 N MCEWAN ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 166.5010/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204299174960 696 POINT DR (08/20/20-09/21/20) 38.7910/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 204566148235 332 WITBECK DR (08/20/20-09/21/20) 38.2610/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 203231278418 3333 DUNLOP RD (08/20/20-09/21/20) 348.8110/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 203587237160 202 W FOURTH ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 62.7310/14/2020 10/14/2020

CONSUMERS ENERGY 203587237168 416 W 5TH ST (08/20/20-09/21/20) 28.8510/14/2020 10/14/2020

DBI BUSINESS INTERIORS 176788-0 3 BOXES HANGING FOLDERS - FIRE DEPT 20.9710/06/2020 10/06/2020

DBI BUSINESS INTERIORS 177035-0 POST-IT FLAGS (PAYROLL, AP, 'SIGN HERE') 27.2010/06/2020 10/06/2020

DBI BUSINESS INTERIORS 177580-0 TRASH CAN LINERS, PAPER TOWELS, TOILET PAPER - DEPOT 126.8410/06/2020 10/06/2020

DBI BUSINESS INTERIORS 178195-0 BANKER BOXES (2 CASES) - FISCAL SVCS 79.1410/06/2020 10/06/2020

DBI BUSINESS INTERIORS 178196-0 COVID - WYPALLS 2 CASES 197.1410/06/2020 10/06/2020

DBI BUSINESS INTERIORS 178424-0 DYMO LABELS (2 PKS) - CLERK 43.9810/06/2020 10/06/2020

DBI BUSINESS INTERIORS 176789-0 1 BOX LEGAL SIZE HANGING FOLDERS (CLERK'S OFFICE) 22.3210/06/2020 10/06/2020
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DON DENMAN 09182020 STUMPS GROUND - DPW STREETS 213.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

DORNBOS SIGN & SAFETY INCINV50301 STREET SIGNS - STREETS (DPW) 1,292.8010/06/2020 10/06/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 11992 1551 MCEWAN ST (08/26/20-09/24/20) 40.9410/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 11588 11175 S EBERHART AVE (08/26/20-09/24/20) 81.2710/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 11711 305 MAPLE ST (08/26/20-09/24/20) 37.4810/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 11844 305 MAPLE ST APT FP (08/26/20-09/24/20) 44.1110/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 11455 1532 N MCEWAN ST (08/26/20-09/24/20) 37.4810/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 36808 207 W 5TH ST (08/26/20-09/24/20) 60.7110/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 36923 202 W 5TH ST (08/26/20-09/24/20) 41.4710/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 90244 307 MAPLE ST (08/26/20-09/24/20) 51.4210/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 24136 4715 COLONVILLE RD (08/26/20-09/24/20) 41.8210/16/2020 10/16/2020

DTE ENERGY 10162020 24292 201 W 4TH ST (08/26/20-09/24/20) 58.0210/16/2020 10/16/2020

ELLIS, TINA REFUND TO RENTER PERUB deposit refund for account: JONR-0001 100.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

FIRST BANKCARD 4093 10192020 GREGORY: SUPPLIES (OPERATING, CLEANING, KITCHEN), TRANSUNION140.3610/06/2020 10/06/2020

FIRST BANKCARD 4232 10192020 KINGSBURY: FED EX SHIPPING; DDA MUSIC 61.0210/06/2020 10/06/2020

FIRST BANKCARD 9002 10192020 SIMMER: SOCCER & COVID PARK SIGNS 578.9010/06/2020 10/06/2020

FIRST BANKCARD 2814 10192020 CHAPMAN: MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL (MI ASSOC FIRE CHIEFS) 125.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

FIRST BANKCARD 3599 10192020 POTTER: COVID CLEANING SUPPLIES 69.7610/06/2020 10/06/2020

FRANK KRELL 09282020-FK WORK BOOT REIMBURSEMENT 125.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

GARY L TODD 10062020-GT AIRPORT MANAGER SERVICES 1,275.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

GARY TODD 09212020-GT REIMBURSE FOR TERMINAL CARPET; STORM WATER LICENSE FEE 149.4010/06/2020 10/06/2020

HEINTZ LIFTING INC 09172020 MAPLE TREE REMOVAL 6TH & JACKSON STREETS 9/10/2020 - DPW STREETS450.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

HERITAGE FLAG & BANNER INC51650 3 5X8' U.S. NYLON FLAGS 162.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

HILYARD TREE SERVICE 05062020 6 COTTONWOOD TREES REMOVED; GRIND 3 YARD STUMPS - AIRPORT4,000.0006/30/2020 10/06/2020

IDEXX DISTRIBUTION CORP 3071892220 LAB SUPPLIES - WTP 1,298.7110/06/2020 10/06/2020

IDEXX DISTRIBUTION CORP 3071892221 LAB SUPPLIES - WTP 258.0910/06/2020 10/06/2020

JESSICA GIFFORD 09282020-PKFEE REFUND SHAMROCK SM PAVILION FEE 09/14/2020 25.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

JOHNSTON ELEVATOR INC 2009-124014 COTTAGE GRASS SEED 25LB BAG - CEMETERY/PARKS 56.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

JOSHUA CLARK 10062020-JC ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SERVICE STIPEND 25.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

LAUREN KIESLING 09282020-PKFEE REFUND PETTIT PAVILION FEE 09/17/2020 50.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

LAVERTY, TIMOTHY J 12 MONTHS - NO FEESUB deposit refund for account: 4THW-0002 150.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

MAURER'S TEXTILE RENTAL SERVICE INC2282267 YODER UNIFORMS - DPW 32.7010/06/2020 10/06/2020

MAURER'S TEXTILE RENTAL SERVICE INC2285253 YODER UNIFORMS - DPW 32.7010/06/2020 10/06/2020

MCGUIRE CHEVROLET PONTIAC INC107968 HANDLE - DPW #97 9.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

MICHIGAN PIPE & VALVE M003302 SEWER PIPE (28); 45 BEND - DPW/WTP 79.4010/06/2020 10/06/2020

MID MICHIGAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE09302020 PILOT PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES (07/01/19-06/30/20) 578.2910/06/2020 10/06/2020

NELSON, DANIELLE DEPOSIT OVERPAID FINUB refund for account: 7THW-000314-0000- 30.8310/06/2020 10/06/2020

NEVILL SUPPLY 144238 2 2X4 PANELS (HORSE SEC) - POLICE DEPT 192.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

OWENS SOFT WATER, INC 517291 2 5GAL PURIFIED WATER - CITY HALL 13.5010/06/2020 10/06/2020

10/06/2020
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PENCHURA, LLC 20-696 PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT (PHASE I) - EMERALD ISLE COMPLEX 49,725.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

PERE MARQUETTE DISTRICT LIBRARY09302020 PILOT PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES (07/01/19-06/30/20) 469.5010/06/2020 10/06/2020

POST, ANITA 12 MONTHS - NO FEESUB deposit refund for account: WHE2-0004 150.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

PVS TECHNOLOGIES 275840 FERRIC CHLORIDE - WWTP 5,165.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

ROBERT BONHAM 10062020-RB ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION SERVICE STIPEND 25.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

SCHELLHAS SALES & DELIVERY283 C-FOLD TOWELS (6 CSES); WYPALLS (1CSE) - WTP 340.7610/06/2020 10/06/2020

SCHRAM, CORY JAMES OWNER OVERPAID UB refund for account: WHE2-000407-0000- 25.1110/06/2020 10/06/2020

SCIENTIFIC BRAKE & EQUIPMENT030232802 LED LIGHT BAR - DPW 196.3310/06/2020 10/06/2020

SEITER BROTHERS LUMBER INC70383 2 ROUND POINT SHOVELS - DPW 49.9810/06/2020 10/06/2020

SEITER BROTHERS LUMBER INC69868 2' X 2' X1/2" PLYWOOD - DEPOT SIGN 3.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

SEITER BROTHERS LUMBER INC69875 6 BAGS QUIKCRETE GRAVEL (80# EA) - DPW (ODDFELLOWS) 34.1410/06/2020 10/06/2020

SEITER BROTHERS LUMBER INC69883 4X4-8' TREATED; MISC - DEPOT 25.2610/06/2020 10/06/2020

SEITER BROTHERS LUMBER INC70298 QUIKCRETE GRAVEL MIX (80#); SILICA SAND (80#); PIPE JOINT PASTE; EPOXY QUICK COLD WELD - AIRPORT23.4610/06/2020 10/06/2020

SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO 8714-2 40 5GAL PAINT (STRIPPING) - DPW 375.4010/06/2020 10/06/2020

SHERWIN WILLIAMS CO 6550-3 RETURN: 20 5GAL PAINT (STRIPPING) - DPW -187.7010/06/2020 10/06/2020

STATE OF MICHIGAN 09302020 PILOT PAYMENT IN LIEU OF TAXES (07/01/19-06/30/20) 16,232.8610/06/2020 10/06/2020

TESHIA VANACKER 09282020-PKFEE REFUND PETTIT PAVILION FEE 09/26/2020 50.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

USA BLUE BOOK 371826 LAB & OPERATING SUPPLIES - WTP 215.3110/06/2020 10/06/2020

WARNER NORCROSS & JUDD 204592 LEGAL SERVICES 95.0010/06/2020 10/06/2020

WIELAND TRUCKS 84056C CLAMP, LIGHT, COUPLER - FIRE DEPT 35.8310/06/2020 10/06/2020

WINN TELECOM 10012020 TELEPHONE SERVICE: OCTOBER 2020 2,509.8810/06/2020 10/06/2020

WM CORPORATE SERVICES, INC.7707771-1723-3 SEPTEMBER-20 COLLECTION 17,247.7810/06/2020 10/06/2020

Sub Total: 155,958.57
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MISCAARON M OLSON FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCBRIAN GREGORY FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCBRIAN R DAVID FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCBRYCE M CARTER FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCCHAD D MICHELS FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCCLAIRE F KAISLER FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCCOREY M BENSAL FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCDANIEL K JENKINS FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCDAVID A SAAD FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCDAVID G THOMPSON FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCDAYLEN M GARVER FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCDOUGLAS G BLACKWELL FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCEMILY A SQUIRES FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCERIC D ISAAC FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCERNEST E WILSON FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCGARY BAUER FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCGREG A KOLHOFF FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCGREGORY L HARGER FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJAMES L CHAPMAN FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJAMES P HILL FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJAMES R DOHERTY FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJARED E STOZEL FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJARRED B WENTWORTH FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJAY L KLEINHARDT FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJEFFREY J MICHELS FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJOEL A PAPENFUS FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJOHN J PEDJAC FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJOHN W LAKE FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJOSEPH D HUSTON FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCJOSHUA W KENNY FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCKENNETH J CHINAVARE FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCKEVIN J WILBUR FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCMAEGAN J JENKINS FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCMARVIN D FARLEY FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCMICHAEL J HOSKING FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCMICHAEL L SARGENT FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCMICKEY R DEFOY FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCNICHOLAS N WINTER FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCORRIN J MARSHALL FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020
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MISCROBERT GUILIANI FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCROBERT L LIGHTFOOT FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCRYAN M WEAKMAN FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCSAMUEL M EBERHART FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCSHANE G LEMKE FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCSPENCER J KING FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCSTEVEN LYNCH FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCTHOMAS N BRANDON FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCTHOMAS W FRANCISCO FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCTIMOTHY A SHARROW FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCTRACEY E POHL FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

MISCTRAVIS J GILMORE FRHPP COVID FRHPP GRANT COVID HAZARD PAY (2020 PA 144, SEC801, CFDA #21.019)1,000.0009/24/2020

OPEN INVOICE TOTAL:

Grand Total:

51,000.00

COMMISSION APPROVAL:

jkinberg
Text Box
155,958.57

jkinberg
Text Box
206,958.57



AGENDA REPORT 
 

TO:           Mayor Pat Humphrey & Clare City Commissioners 

FROM:     Diane Lyon, City Clerk 

DATE:      October 1, 2020 

RE:           *Professional & Education Training Opportunities 

 
For the Agenda of October 5, 2020 

 
*Note: This is a Consent Agenda item and is considered as routine by the City Commission. 

As such, this matter shall be automatically enacted by one motion with all other Consent 

Agenda items unless a Commissioner or citizen requests this item be individually discussed, 

in which event it shall be removed from the Consent Agenda and considered and acted upon 

in its designated sequence on the approved Clare City Commission agenda of October 05, 

2020. 
 
 

 

1. Michigan Municipal League Events Calendar.   The Michigan Municipal League’s event 

calendar provides numerous opportunities for training.  Please let us know if you have 

interest in attending any of these scheduled events. 

 

2. APA MI.  The Michigan Chapter of the American Planning Association calendar of events 

provides training opportunities.  Please notify the Clerk’s office if you wish to attend any of 

the training events. 

 

3. Great Lakes PFAS Summit.  EGLE is hosting a virtual Great Lakes Virtual PFAS Summit 

October 26-30.   

 

 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 

 

CITY OF CLARE 
Professional Development Training Request 

 

 

Today’s Date:_   
 

 

Your Name & Title:   
 

 

Name of Training Event: 
 

 

Location of Training Event: 
 

 

Date(s) & Times of Training Event:   
 

 

If you are required to sign up for break-out sessions, which break-out sessions 
& times would you like to attend: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Do you have and special food requirements (if the event is serving food)? 
 
 
 
 
 

Will you need a city vehicle to attend this event?           Yes                         No 
(If the answer is no, a mileage reimbursement form will be provided) 

 

 

Will you need overnight accommodations?                      Yes                         No 
 

 

Do you have special needs regarding accommodations?    
 

 

Please return this completed form to:         Diane Lyon, City Clerk 
202 W. Fifth St. 
Clare, MI 48617 

Or you may email the form to:                       dlyon@cityofclare.org 

mailto:dlyon@cityofclare.org


Contact MML :: Site Map :: Site Index :: My League

Search mml.org 

Jump to...

League Calendar

Convention

Capital Conference

U.P. Education Summit

On-Site Programs

Elected Officials 
Academy

Leading Edge

Resources

Speaker Resources

Newly Elected Officials

Share  Email  Print

League Calendar

Events e-News>

Training Registration Policies>

Convention Registration Policies>

Capital Conference Registration Policies>

For Human Resources-related trainings and seminars, League members can attend 
programs hosted by the American Society of Employers (ASE) at the ASE member rate. Visit 
www.aseonline.org for a calendar of their events.

DATE EVENT LOCATION

2020

Sept 28
2020 Virtual Fall Training Institute - Michigan Government 
Finance Officers Association

Virtual

Sept 30-
Oct 2

LEAGUE EVENT: Convention Virtual

Oct.12 LEAGUE EVENT: Monday Morning Live Webinar

Oct 28-29
Virtual Fall Transportation Asset Management Conference
(Transportation Asset Management Council)

Virtual

Oct 29
Michigan Association of Municipal Attorneys (MAMA) 2020 
Virtual Annual Meeting

Virtual

2021

Jan 26-29 Michigan Municipal Executives Winter Institute Grand Rapids

Mar 16-17 LEAGUE EVENT: Capital Conference Lansing

Training/Events 

Home League Services Advocacy Training/Events Resources Insurance Legal Links Classifieds

League Calendar Convention Capital Conference U.P. Education Summit Elected Officials Academy On-site Seminars Speaker Resources

Page 1 of 2
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Sept 22-24 LEAGUE EVENT: Convention Grand Rapids

2022

Mar 15-16 LEAGUE EVENT: Capital Conference Lansing

Oct 19-21 LEAGUE EVENT: Convention Muskegon

2023

Oct. 18-20 LEAGUE EVENT: Convention Traverse City

2024

Sept 11-13 LEAGUE EVENT: Convention
Mackinac 
Island

MML Home :: League Services :: Advocacy :: Training/Events :: Resources :: Insurance :: Legal :: Classifieds :: Links :: About MML :: Privacy :: Webmaster 
Michigan Municipal League :: 1675 Green Road, Ann Arbor MI, 48105 :: 734.662.3246 l 800.653.2483 
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Member Login

APA Events MAP Events Emerging Planning Professional MAP Network & Learn

On Site Workshops Other Events Partner Events

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

27 28 29 30 1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 

Planning 

Michigan 

Conference 2 ...

8 

Planning 

Michigan 

Conference 2 ...

9 

Planning 

Michigan 

Conference 2 ...

10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

25 26 27 28 

MAP Reads

29 30 31 

Event Calendar 

October 2020

Home Mission About MAP Conferences and Events Education and Resources Career Center
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Michigan Association of Planning

1919 West Stadium Boulevard, Suite 4 

Ann Arbor, MI  48103

info@planningmi.org

734.913.2000 (office)  

734.913.2061 (fax)

© Copyright 2018

powered by 
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Diane Lyon

From: MI Dept. of Environment, Great Lakes, and Energy 
<EGLE@govsubscriptions.michigan.gov>

Sent: Thursday, October 1, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Diane Lyon
Subject: Reminder to register today for the Great Lakes Virtual PFAS Summit - Oct. 26-30

 

Share or view as a webpage  I  Update preferences 

 
Don't miss out! Register today for the Great Lakes  
Virtual PFAS Summit, taking place October 26-30! 

 

One of the biggest stories in chemical contamination emerging over the past several years 
has been per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS). States throughout the nation, 
including the Great Lakes region, are finding PFAS contamination in a growing number of 
locations where these persistent chemicals pose a threat to people and the 
environment. The Great Lakes Virtual PFAS Summit will bring together environmental 
program managers, policy experts, researchers, and contractors from around the Great 
Lakes region to share the challenges of addressing this contamination and present 
innovative technical solutions developed to address these “forever” chemicals.   
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Over 30 Sessions 

Map out your schedule. Choose from over 30 sessions to attend and engage in live 
discussions with speakers. Topics will include: 

 Rules and Regulations 

 Public Health and Communication 

 Pollution Prevention 

 Materials Management 

 Sampling and Analytical 

 Treatment Technology 

 PFAS in Agriculture and Natural Resources 

 
⇒ VIEW THE CONFERENCE AGENDA  

 
Exhibitors 

The Virtual Summit gives exhibitors unique opportunities to gain visibility and connect with 
the Great Lakes scientific community charged with solving complex environmental issues. 
Exhibitors will be available online to share their innovative products, services, and 
solutions.  
Exhibitor Information and Registration 

Who should attend? 

Participants may include local, state, and federal government officials; environmental 
consultants and vendors; academic researchers and students; industries managing PFAS 
contamination; and community organizations. 

 
Register today! 

 Get info on the most current and reliable science and policy. 

 Network with hundreds of professionals from around the Great Lakes Region using 
our online event platform, Whova.  

 Explore current and future research topics related to PFAS. 
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 Hear the latest from federal, state, and local officials on their challenges and 
innovative solutions in dealing with these "forever chemicals." 

 
Cost: $50 

Professional Development Hours will be available. 

Registration deadline: October 22, 2020 

 

Michigan.gov/EGLEevents 

#GLPFASSummit 

Registration Questions: 
Joel Roseberry / RoseberryJ@Michigan.gov  
Alana Berthold / BertholdA@Michigan.gov 

 

  

Connect With Us: 

     

 
 

   

 

If you wish to no longer receive emails from us,  
please update your preferences here: 

Manage Preferences  |  Help 

Need further assistance? 
Contact Us  |  Provide Feedback 

This email was sent to dlyon@cityofclare.org using GovDelivery Communications Cloud on behalf of: Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes, and 
Energy · Constitution Hall · 525 West Allegan Street · PO Box 30473 · Lansing, MI 48909 · 800-662-9278 
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